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SCOUTING REPORTS Who will win , who won't and why?
'No one really makes it on their
own. Many people have helped
create who I am. That's why
I always try to help others.
"At BellSouth, rm able to
fulfill that part of my life by
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mentoring young people about
the value of education.
"Education ... that's what it's all
about because our future will
be built on the dreams of
today's youth'.'
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NEW FACES, NEW PLACES I NEW TWISTS TO O~D TRADITIONS

GALLIMORE FOREVERMORE

By Eric Moore
An old Quincy Jones song says °1="v, rything Must
Change," does it ever in black-colle,g& football 1999.

By Roscoe Nance
The brief flame that was Willie Galimore'•
life came and went tragically fast but not before he burned opponents
in the colleges and the pros.

- -~ =,.________
THt SWA TURNS ITS BACK ...
... AND SOME HEADS, BY INSTITUTIONALLY SNUBBING THE
NCAA PLAYOFFS.
By Reggie Benson

GOING BOLDLY WHERE THEY'VE BEEN BEFORE
By Roscoe Nance
The SWAC's decision to turn its back on the NCAA
playoffs is m isguided and defeatist.

CHANGING THEIR STRIPES
By Roscoe Nance
The long-maligned state of blackcollege officiating came to a head
last season following a notoriously
bad call in the Hampton-William & Mary game. Now
conference leaders are calling for change.

BLACKVDICES TOP TEN
GETTING BETTER, NOT BIGGER
..

By Herb White
With a new television package and new sponsors, the
Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference focuses on
improving the quality of its
product.

Some random thoughts, impressions, and perspectives
from our ten years of covering black-college football.

SHOWTIME 1

-aum AND THE BEAT

Highlights

STAR WAR
THIS RELATIONSHIP AIN'T WORKING
By J. C. Clemons
Memo to the Heritage Bowl: Leave Atlanta - for your
own good.

A CHANGE OF HEART
By Roscoe Nance
Transfers from Division 1-A are making an impact in
black-college programs.

THE 2000 NFL DRAFT
By Ty Miller

THE NEW DRAFT GAME
By Ty Miller

By Michael Hurd
A long-forgotten game between the Chicago Bears
and a group of black college all- stars in 1938 did not,
unfortunately, involve a level playing field.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
By Mark Allen
After being fired and re-hired
by Albany State, Hampton
Smith transformed the Albany
State football program into a
Division II power. He retires
after the '99 season as the
best coach in Albany State's
history.

A CAPITAL INVESTMENT
By Barbara Harris
The Capital City Classic pays dividends galore for students, faculty, alumni and the entire city of Jackson,
Mississippi.
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SPORTY VACATIONS
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ello there, and welcome to BlackVoices.com 's 1999 Guide To Black College
Football. Allow me to say one thing right up front:
We're No.1.
You are holding the definitive guide to Black College football , with photo-

graphs and articles by some of the best sports journalists in the country. Anybody
with access to a printing press can publish a magazine. But it takes a keen knowledge of the African-American community to produce a Black College football
guide with just the right feel and flavor.
We believe we have accomplished that. On the Internet we have created
the world's largest Afro-centric site -

www.blackvoices.com -

and now we are

leveraging that experience by entering magazine publishing.
Our Black College football guide is just the start of a series of sports and
black lifestyle magazines. In January, watch for our new careers magazine that
also will include a special sports section on the NCAA basketball tournaments, as
well as an in-depth guide to the greatest black- college basketball tournament, the
CIAA Tournament. Also watch for our exciting travel and leisure magazine coming soon.
In the meantime, enjoy our football guide. Inside, you'll find spectacular photos and stories that really capture the color and pageantry of black college football. Don't miss our insightful story about black athletes leaving bigger schools to
return to their roots. This issue also includes some interesting perspectives on the
potential impact of major changes that have occurred in the SWAC (Southwestern
Athletic Conference). And of course, we've got halftime covered with some great
color photos of marching bands, drum majors and cheerleaders.
Enjoy, and here's hoping your team finishes No. 1!

Partldpants will be able to:
• Research company information
• Search for available jobs or Internships

Barry Cooper
Founder and CEO
Blackvoices.com
Barry@blackvoices.com

• submit electronic resumes to company recruiters,
• and morel
The Black C o llege Vir tual Jo b Fair offers exciting career opportunities
·
v ·i sit t h e virtual i' o b fair at www. BlackVoices .com
for a II maiors.
.
k
·
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and c I 1c in
You r f u t u re · A ll gra d uating seniors, graduate students
.
•
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oking
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all you need i s a res u me an d access t o the W eb!
For more info, emai l v jf@ b lack v oices.com
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HIS year's college football season will be filled
with change, from the new divisional alignment
in the Southwestern Athletic Conference, to
different coaches pacing the sidelines for 11 teams.

New SWAC
The SWAC has separated into two divisions this
year, with the eastern and western champions meeting
in the inaugural SWAC Championship football game,
Dec. 11 at Legion Field in Birmingham. The SWAC headquarters also will be moving to the Magic City, thanks to
the city's strong bid in response to solicitations by
Commissioner Rudy Washington to find a new home
for the conference.
RECONCILED
The Southern vs. Prairie View band controversy,
which began with a confrontation during halftime of
their football game in September, was resolved by the
"reconciliation meeting" of the schools' presidents in
February. Both schools' bands were suspended and
Prairie View was fined for failing to adhere to the
conditions of the suspension.
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In Black-College Football

By Eric l"Vl oore
FAREWELL
The retirement of
Marino Casem at
Southern and Paul
Covington at Jackson
State creates new leadership at two of the premier schools in the conference. Casem spent
13 years in Baton Rouge
following a 22-year stint
at Alcorn State. "The
Godfather," as he was
known throughout the
conference, also participated on numerous
NCAA committees.
NEW FACES
There will be 11 new
coaches pacing the sidelines at black-college football games this year. Ten
have either returned to
coaching or stepped up
from assistants' positions.
One, Rudy Abrams,
changed schools.

Abrams moved from L.Mngstone, where he had
rejwenated the Blue Bear program into successive CIAA
championships, to North Carolina Central, whose fans are
clamouring for a return to glory.
Abrams was replaced by Gregory Richardson,
formerly defensive coordinator at Virginia Union.
Richardson is familiar with Livingstone's program since
he was defensive coordinator under Abrams from
1994-96.
Other CIAA schools with new football coaches
include Tim Harkness at Johnson C . Smith and Henry
Frazier at Bowie State. In the MEAC, Morgan State has
hired Stanley Mitchell as interim head coach to replace
the departed Stump Mitchell.
Norfolk State has placed its Mure in the hands of
Mo Forte, who led N.C. A&T to an MEAC championship
a few years back.
In a cross-conference shift, Steven Wilks was promoted to head coach at Savannah State after Daryl
McNeill left to become offensive coordinator at his alma
mater, South Carolina State.
The opening was created at S.C. State when
Anthony Jones accepted the head coaching position
at Morehouse.
Elsewhere, Mississippi Valley looks for a new beginning under head coach LaTraia Jones, while Robert
Hughes takes over as interim head coach at Jackson
State. Hughes replaces James
Carson, who resigned for
health reasons.
Prairie View A&M will begin
the season with an interim
head coach. Assistant Athletics
Director, Clifton Gilliard, has
been appointed interim coach
until an investigation is
~ompleted into alleged
improper activities of coach,
Greg Johnson.

NEW CLASSICS
In addition to the SWAC
Championship Game three new
classic games have ~ added
to this Year's schedule. The inaugural River City Classic will kick off
Sept. 18 in Cincilnati as Howard
meets Bethune-Cookman
Promoters hope the Bison.and
Wildcats can renew the excitement of their meeting in the
Circle City Classic last year.

1

99 .

Although Howard won the game 32-25 , B-CC was
in Bison territory 10 times in 1998's game. Howard
scored 10 points in 32 seconds of the fourth quarter to
assure victory, but the Wildcats never gave up, scoring
their final touchdown as time ran out.
The Big John Merritt Classic, featuring Tennessee
State and Alabama State, is set for Sept. 5 in Nashville.
The game will be played in Adelphia Coliseum, the
brand new home of the NFL's Tennessee Titans. TSU
and ASU will be the first college teams to use
the facility.
Morehouse and Albany State will take their SIAC
battle up the road to Athens, Ga., as the 100 Black Men
of Athens host the Classic City Classic on Sept. 18.
Ironically, the game is scheduled on the same date, but
an hour and a half earlier, as the 100 Black Men of
Atlanta's Football Classic featuring Tennessee State and
Florida A&M in the Georgia Dome.
NEW NAME
The 64th annual meeting on Oct. 9 of Morehouse
and Tuskegee in Columbus, Ga., will be called the
Rivertown Classic. Formally known as the MorehouseSkegee Classic, this game is one of two SIAC rivalries
set for Columbus. Fort Valley State and Albany State will
close their seasons in the 10th Annual Fountain City
Classic in Columbus on Nov. 13.
NEW CROWN
Lane and Johnson C . Smith tie
for the homecoming crown this
year. Including their own, both
schools will play in four homecoming games this year. Lane
will face Arkansas-Pine Bluff,
Benedict and Miles on the road
while hosting Kentucky State for
homecoming on Oct. 9. Smith
will be the homecoming
opponent for BethuneCookman, Fayetteville State
and Winston-Salem State. The
Golden Bulls will celebrate their
own homecoming against
Virginia Union on Nov. 13.
The most popular date for
homecoming this year is Oct.
30, with 12 games scheduled.
Oct. 9 follows with nine homecomings. Oct. 23 and Nov. 6 are
tied for third with seven each. I'S
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Cooper's dream of w inning a
Division I-AA national championship at Alabama A&M right out
from under him.
Cooper, who hopes to build the Bulldogs into a I-AA
power, has talked openly albout bringing a national championship to Huntsville. However, with the league moving to
divisional play and sponsoring a championship game, a
national championship
is out of the picture.
The dates of the
SWAC championship
game and the Heritage
Bowl, which pits the
SWAC champion
against the MidEastern Athletic
Conference champion
in what is considered
the black-college
national championship
game, conflict with the
I-AA playoffs, thus
eliminating the league's
involvement in the
playoffs.
"Right now, we're
happy just to have an
opportunity to play for
the SWAC championship, and if we're fortunate to win that, we'll
get to play in the
Heritage Bowl," Cooper
says. "It's a big deal to
have your kids participate in a bowl game,
and that's what we're
shooting for this year.
"At some point the format could change, and w e
could play for the I-AA championship. "
The SWAC's Eastern and Western Division champions
will play in the league's inaugural championship game 8:t
Birmingham's Legion Field on Dec. 11 . The title game winner will play in the Heritage Bowl at the Georgia D ome in
Atlanta a week later.
While Cooper is satisfied for the moment at not b eing
able to compete for the national championship, several

fans aren't very excited about. Fact is, SWAC teams have
fared poorly in the playoffs. The league has never won a
p layoff game, having compiled an 0-19 record.
A rkansas- Pine B luff coach Lee Hardman says he
knows w hy.
"W hen w e go, w e 've got to go in and play the No. 1
team in the nation," Hardman says. "We go play up north,
in the cold and the ice, and that's a disadvantage for us.
"If given a fair chance, I think we can compete against
any team in the nation."
Some of the games have been competitive, but the
results have always been the same.
Eight of t hem have been decided by nine points or
few er, including six by five points or fewer. But most have
been lopsided.
For example,
Northeast Louisiana
blasted Alcorn State 7827 in 1992. Louisiana
Tech beat Mississippi
Valley State 66-19 in
1984, and Youngstown
State beat Alcorn State
63-20 in 1994. Three
other losses w ere by 30
points or more. In six
playoff games in the
'90s, SWAC teams have
been outscored 28392.
Jackson State
made the most appearances of any SWAC
team in the I-AA playoffs. The Tigers, the last
SWAC team to participate in the playoffs, lost
all 12 of their postseason
games, including a 3124 decision at Western
Illinois in 1997.
"As for the playoffs, we have players
who have always wanted to play in the
Heritage Bowl," Jackson State interim head coach Robert
Hughes says. "Now , we have an opportunity. After you
play Alcorn State that last Saturday in November, there's a
letdow n, and our guys are not up for those playoff games
because most of the time they send us to these cold
places."
Grambling coach Doug Williams, a former star Tiger
quarterback, never had an opportunity to play in the I-AA
playoffs. The Bayou Classic, which pits Grambling against
Southern, prevented the Tigers and the Jaguars from
playing for it all.
It w as fine for Williams back then, and it 's even
better now.
"I think that 's great, " Williams says of the league
not being able to participate in the playoffs. "It's unfortunate the MEAC doesn 't feel the same way, but that's
their conference .
"I'm a SWAC g uy. I'm a black-college advocate. The
NCAA has never been favorable for the small black college. If it w as, they would help us more with what we do
and television revenue."

"To deprive an individual who thinks he
has a good enough
football team to try
to win a national
.
h.1p .. . , ,,
c h amp1ons
Richardson says, "it
takes away his
ambition.,,
-Pete Richardson

other SWAC football coaches don't mind it at all.
"I'm glad," Alcorn State coach Johnny Tho mas says .
"There is not a substantial gain that one could receive as a
result of participating in the playoffs. The fomnat that the
conference has now is going to create a tremendou s
amount of enthusiasm and excitement for SWA C football
- not only locally and regionally, but also nationally."
Thomas predicts that in three to five yea:~· ~he
SWAC Championship Game w ill rival other D1v 1s1o n I
c hampionship games.
What does the SWAC lose by writing off the NCAA
playoffs? Losing in distant stadiums to distant teams that

www.blackvoices.com
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Williams says playoff games
simply aren't what the SWAC is
all about.
"I don't care about the I-AA
playoffs as much as I do about
the conference, the Bayou
Classic, the Magic City Classic,
the Jackson State-Alcorn State
game," Williams says. "Those
are the games that make us."
Those are the games that
will likely continue to make the
SWAC now that the league is
out of the I-AA playoff picture.
"It becomes a monetary
issue when you talk about going
to the Heritage Bowl as
opposed to the Division I-AA
playoffs," Prairie View interim
coach Clifton Gilliard says. "You
make more money in the
Heritage Bowl. You can win the
I-AA championship, but the
purse you go home with is considerably less."
Still, says Southern coach
Pete Richardson, if you 're a
coach you strive to win championships.
''To deprive an individual
who thinks he has a good
enough football team to try to
win a national championship ... ,"
Richardson says, "it takes away
his ambition." ('I

ne . . . ws
oca cant share

As title sponsor, State Farm invites you to enjoy one of the most exciting
rivalries in college football as the Southern University Jaguars
take on the Grambling State Tigers in the State Farm Bayou Classic.
The fur starts flying Saturday, November 27th on NBC.

•
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www.statefarm.com
State Farm Insurance Companies - Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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irrWhat makes college foat;ball
rivalries so attractive is the facL
that teams only play each other
once a year. With that in mind,
fans whip themselves into frenzy.
Because of that, the vict:ories are
a little sweeter, and the defeats
are a little mare painful.·"'

OT
Bl
By Herb White
or the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference,
going big-time is good for
the bottom line. Good teams
and intriguing matchups attract
television. TV attracts big-time
sponsors who plow money into
the league's coffers. The
schools can then market themselves to a national audience.
"Athletics is really a tool,"
says MEAC Commissioner
Charles Harris. "We've focused
our energy on being good."
MEAC football teams were
very good last season, with
Florida A&M and Hampton
advancing to the NCAA Division
I-AA playoffs, and BethuneCookman earning a Heritage
Bowl bid. To further expose the
league on a national scale, eight
league games will be broadcast
on Fox Sports Net through
America One, a national calble
broker. The goal is to expand
the MEAC's reach from the
South into areas not traditionally
known as black college hotbeds,
such as the West and
Southwest. MEAC games will be
seen in 33 of the top 100 U .S.
markets, including Los Angeles,
Oakland, Denver and Phoenix.
"What we're looking for is to
get more exposure," Harris
said. "Black folks live there and
so do their kids. If our product is
on every Saturday in October,
what we've done is provide an
alternative to what they're used
to seeing."
Television provides the
added benefit of recruiting athletes - or regular students - to
black colleges. Public-service

F

spots for the schools air during
games, which Harris says helps
tell the story of HBCUs to an
audience that may not know
much about them.
"We've really pushed our 1V
package, which will be seen in
30 million homes," Harris said.
"The name of the game is
recruiting. When our coaches go
into homes, recruits want to
know 'are you on TV?'"

Sponsors play a critical role in
the equation. Corporations want
a return on their advertising dollars, and millions of potential
customers glued to exciting
football is good for business. In
short, the league is making a
concerted effort to improve
the product.
"When you get into 30 million
homes, there are sponsors who
want to be a part of that," Harris

"You can't sandbag people any longer. At the end of the day,
people want to know what kind of product do you have."

said. "You can't sandbag people
any longer. At the end of the day,
people want to know what kind of
product do you have. The sponsors want to be affiliated with a
good product."
More companies are taking
notice, Harris says. Nike and
National Car Rental are a couple of
the large corporations who sponsor MEAC events ranging from television to meacsports.com, the
league's Internet site. The conference is making money from those
relationships, Harris says, but is
actively recruiting new deals.
"We've done very well with our
sponsors," he said.
The MEAC is committed to
postseason play, especially the
Division I-AA playoffs. While the
Southwestern Athletic Conference
has all but opted out of the tournament in favor of staging its own

league championship game, Harris
believes his conference will be
better served making its teams
available for the playoffs, as well as
the Heritage Bowl. Is one route
better than the other?
"It's a judgment call either way,"
Harris said. "It's not as if we've
gone in a different direction. Do
you take it as a vested interest for
your conference to have as many
teams as possible in the playoffs?"
The MEAC, which consists of 11
schools, isn't actively pursuing
expansion plans after adding
Norfolk State last year, Harris said.
With nine football-playing schools
in the fold, the league can afford to
be choosy about adding members, especially when it comes to
the size and quality of athletic and academic - programs.
"You don't ever close the door
on expansion," he said. "You don't

add people to say 'look at the
numbers we have now. If we have
questions about adding members,
we have to decide what they'll
bring to the conference."
While other leagues are positioning themselves for an inevitable
round of realignment, the MEAC is
biding its time. Adding schools
means splitting into divisions for all
sports, which affects scheduling
and creates travel burdens.
"You want it at 11 because of
the logistics in basketball," Harris
says. "In our case, we don't have
the overall (football) attendance to
justify going to division play. I think
there's value in Florida A&M going
to Dover, Del., every other year or
Norfolk State going to Orangeburg
(S.C.) every other year. "
As long as it's big-time. l'S

"The name of the game is recruiting. When our coaches go into homes, recruits wa
to know 'are you on TV?"'

Memo to the Heritage Bowl: Leave Atlanta for your own good.
By J. C. CLEMONS

I

'll say it: The Heritage Bowl
will die a merciless death if
the powers that be do not
take their game and get the
heck out of Atlanta.
There is no nice way to put it.
The good black folks of my
adopted hometown (let us not
fool ourselves into thinking
those of another persuasion
are even a part of this equation) do not particularly care for
black-college football in general, and the SWAC vs. MEAC
variety in particular.
Sure, the 100 Black Men of
Atlanta put on a nice show and
bring in respectable , 40 ,000plus numbers for their annual
classic. And, of course,
Morehouse, Morris Brown and
Clark Atlanta can muster
crowds other Division II schools
would die for - when they play
each other.
Yet, those are mostly
snooty-type events, pushed by
th e local black bourgeoisie , and
th e snooty, "bourgie" people do
turn out.

But when it comes to
attempting to attract football
diehards to watch black colleges
with no local ties - amidst the
hoopla of the Christmas holiday
season - sorry, this is just not
the place.
After five tries in Atlanta, and
just as many failures at presenting more real people than empty
Georgia Dome seats before the
national television cameras, it
has become apparent that a
better (i.e. more appreciative)
venue must be found for what
should be a black-college football showcase.
''The people of Atlanta have not
fully embraced the Heritage ~wl,"
acknowledges SWAG comm1Ssioner Rudy Washington. ''The support has mainly come from the visiting schools."
Yes, it has. And do you want
to know why?
Well, I'll let you in on a
little secret.
.
For all its avid self-promotion
and rampant boosterism, the
city with the audacity to proclaim

www.blackvoices.com

itself "The Birthplace of the Civil
Rights Movement" - (let's see,
did not the Montgomery Bus
Boycott spark the social activism
that led to the legislative and
judicial responses that would
indeed change a nation?) Atlanta is not all that it professes
to be. "The Birthplace of the Civil
Hype Movement" would be a
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The 1998 Heritage Bowl featured Southern University and Bethune-Cookman College.
more appropriate moniker.
What you have here are a
bunch of black Rush-ians - our
brothers and sisters from up
North who are rushing back to
their Mother's and Father's land who have very little history of, or
affinity for, black-college football.
True story: A few years back
when I served as college editor
of the Atlanta JournalConstitution and significantly
boosted coverage of black-college football, I received a disturbing call.
The gentleman, a brother,
said he'd recently moved to
Atlanta and was disturbed that
the paper would run notes, stories and polls labeled "Black
College Football." The caller said
he was raising his child to be
color-blind, and found the label
"Black Colleges" insulting.
I had no answer for someone
so removed from our struggles.
Add to that our brothers and
sisters from the islands and the
true Motherland, who favor soccer over our brand of football,
1"..c"-'"' '·'·,,..,,.,c1 and you know what, there really
is not a great black-college football constituency around here.
Fairness compels me to note

that since Craig Cason and the
Historically Black Collegiate
Coalition have taken over running the Heritage Bowl , management of the event has been
first-class.
'We needed to make that
change to professional management," MEAC commissioner
Charles Harris says. At least now
people are being paid - and the
bills are being paid.
That's a significant improvement. Is it enough?
I don't think so.
There are two years remaining on the contract to play the
game in Atlanta and on NBC-1V.
It's time now to start looking
ahead for a place where blackcollege football and its fans are
not only welcome to come
spend their money - but are
actually embraced .
A place where we all like to
go. A place with a track record
of success when it comes to us
taking care of ourselves. There is
such a place that's everything
Atlanta is not - for real.
It's called New Orleans. I'S
Have you hear d th e voices o f success,
the voices of achievement, the voices of authority?
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Southern University cheerleader and
mascot at last year's Heritage Bowl.
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saw how much the Tigers threw the
ball, he became interested. After visiting campus and watching their spring
game, he w as sold on the Big Blue.
"It w as a gut feeling," he says. "The
coaches here are more personal. It's
more of a family atmosphere."
Murray knew very little about
Tennessee State. Coming out of high
school, he had made it known that he
w as interested only in playing for a
DMsion I-A program. Southern
University w as the only black school to
recruit him.
"I wanted to go to a major university
so everybody could see me on T\/," he
says. "I wanted to look good. I thought
you couldn't make it unless you went
there. That's not the case. If you have
the talent, they will find you. If your
dream is to do something bigger, don't

Transfers from Division 1-A
are making an impact in
black-college programs.
The grass seems g reener on
By ROSCOE NANCE
DMsion I-A football fields. They have
the best of eve rything. They are
always on T\I. And their athletes' pictures are plaste red on the front pages
of magazines and newspapers across
the country.
However, many black athletes are
discovering that t he g reener grass is
really artificial turf. In some instances
the playing time they expected isn't
there; the social life is d isappointing, or
they are confronted with an unwanted
change of positions. But whatever the
reason, a growing n umber of black
athletes are transfe rring from Division IA programs to historically black I-AA
schools, after becom ing d isenchanted
with life at the major-college level.
''Young players som etimes don't
make the right decisions as far as what
they're looking for," says Hampton
coach Joe Taylor. "The e nvironment
may not be right; they might be closer
to home, all of the reasons recruiters
give. But they don't listen."
In ~any instances, the glamour of
playi~ at a Notre Dame or M ichigan
or Florida State is so intoxicating that
athletes don't even consider black colleg~~ coming out of high school. They
enV1S1on themselves playing on 1V
eve~ week, winning national championships and then going on to the NFL
Many are in for a rude awakening
'':hey enco~nter some things hit
might not be in their favor," says Texas
Southern coach Bill Thomas. ''They get
there, and th ey're not the cream of the
crop, and the treatment they get is not
what they're accustomed to."
Says_
State coach L C.
~les. DMS1on I-A is not what they
think, and they're not getting the
chance (to play). It's not always a case
tt:at the grass is greener on the other
Side. They go because f lV
and th.
.
a
exposure
ings hke that. They get to those
sc~ools, and all of sudden they learn
all IS not perfect."
'
That discovery has led t
st
str~am of high-qualtty ath~t~s
femng to black 1-M hools
they ar
1· ·ble
sc
, where
e e igi
to play immediately.

1:?r:~~
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Fl o r ida A & M
co ach Billy ..Joe Cr)
vvel corried P a t B o nner t o his pro gram in 'BB. Bo nner re s ponded by
lea d ing Division I- AA in p assi ng vvhil e
leadi n g the R a t t l e r s t o t he playoffs .
Last season, quarterback Leon
Murray, a transfer from the University
of Pittsburgh, and \Nida receiver
Tyrone Butterfiek:l, led Tennessee
State to the Ohio Valley Conference
championshp and a berth in the I-AA
playoffs.
At Florida A&M, quarterback Patrick
~ner, a transfer from Temple, w as
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
Offensive Rayer of the Year and winner of the Tank Younger Award, which
goes to the top player in black-college
football.
And the list goes on and on. The
in~ux of these athletes has helped
raise the quality of play among black
schools. That is evidenced by the
strides made by schools such as
Ten~ State, Hampton and
~ A&M, Which had transfers play1ng key roles for them last year and
had highly SUCCessful seasons
talent level (at black schools)
has 1mpr~ved greatly," says Texas
Southerns Thomas. "Top to bottom, 1_
A schools have more talented players.
The transfers have enhanced our talent level on the field. Integration had a
neg_
ative effect on HBCUs. This is offsetting that some."

'1:19
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Tennessee State's Murray is being
touted as a Heisman Trophy candidate
after two spectacular seasons. He is
already No. 7 on the Tennessee State
and OVC lists for career passing yards
(5,209).
Murray, a native of Shreveport, La.,
ended up at Tennessee State when
the coaching staff at Pittsburgh wanted to move him from quarterback to
wide receiver.
''They let me play quarterback the
first year," he says. "But that spring,
they moved me to wide receiver.
I didn't get a fair chance."
Murray eventually returned to quarterback. But the coaching staff kept
hinting that he would make an excellent receiver. M urray decided to transfer.
''They killed my spirit," he says. "I didn't
want to be there even though they
said I could play quarterback. A lot of
times if you're not highly touted, you
get overlooked. You have to work
extremely hard, but sometimes that
doesn't matter. They're going to do
what they w ant to do with you."
After a friend told him about
Tennessee State, he looked the
school up on the Internet. Vv'hen he

"Division I-A is not
what they think, and
they're not getting
the chance (to play).
It's not always a
case that the grass
is greener on the
other side. They go
because of TV
exposure and things
like that. They get to
those schools, and
all of sudden, they
learn all is
not perfect."

oe Taylor
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''They let me play
quarterback the first
year," he says. "But
that spring, they
moved meto
wide receiver.
I didn't get a fair
chance.''

worry about the short term."
More and more black athletes are
beginning to think that way, after giving
the major universities a shot
"Back when I played (quarterback at
the opportun·1Jackson State "98"-84)
, ,
ty was great to go to big schools,"
says Delaware State coach John
McKenzie. "Athletes were looking for
glitter and fame. Now they're looking
for an opportunity to play. Black
schools are able to give them that
opportunity."
In order for an a1Hete to tran.sfer, he ha5
"""the"""'-"'
to •~■ ua·t e ~,,....._,..,._
vUI ,LC&.,, ..
vv,u
,
CllA IULJI he vvishes to attend, and hs previous ochool
cv,hr-J,,rc-hir,.
must ,.....Jr-~= ,"~" ~, ,from hs ""-"
,u,o, _,, 'I-'

'We get releases from kids we don't
have a due about," says McKenzie.
"Eventually you find out about them."
But most often, athletes who transfer
from Division I-A programs to black
sch ooIs were recruited b y those
schools out of high school.
'We recruit I-A caliber athletes," says
Tennessee State's Coles. "If we don't
sign them, we wish them luck and tell
them if things don't work they've got a
home at TSU."
Despite the success black I-AA
schools are having with transfers,
coaches say th ey will never build their
programs around them. They also
concur th at h.1gh school recruits will

always be the lifeblood of any successful program.
"Most coaches would rather have
a guy out of high school who can
redshirt and learn your program,"
says Hampton's Taylor. "They
(transfers) are not taking over.
You're plugging in a need. You
should never have more than two
or three. If you have nine or 10, you
don't have a program."
Says FAMU coach Billy Joe: ''The
majority of our players are from high
schools, and we want it to remain that
way. It's extremely difficult to build and
sustain a program with transfers. You
don't have athletes (who transfer in)
around long enough to build and sustain. If you're looking for a player to
make an impact where you're
extremely weak, they are good for that
purpose. They are experienced,
mature and knowledgeable. You're
killing three birds with one stone."
Taylor's philosophy is to plug in transfers in the front seven on defense the
defensive line and linebackers.
'
Linemen Keith Council, a transfer from
~ ~niversity of Florida who went to
training camp with the New York
Giants, and Charles Preston a transfer
from the University of Virgini~ who
we~t to training camp with the
Baltimore Ravens, anchored
Hampton's defensive line last season
Defensive tackle Damon Dawson, ~
~ e r n:om the University of North
C~ohna, is expected to be the bulwark
this season. Michael Forbes a transfer
from Marshall, will be a key r~serve
At Florida A&M
·
' Joe hasJaJuan
an affinity for
~ e r s at quarterback.
Sei~r,
came to FAMU from the
University of West Virginia, could
~ e the second COnsecutive
DMSIOn I-A transfer signal-caller to start
for the Rattlers in Joe's six
'We've been quite r,1"'"'"'~~and· ,
hopeful
,...,,~,
we re
p1a
can continue to get impact
petitiv~~e,at this~salevysel. "In order to be comDMsion I A calber
' YOU have to have
1
- better,
• players. They can
make you
Just
like that..,

':""10

::i9
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A UST OF ATHLETES WHO WILL PLAY FOR BLACK COLLEGES AT THE
DMSION I-AA LEVEL AFTER TRANSFERRING FROM DIVISION 1-A PROGRAMS:
NAME

POSITION

PREVIOUS SCHOOL

CU....... acH00L

NEMESSIS BATES ············· ·· ·········WR ..... ............ ....... LOUISIANA STATE ...... ....... ... ... ... SOUTHERN
TONY BELLAMY .............. ....... .... ... QB .. ...... ................. LOUISVILLE ....... ... ....... .. .... ..... ... ALABAMA A&M
JASON BOYKIN ............................. DB .. .. .. ........ ...... ... ..LOUISVILLE ................................ ALABAMA A&M
PETE BURKES .............................. QB ... ..... .. ......... ..... .ARKANSAS ................................. GRAMBLING STATE
BRANDON CARTER ...... ...... ...... .... OL ......................... OKLAHOMA ....................... ......... SOUTHERN
ALI CULPEPPER ...... ..... ...... ...... .... RB ......................... SYRACUSE ............. ............ ...... .. MORGAN STATE
BRIAN DARDEN ...................... ...... DB ............ .. ...... .. ... TENNESSEE ...... ... ............ .. ...... .. JACKSON STATE
ARDANTE DAWSON ................ .... .LB ....... .. ....... .... .... .LOUISVILLE ... ....... .. ... ..... ..... ..... .. ALABAMA A&M
DAMON DAWSON ............... .. ........ DT ... .. .... ................ NORTH CAROLINA ...... .... ........... HAMPTON
TERRENCE DENDY ...................... WR ... .. ..... ........ .. ... .VIRGINIA ........... ......... ...... .. ... .... ..DELAWARE STATE
RASHAD ELSY ................... .. ....... ..TE ............ .. ......... ..KENT ... .. .. .......................... .. ...... ..HAMPTON
JASON ENTZIMINGER .................. OL ......... ... .... ...... ... COLORADO ....................... ....... ..JACKSON STATE
KEN EVANS ................................... QB ............ ...... ....... MEMPHIS .. .............. ........... ......... TENNESSEE STATE
TYSHUN EVANS ......................... ... DB .........................WEST VIRGINIA .......................... SOUTHERN
MICHAEL FORBES ...... ..... ............. DT ......................... MARSHALL ........................ .... ..... HAMPTON
RANDALL FOSTER .................. .... .QB ......................... N.ILLINOIS .................. ..... ........... BETHUNE-COOKMAN
MONTE GATLIN ........................ ..... LB ......................... LOUISIANA STATE ...................... JACKSON STATE
GEORGE GUIDRY ....... ........ ..... .... .LB ......................... NEBRASKA ............. .................... GRAMBLING STATE
KENYON HAMBRICK........ ..... ...... . .WR ........................ LOUISVILLE ................................ ALABAMA A&M
JASON HARRIS ............................ .WR ........... ....... ..... .MEMPHIS .................................. ..ARKANSAS-PINE BLUFF
DARON HERNDON ......... ........ .... .. OL ........ ... ..... .... ..... CENTRAL FLORIDA. .................. .BETHUNE-COOKMAN
HARLAN HILL ................................ RB ..... ...... .... .. .. ..... .TEXAS TECH ....... .................... ... SOUTHERN
KEVIN HUBBARD .......................... FB ......................... N.C. STATE .................................. N.C A& T
RON JOHNSON ............................. RB ... .... ............. ..... ARKANSAS ................................. ARKANSAS-PINE BLUFF
JASON JONES .......... ... ...... .. ......... DT .. ............. .. ....... .TEXAS TECH .... ...... .... ..... ... ... ... ..ARKANSAS-PINE BLUFF
WILLIAM LOYD .......... .................... WR ........................ ILLINOIS .............. ... ..... ........ ........GRAMBLING STATE
KEN LYTLE ............ ........................ OL ......................... MARSHALL ......... ............ .. .......... NORFOLK STATE
DAMIEN MALLORY .................... .... DE .... ... .................. SYRACUSE .......... .................... .. .MORGAN STATE
MPUMI MASIMIN ........................... OL .. .......... .. .... ... .... EAST CAROLINA ............ .... ........ HOWARD
RAY MASSEY ............................. ... LB ......................... EAST CAROLINA ..... ......... .......... N.C. A& T
ROSHAUN MATTHEWS ............. ... LB ......................... LOUISIANA STATE ............. ......... SOUTHERN
CHAUNCEY MITCHELL. ................ DT .. ....................... MIAMI (OHIO) ............. ............ .... .BETHUNE-COOKMAN
LEON MURRAY ......... ..... ... ...... ..... .QB ... .... .................. PITTSBURGH ............ ... ... ..... .......TENNESSEE STATE
ROMANDO NORTH ........ .... .... ...... .WR ........................ EAST CAROLINA .. ........ ......... .... .N.C. A&T
EBBIE PARSONS ............. .... .. ... ..... DT ......................... N. ILLINOIS ............ ........... ........ ... FLORIDA A&M
ANTHONY POLLOCK ... .. ..... .......... DE ......................... LOUISVILLE ........................... ... .. ALABAMA A&M
ISA RAHMAN ... ..... .... .......... ... .. ...... LB .. .. ....... ... ......... ..AUBURN ...................... .......... .... .. DELAWARE STATE
JAJUAN SEIDER ... ....... ..... .... ........ .QB .........................WEST VIRGINIA ..... ....... .............. FLORIDA A&M
BRANDON SMALL. ... ....... ........ .. .... OL ............. ........... LOUISIANA STATE ........... .. ..... .. ..SOUTHERN
RASHAD SMITH ............................ LB ......................... MARYLAND .............................. ... DELAWARE STATE
KIERNAN SPAIGHT ........ ....... .... .... DB ....... ..... ... ......... .BOSTON COLLEGE ...... ... .. ........ .HAMPTON
MARCUS TAYLOR
.. ... .... .QB ......................... LOUISIANA STATE ........... .... ..... .. ALCORN STATE
MARLON TAYLOR ..... ... ... ...... ..... .. DB .... .... .... ... .......... AUBURN ...................................... GRAMBLING STATE
GERMEY TOLE ················· ......... QB ......................... NEW MEXICO STATE ................. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY
JASON THOMAS·:::::::::::::::::: .. ...... .OL ......................... SOUTH CAROLINA .... ........ ... ...... HAMPTON
JEREMY THOMAS
.......... RB ........... .. ............ PURDUE ...................................... BETHUNE-COOKMAN
LARRY TUCKER ··············: ....... ... DT ......................... CENTRAL FLORIDA. ..... .... ..... .. ... MORGAN STATE
JAMIE WATKINS ::::::::::::::::: ........... FS ......................... VANDERBILT ..... ... ....... ... .. .... ...... .TENNESSEE STATE
DANTE WES
SS ......................... ARKANSAS .. ...... .. ...... .. ...... ....... .. ARKANSAS-PINE BLUFF
LEY·········· ·· ····· ··········
NE LOUISIANA
GRAMBLING STATE
MARLON WILLIAMS
DB .. ·······················
............... ............ .
TORRE WIL
·············· ···· ····aB ......................... NEW MEXICO STATE ·················ARKANSAS-PINE BLUFF
LIAMS.......... .... ... ...... ..
IOWA STAJE
SOUTHERN
ANTONIO MA
.......... DT ......... ................
''
································
FREDDIE M :VS······· ··· ········
.OL ·························CENTRAL FLORIDA. ........ ...... ..... FLORIDA A&M
OORE ....................... .

By ...Jan.es
...Jones
The Southwestern Athletic conference will be a two-team race for the
third straight season.
Jackson State and Southern are
overwhelming favorites to meet in the
inaugural S>NAC championship game
on December 11. The 1 p.m. contest
will be played at Legion Reid in
Birmingham.
The SWAC regular-season title will
likely be decided when Jackson State
and Southern meet on October 16 at
Veterans Memorial Stadium in
Jackson, Miss.
In both the coaches and media
polls, two-time champion Southern
(9-3 overall, 8-0 in conference play
last year) is expected to win the
Western DMsion. Jackson State (7-4,
7-1) is favored to capture the Eastern
DMsion title.
Southern lost 15 starters from last
year's SWAC Championship team
which defeated Bethune-Cookman
28-2 in the Heritage Bowl. The
Jaguars, however, have plenty of talent to win their third consecutive
league crown.
Jackson State has enough offensive fire-power to win the mythical
Black-College National
Championship. The Tiger's are led by
the talented trio of quarterback, Mark
Washington, wide receiver, Sylvester
Morris, and tailback, Destry Wright.
Southern has won 16 straight
SWAC games, while Jackson State is
14-2 in league contests since 1997.
The Jaguars are the only S>NAC team
to beat Jackson State in that span.
"Jackson State's offense will return
two of the most exciting players in
DMsion I-AA," Texas Southern coach,
Bill Thomas, said. "Southern has a
tradition and Pete Richardson always
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prepares his teams well. They have a
great tradition. That's why I'm picking
Southern to win the SWAC."
Jackson State coach, Robert
Hughes, compares his team's
chances of winning an outright
SWAC title to gambling. "If this was a
poker game, I'd win a lot of money
with this group," Hughes said. "Our
quarterback, Mark Washington, has
enough good offensive people
around him in Wright and Morris."
Richardson knows that the rest of
the teams in the S>NAC are lining up
for a shot at Southern.
"Coming into the season, we
know that we are the hunted,"
Richardson said. "Once you establish
yourself as one of the marquee programs in DMsion I-AA, everyone sets
out to beat you. We accept the challenge."
Washington would love to play
Southern twice.
"Our goal is to win a championship," Washington said. "If we had
to beat Southern twice for the title,
that would be greater. We put a lot of
fear into the S>NAC because of our
offense."
Arkansas-Pine Bluff (8-3 in '98)
appears to be the only other team
capable of winning the S>NAC crown.
The Golden LJons are picked second
in the Western DMsion.
The Golden LJons, who lost only to
Southern and Jackson State, have
enough talent to complete a third
straight eight-win season.
UAPB returns three AJI-S>NAC performers from last year: placekicker,
Richard Pena, defensive lineman,
Charlie Edwards, and offensive lineman, Terrance Beadles.
Southern needed a field goal on
the game's last play to beat Alcorn
State 29-28 last year. The Braves (56) have one of the SWAC's top running backs in Rodney Thomas. The
5-10, 200-pound Thomas rushed for
a school-record 1,286 yards in '98.

•

By ...Jan.es ...Jones

The Southern Jaguars don't have
to worry about the loss of 15 starters
from last year's team that went 9-3
including a Heritage Bowl victory.
The Jaguars, who haven't lost a
conference game since 1996, have
enough talent to win their third
straight Southwestern Athletic
Conference championship.
Players come and go, but as long
as coach Pete Richardson is around,
Southern will always strike fear in its
opponents. Richardson, Southern's
coach since 1993, commands respect
on the national level and his confidence seems to provide constant
motivation for the Jaguars.
"Coming into the season, we know
that we are the hunted," Richardson
said. "Once you establish yourself as
one of the marquee programs in
DMsion I-AA, everyone sets out to
beat you. We accept the challenge."
Southern has won 16 straight
S>NAC games but must replace nine
starters from last year's offense going
into the '99 campaign.
Perhaps the biggest hole
Southern has to fill is replacing AIISWAC tailback Steve Wofford, the
school's all-time rushing leader.
Wofford gained over 4,000 yards
during his career at Southern.
The tailback job appears to be in
good hands, however, with the return
of senior Ryan Lewis (5-7, 163). Lewis
earned Most Valuable Player honors at
the Heritage Bowl, rushing for 84 yards
with two touchdowns as the Jaguars
routed Bethune-Cookman 28-2. He
scored five touchdowns during the
regular season.
Sophomore Dain Lewis (6-1, 240),
no relation to Ryan, will provide southern with a change of pace. He rushed
for 161 yards and a touchdown in limited playing time last season.
Senior Jermaine West (6-1, 240)
is back at fullback and will provide
excellent blocking for the Lewises.
The Jaguars will certainly miss
wide receiver John Forman who set
single-season records with 70

Ryan
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and comerback Bradley Pittman
(6-0, 165). They will be joined by
cornerback Darnell Henderson (510, 165) and Sean Overton (5-10,
185, senior).
"It's going to be a challenge for
us to develop so many young players on defense," Richardson said. "A
defense has to learn to play as a
group. They will have to do that in a
hurry. The task for us is to bring a
sense of togetherness to this unit."
Southern has a tough schedule,
which includes playing in the newlycreated Western DMsion of the
SWAG. Southern plays three teams
ranked in the DMsion I-AA top 25:
Northwestern State, Hampton, and
FloridaA&M.
Southern is favored, however, to
meet Jackson State from the
Eastern DMsion in the inaugural
SWAG trtle game on December 12
at Legion Reld in Birmingham, Ala.
"Every season brings new challenges for us," Rchardson said. 'This
year is no exception. Everyone shoots
for the top, and Vve are at the top. We
have enough atlietes to make an
mpact. We look forward to having
another successfi.J campaign. 1'1

Sean
receptions for 1,119 yards and 15
touchdowns. Senior Nemessis
Bates (5-11, 200)) and sophomore
Kentrel Plain (6-1, 185) will be called
on to replace Forman's production.
Sophomore Troy Williams (6-4,
195) will replace Stephen George at
quarterback. He gained valuable
experience last year w hen George
was injured, passing for 663 yards
and four touchdowns.
Southern must also find replacements for four starters on the offensive line including two /lJI-SWAC performers. The line will be anchored by
pre-season PJI-SWAC selection,
tackle Damien Nivens (6-6, 315).
Nivens will be joined by junior center
Quentin Briscoe (6-3, 285), senior
tackle Kenric Batiste (6-4, 295) and
guards Calvin Bishop (6-7, 300, senior) and Damien Thompson (6-0,
255, junior).
"Offensively, the key for us will be
balance and consistency, "
Richardson said. "We don't want to
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rely too much on either the run or
the pass. We have several players
who will step up and become the
players we think they are capable of
becoming. If we are going to be a
great offense, we must keep
defenses from being able to concentrate on our attack."
The Jags special teams will be in
great shape with the return of sophomore place-kicker Justin Mattingly
(5-10,180) and senior punter Matt
Bushart (6-4, 285) . Mattingly scored
88 points last year and led the
SWAG with 11 field goals. Bushart is
the latest in a great line of punters to
play at Southern. He was second
among Division I-AA punters last
year wrth a 45.2 yard average.
Southern has less holes to fill on
defense where six starters return
from last year's team.
Senior defensive end Gillis Wilson
(6-2, 250) is the only returning
starter on the defensive line. He had
70 tackles last year.

Overton

Southern University

( 1 2)

NFL prospect Nathaniel Bell (66,2~~) will return to the right end
po~1t1~:m <:fter suffering a season-ending 1nJury 1n the Jaguars' first game
last year. Senior Demarcus Miller (5 10, 285) and_junior Maurice Johnson
(5 - 4 ,_325 ) will fill the tackle positions.
. Richardson will look to returning
hneback~r Channing Warner (6-1,
230, senior) to provide leadership
on defense. ~arner had 85 tackles
last ye~r and is a candidate for
defensive player of the year. Robert
Chapman
(6-1 ' 230) and Shannon
·h
Smit
(5-11 , 225) are the th
starters .at linebacker. 8 m1
~thehrad 45
tac kl es 1n a reserve role I t
"The H t
as year.
. en age Bowl set a good
foundation for us " Wa
.
,
rner said "We
showed what we could d
·
24 seniors but
o . We lost
to step up , We ' expl ec~ other players
.
re oo~ngf
dt
this (season)."
orwar o
The defensive sec
be solid with th
ondary should
e return of
·
Edreece Brown ( 5
seniors
- 9 , 180) at safety

SOUTHERN

OPPONENT

VEAR

EXPOSURES

Northwestern State

Lost 7-28

Arkansas-Pine Bluff

Won 17-14

Prairie View

Won37-7

Southern will make four television
appearances this season: ArkansasPine Bluff (BET); Jackson State (Fox
Sports Southwest); Hampton (BET);
Grambling (NBC).

at ABl:ana State (r\,1obie, AL)

Won 34-27

Hampton (at Indianapolis)

Did Not Play

/lJabama A & M

Lost 27-33

at Jackson State

Won33-28

■ Southern was the least penalized
team in the S-NAC last year.

/lJcom State

Lost 29-28

■ The Jaguars continue to be one of
the top draws in DMsion I-AA finishing
second in the nation in home' game attendance with a 22,713 average per game.

at Florida A & M

Lost 48-50

at Texas Southern

Won 20-14

■

LAST

Open

Open
Grambling (New Orleans.LA)
Stadiu ■:

A,W .

nu ■ ford

Won 26-14

Stadiu ■

Capacity: 2~,000

Locat i on : Baton Rouoa , Loui s iana
Enroll ■ ent:

Tickot
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Infor ■ ation:
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■ SWAC

hen it is late at night and
ideas keep flashing
through Robert Hughes'
mind like heat lightning , he often
walks onto the balcony outside his
bedroom.
Hughes has spent many nights
on the balcony since May, when he
was named interim head football
coach at Jackson State University,
after learning that James Carson
wouldn't return to the sidelines this
season due to illness.
Carson, who underwent surgery in April, met with his staff, the
school's president, Dr. James E.
Lyons Sr., and retiring athletics
director Paul Covington, and recommended Hughes for the job.
"I'm taking over for a great
man," said Hughes about Carson. "I
know I'm going to make mistakes.
I'm just a blue-collar coach. We are
going to take it one game at a time.
"Running, blocking and tackling
- that's football," Hughes said. "We
will work hard to continue the winning tradition Coach Carson built at
Jackson State."
Affectionately known as
"Judge" to current and former Tiger
players, Hughes considers himself
sufficiently prepared to lead the storied program, having coached at
JSU for 22 years.
H~ has coached running
backs, linebackers and defensive
linemen, and has served as assistant head coach for the past seven
years under Carson.
Hughes will have 42 lettermen
returning - 23 on offense and 19 on
defense - to make life miserable for
JSU opponents.
Hughes, who rises each
morning at 4 a.m. and regularly puts
in a 14-hour work day, played for
JSU in 1967.
"Since taking over the program
I have been running for my life "
Hughes said. "I'm from the old'

W
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school. My philosophy is. If you
work hard, everything else will fall
into place."
Hughes made known his feeling
about hard work to his players after
spring drills. And to prove he meant
business, he canceled his family's
annual fishing vacation to Dauphin
Island near Mobile, Ala., so he could
spend more time with his staff getting ready for the 1999 season.
Hughes, an avid fisherman , got
hooked on fishing at Dauphin Island
while recruiting former Tigers linebacker and National Football
League great, Robert Brazile, to
play at Jackson State in 1971 .
The Tigers finished 7-4 overall
and 7-1 in the Southwestern Athletic
Conference last season after dropping their first three games
Southern University knocked
off the Tigers 33-28 before 30,520
fans for their lone SWAG defeat.
Jackson State and Southern
University are the picks to win their
respective divisions and advance
to the inaugural championship
game December 11, at Legion Field
in Birmingham.
This is the first year the
SWAC has gone to a division format. Jackson State is the choic e
to win the Eastern Division, while
three-time SWAC champion
Southern is the choice to win the
Eastern Division.
The Tigers led the conference
in virtually every offensive category
in 1998. They topped the SWAG in
total offense (471.3 yards per
game), scoring offense (36.6
points per game), first downs
(2:77), passing efficiency (149 .0) ,
third-down conversions (48.3 percent) and passing offense (245 .3
yards per game).
All the top guns are back on
offense, led by a pair of National
Foot?all League prospects - wide
receiver Sylvester Morris and running back Destry Wright.
JSU, once a hotbed for NFL
talent, didn't have one player drafted last season.
Morris struck fear in the hearts
of SWAC defensive coordinators by
grabbing 62 Passes for 1 258 yards
and a Tigers record of 17'
touchdowns.
The previous record for touchdown catches in a season was 11 ,
set by Willie Richardson in 1962,
and tied by Harold Jackson in 1966.
Morris' best game last season
was against Grambling when he
caught eight Passes fo~ 201 yards

D est r y VV r ig ht ( 2 8 )
and a JSU record five touchdowns.
He was named the SWAG
Offensive MVP last season.
The speedy pass catcher will
team again wrth senior Daniel Guy,
who grabbed 29 passes for 516
ards and nine touchdowns last sea~on, and newcomer Leroy Fields.
Fields, who transferred from
Oklahoma, should give starting
quarterback Mark Washington
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another target as he tries to better
last year's 26 touchdown passes
and 2 ,232 passing yards.
"I was dealt a good hand to
play with, " Hughes said. "I think we
have as talented an offense as any
team in the country. We've just got
to go out and make things happen
on the field. "
Wright, who rushed for 1,528
yards and 10 touchdowns on 267
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■ SWAC

TIGER
TALES
■ Though no Jackson State player
was taken in the 1998 NFL Draft, the
top two prospects from historically
black odleges and universities for the
2000 draft, according to the NFL
Scouting Combine, are Sylvester
Morris (WR) and Rashaad Anderson
(DB). Morris could be a first round
selection, with Anderson projected as
a third round selection.

•

■
\/1/hile its offense soared, the JSU
defense, uncharacteristically, finished
last in the SI/I/AC in pass defense and
total defense last season.

■ Jackson State participated in two
of the top five attended black-college
football games last season: The
Capitd City Classic (vs. Alcorn 56,400) ranked #4 and the Southern
Heritage Classic (vs. Tennessee State)
ranked #5.

~ACKSON STATE
DATE
9-4

9 -11
9-18

9-25
10- 2
10-9
10-16
10-23
10-30

11-6
11 -13
11-20

s
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he 1999 football season
the
University of Arkansas-Pine Bluff
has been dubbed as the breakthrough year for the Golden Lions in the
Southwestern Athletic Conference.
"It's time for us to kick the door
down in the SWAC," Golden Lions
coach, Lee Hardman, said in his opening remarks during the UAPB media
day. 'We are ready to win, and we want
people to know who we are and that
we are real contenders."
According to Hardman, the key to
winning a SWAG title will be the Golden
Lions' defense.
"Our defense has to be big, fast and
ugly to win in the SWAC," he said. "tf we
come out and work just as hard on the
lrttle techniques as the big ones, we'll
have another great year defensively,
which will carry over to a great allaround season."
tf the past two seasons are any indication of what to expect from the
Golden Lions defense, Hardman may
not have much to worry about. UAPB
has finished No.1 defensively in the conference for the past two seasons, but
that is not enough, according to defensive coordinator Earl Buckingham.
"We want to improve from the No.
1 in the SWAC to the No.1 defense in
the nation," Buckingham said. "If we
do that, we'll probably be the No. 1
team in the SWAC. "
Buckingham has taken over the
reigns as defensive coordinator for
the Golden Uons with the departure
of Latraia Jones, who left UAPB for
the head coaching job at Mississippi
Valley State.
Wrth the departure of
Charmmarcus Holloway, the team's
leading tackler at the middle linebacker
position, the Golden Lions will be looking
for some new faces to take on some of
the leadership roles.
Enuh Jackson (6-2, 230) and
Munchia Sims (6-3, 220) have received,
and will continue to receive, special
attention from the coaching staff in
preparation for the season,
Hardman said.

T

■
Senior running back Destry Wright
set a JSU single season rushing
record last year when he gained 1,528
yards. Wright surpassed Lewis Tillman
who had held the record since 1987
when he gained 1,474 yards.

carries, had 53 percent of the team's rushes from
scrimmage. The Tigers rushed for 2,486 yards and
22 touchdowns in 1998.
Damion Ducksworth chipped in 200 yards on
39 carries, while William Spencer had 88 yards, and
Keith Fosset 31 yards. Reserve quarterback T.C.
Taylor gained 310 yards on 60 carries.
"Wright is one of the best backs in the country,"
Hughes said. "He proved to be very durable last
season and should be better this season."
Defensively, the Tigers will be looking to
improve on their seventh-place finish in the conference's defensive standings last year.
With eight starters returning and some talented
newcomers on hand, the defense should be better
this season as JSU gears up to make a run at the
conference title and play in the McDonald's Heritage
Bowl in Atlanta on Dec. 18.
Free safety Brian Darden, who will also play in
the offensive backfield with Wright, and defensive
ends Eric Chandler and Jason Marshall are the players that Hughes is counting on to improve the
Tigers' defense.
Darden had four interceptions, which he
returned for 89 yards last season, while Chandler
made 37 tackles.
Marshall, who was hampered by injuries most
of last season, finished the season with 18 tackles,
including seven for losses. ffl

By Vance .Jordan
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Hardman added that both candidates have the type of size and speed
the Golden Uons will need in the
middle of the defense.
The dependance on youngsters in
key roles is nothing new for UAPB,
according to Buckingham.
'We have complete trust in them
(the freshmen)," he said. "tf you
remember ... not too long ago, when
we were coming off of the (NCAA)
death penalty, all we had on the field
was a bunch of freshmen. We got by
then, and we will do fine now. These
kids are talented and smart. Once they
learn the defensive package, they will
challenge for starting jobs."
The newest Golden Uons can
sense their value to the team and
are enjoying the challenge put
before them.
"It feels great to know that someone has the confidence enough to
give you a chance to play on the college level," Sims said. "As a group
(the freshmen), we're trying to get
better, but also each player has to get
better individually.
''You work together as a team, but
get better as a player."
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Although the freshmen will have
significant roles, Charlie Edwards,
one of two seniors returning on the
defensive line along with Ernest
Grant, understands his role and what
it will take for the Golden Uons to get
past the two teams who have
thwarted UAPB's title chances for
two straight years.
'We are a team and no one man
can do it alone," Edwards said. "But I
know I'm going to have to be a leader.
Wrth so many young guys on the
team, the older guys are going to be
needed more than ever."
Edwards, a 6-4, 236-pound
defensive end, was the third leading
tackler for the Golden Uons last year
with 64 tackles and 7 .5 quarterback
sacks. Grant (6-7, 297) was sixth
with 52 tackles from his defensive
tackle position.
Wrth the defense seemingly intact
and prepared to stay atop the SWAG,
the biggest question for the Golden
Uons has been, who will take over the
starting quarterback job.
"Right now Darrell Shelton is
penciled in as the starter, " Hardman
said . "Torre (Williams) and Kevin

Williams are backing him up. We
want to get a good look at all three
and make sure each one of them
gets a lot of reps now."
Shelton, a 6-foot, 189-pound senior, is no stranger to the Hardman system or the pressure of taking over for
Rod Robinson, who started for the
Golden Uons the past two seasons
and is malking waves in the National
football League's Indianapolis Colts
camp this season.
"Rod left some huge shoes to fill,
but I know my limitations, and I have to
work around that," said Shelton.
The quality of the team around
him helps relieve the pre ssure.
'The offensive line is very experienced, the skilled positions have all
been here and eve rybody on this
team is very athletic," Shelton said.
'This is a quarterbac k 's dream to walk
into a situation like this. I am very comfortalble with the system, since I've
seen it for three years. "
Terrance Beadles (6-4, 291),
Bevton Foster (6-2 , 320), Tavaris
Ware (6-2, 326), Nicholas Mack (6-2,
304) and James Hartsfield (6-3, 281)
will have the responsibility of protecting
Shelton. They make up the "dream
offensive line", one of the biggest lines
intheSWAC.
Senior All-American candidate
Kevin Williams, who recorded 40
receptions for 771 yards, seven touchdowns and a 19.3 yards per catch
average last season, is expected to
have another great season. Redshirt
sophomore Terrance Burdine, a 5-9,
170-pound slot receiver also returns.
Burdine saw his season end last
year with a broken fibula, but now is
ready to make up for lost time.
"I had to work hard for two long
years to get to this point, " Burdine said.
"It's going to be double the pleasure to
get out there, just because I've had to
wait. Every time I touch the ball I'm
going to be trying to take it to the
house. _Scoring is all I'm thinking albout."
All-in-all, Hardman is optimistic
albout his team's chances.
"I feel like we have a real chance
to ~n the conference," Hardman said
dunng the SWAC media tour visit to
Pine Bluff. 'We have an outstanding
group of pl~yers and coaches. tf we
keep working as hard as we have
we'll have a gOOd shot at Winni
~
(the conference title)." r,s
ng

G Iden
L i o n
Nuggets
■ UAPB finished 6-2 in the S'-./VAC last year and has
tallied a 16-6 conference record over the past two
season, but has finished no higher than third.

■ The Golden Uons' defense surrendered a paltry
2 -9 yards per rushing attempt to opponents last sea-

son.

UAPB was last in the S'-./VAC in penalty yards with
101 penaJtjes for 1,224

ARKANSAS-PINE BLUFF
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By .._James .._Jones

4-0 start in 1998 put Texas
Southern on the verge of
having the greatest season in
school history.
. .
But a season-ending knee 1nJury
to quarterback James Willhite in the
third game devastated the Tigers.
Texas Southern never recovered, losing five of their final seven games.
Things won't get easier for Texas
Southern this season. The Tigers must
replace two 1,000-yards running backs
and their entire offensive line.
Texas Southern is picked to finish third behind Southern and
Arkansas-Pine Bluff in the SWAC 's
western division.
"We were doing well until we
lost our James in September, "
Tigers assistant coach Ray Bonner
said. "When we lost James, all hell
broke loose for us."
Sixth year coach Bill Thomas,
however, has Texas Southern heading
in the right direction. Before he anived
in 1994, the Tigers hadn't produced a
winning season since 1979. Thomas,
who has a 24-30 record at TSU,
hopes to eventually lead the Tigers to
their first conference title since 1942.
'We haven't accelerated as much
in the right direction as I would have
liked, but we're getting there," Thomas
said. "I'm not totally satisfied, but we're
probably more ahead now than we
ever have been since I came here in
1994. We have a group of young men
committed to Winning."
The Tigers must replace tailbacks D. J . Bradley and Thomas
Sieh, who gained over 1,200 yards

A

last year. Both were_ /lJI-SWAC

selections.

second _team usHowell (5-11, 185)
Senior Mark
Kirklen (5-9,
and sophomore Jeff radle -Sieh
180), will replacet~1!aw li~ited
backfield show. Bo
action last season. . deep at
Southern JS
1i
exas
• tv1oseS Herrera
quarterback. Jtnor
. nod
6 2 210) shoud get the starting
( - ' Julius
. Davis· (6-4, 200.sophoover
more) and Trenton Zacharie.
Herrera threw for ~ver 2 '6~0
ards for a San Bernadine, Cal ·
Y
· started
two
Junior
College DaVIS
.
games last year. Zacharie has
started 18 games
during his career at TSU.
The Tigers w1 switch from a
runrvng offense to a passing attad:<
because of the talent at wide recefVer.
Server Joey Jamson (5-9, 160) and
sophomoreCortezHankton (6-2, 185)
gives Texac, Southern a pair of deep
threats. Senor Piochey Hay returns at
~htend.
kick
Jamison was an .AJ-Arnerican
returner and had (J"8(1,200 all-purpose yards in 1998. He averaged 3 6
yards per kick rettrn and 15 yards per
punt return.
.
The Tigers rope their offensive
~ne can give Herrera plenty of time to
throw. Sopr(lmore Armond Schattle
(6-4, 285) wl stat at center.
Sophomore Mike Brown (6-4, 275)
and senior Robert tv1cCleland (6-2,
288) will fill the g..iard positions, while
Kris Allen (6-2, 280) and Willie Brown
(6-4, 290) wl be the tackles.
'We lost ou-top two rushers, but
we wifl have plenty of speed and athleticism," Berrier said. 'We feel
Hankton can become a star in the
s-./1/AC. Hay is a two-year starter. I feel
great about OL.r quarterback situation.
All of them can play. We will have an
athletic offensive ine."
Texas Southern is in better shape
on defense Where ten starters return
from last Year's team.
The ligers have a senior-laden
defensive line With ends Carl Davis
96-3, 240) and Jarrnaine Bingham
(6-4, 260) as well as tackles Fonrest
Hardy (6-0, 280) and Frederick Day
(6-3, 310).
The l i ~ corps includes a
pair of servers, D.van Epps (6-3, 240~
and Warren P.eed (6-3, 240). They wil
be joined by ~ e Jeremy
Jones (6-3, 215) and junior Micheal
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"VVe feel great
about our defense 1 11
Bonner said. "They
didn~ play too
shabby last year.
V\/e have a lot of
AII-SWAC people
coming back. 11

E3y VVayne D. Flovve

limpse over the 57 seaans of football at
rambling can capture
more than a few highlights.
It can offer up pictures of
some high peaks that have, to
some, faded over the years. To
others, too young, they are
grounds never explored.
Grambling, located in the rolling
hills of north Louisiana, began its
quest for greatness when it hired
Eddie Robinson in 1941.
It took the 22-year-old
Robinson exactly one year to bring
national attention to his program. In
1942, his Tigers were undefeated,
untied and unscored upon. After that
season a trend was set and the
winning ways of Grambling are now
a national expectancy.
The ledgendary coach no
longer roams the Tigers' sideline. He
has handed the baton over to Doug
Williams, who is ready to make
Robinson's words - "Winning is not a
sometime thing, it's an all-time thing"
- a reality at Grambling.
Williams will continue to put his
stamp on the storied program as he
gets ready for his second season on
the sideline after stepping out of
Robinson's shadow last season. He
is only the second man to coach the
program since 1941 .
Last year Grambling finished
with a 5-6 overall record and a
fourth-place finish in the
Southwestern Athletic Conference
with a 4 -4 mark. Grambling was
picked to finish third this season in
the SWAC's Western DMsion behind
arch rivals Southern University
and Arkansas-Pine Bluff.
If Williams is to duplicate
Robinson's magic in liger1and, he
must rebuild a defense that
surrendered 40, 54, 68 and 41
points in four October losses.

Simmons (6-0, 210).The secondary, which features
three juniors, returns intact. Demarest Coney (5-11 , 170)
and Walter Burton (5-8, 170) will start on the comers,
with Scott Harrell (6-0, 180) at strong safety.
Harrell, who had 66 tackles and nine pass
breakups, was a first team PJI-SWAC selection.
Epps, Davis and Day were second team PJI-SWAC
selections. PJI four were selected to the preseason
PJI-SWAC team.
'We feel great about our defense," Bonner said.
''They didn't play too shabby last year. We have a lot of
PJI-SWAC people coming back."
Ronnie McCoy will handle both the punting and
placekicking duties. McCoy w as a second team PJISWAC selection last year.
The Tigers have a favorable schedule to produce
its third winning season under Thomas. Two of TSU's
toughest games are at home fn November. The Tigers
host Jackson State and Southern on consecutive
weekends.
'We have a good schedule ," Bonner said. I think
we're a couple of players away from winning the
SWAC. But if our young players come around, we have
a chance to do well." I'S

Tiger
PAWS
■
Twenty one PJcorn football players received undergraduate degrees during the 1998-99 school year
along with eight receMng Masters degrees.
■

The Braves defense has not allowed a 300-yard
passing game in its last 45 games.

■
At least two Braves will receive their share of attention from NFL scouts this year: offensive tackle Chad
Slaughter and wide receiver Rennard Reynolds.

L io n el
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Williams is counting on linebackers Robert Taylor and George Guidry
and comerback Calvin Spears to
turn around a defensive unit that
was blitzed for 318 points last year.
Taylor led the team in tackles with
77, while Spears had three interceptions to lead the Tigers.
The defensive front will be
manned by tackles Dante Newell and
Freddie Holster and defensive ends
Seneca Knight and Robert Johnson
while Taylor and Guidry make plays at
the linebacking positions.
"Last season was a learning
experience," said Williams about his
young Tigers. "Not only the players,
but the coaches should be better,
after what happened last season.
There's a lot of growing up we need
to do, if we are going to make a run
at the conference title.
"I feel good about this season.
The linebackers are going to be the
strength. Our defense is going to
be real athletic. We have some
people who can make plays. I'm
real impressed with the speed of
the secondary."
Joining Spears, who started in
the secondary as a freshman, will be
strong safety Michael Grant, free
safety Denmark Reed and cornerback Marlon Taylor.
Williams said quarterback Lionel
Hayes will have plenty of company
this season trying to unseat him as
the starting quarterback.
Hayes, who finished as the
conference's second-leading
passer, despite starting only seven
games, will battle Pete Burks and
newcomer Micah Mayes, who
transferred from Morehouse.
Burks started Grambling's
opening three games before Hayes
took over last season. Hayes passed
for 2 ,349 yards and 19 touchdowns.
"This spring Hayes looked like
he was ready to take charge,"
Williams said . "He is the smoothest
left-hander I have watched play
since Kenny Stabler. Although he is
very talented, he will have a lot of
competition from Pete Burks and
Micah Mayes."
Hayes will have his favorite
targets back in wide receivers Scotty
Anderson and Anthony Dixon and
tight end Fred Cagins. Anderson
grabbed 54 passes for 87 4 yards
and nine touchdowns.
After losing four offensive lineman to graduation, Williams will
count on Kori Smith, Frank Livingston
and Larry Metevia to open holes for
running backs Vyron Brown and
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GRAMBLING STATE
LAST
VEAR

OPPONENT
Alcorn State (Chicago)

Won 11-0

ALABAMAA&M

Lost 13-14 (OT)

at Jackson State

Lost 35-68

Hampton(~ Rutherford.NJ) Lost 15-28
■

Grambling hasn't had a winning
season since 1994.

■

Reggie Jones. Brown led the Tigers
in rushing with 378 yards while scoring two touchdowns.
"We had chances last season
to be 7-4, instead of 5-6," W illiams
said. "We dropped two games after
leading by 10 points at halftime. We
should be better on offense this
season. We have learned a lot
about one another since the end of
last season.
"We had a good spring. We just
got to keep plugging away and
things will fall in place." l'J

Grambling finished 6th in the conference in total offense and 7th in total
defense last year.
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Prairie View (Dallas)

Won 5540

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY

Won 21-13

Open
Arkansas-Pine Bluff
(Shreveport)

Lost 33-54

TEXAS SOUTHERN (HC)

Lost 24-41

at Alabama State

Lost 6-31

Winston-Salem(San Diego)

Won 35-28

Open
Southern (New Orleans)

Lost 14-26

StadiuM: Robinson Stadium
C•p•city: 1,-,.,'-,QO
Location: Gra•blino, Louisiana
Enr-oll•ent: &,DOD

Ticket infor•ation:

<SO~>

771-~1~2
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es, Ron Dickerson has
heard that Alabama State
University is not the prognosticators' pick to win the
Southwestern A thletic Conference
Eastern Division . So he gave them
notice.
"I like the challenge, " said
Dickerson, the Hornets' head football coach. "I like when people say
that. It definitely gets me a little
revved up."
Jackson State has been
picked to win the Eastern Division
while Southern U niversity is the
choice to win t he Western Div1S1on
and play in the SWAC 's first-ever
championship g ame Dec. 11 in
Birmingham (Ala.) at Legion Reid.
The winner will play the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference representative
in the Heritage B o w l on Dec. 19 in
Atlanta at the G eorgia Dome.
The Hornets w ere picked to
finish fourth in the conference after
placing sixth in the league along with
Alcorn State University last season.
The Hornets overa ll record was 5-6
and 4-5 in the SWAC.
Dickerson is s o rewed up that
he has stepped up h is team's conditioning routine as it aims to take
the spotlight away from Jackson
State and place it on themselves
this season.
"I believe we are going to be
spoilers," Said Dickerson." W e have
really worked hard t his off-season
and I believe we are rea dy."
The Hornets got b etter as
Di_ck~rson's first season wore on,
winning four of their last fiv e games
after starting the season _ _The
1 5
Hornets sc9~ed at least 27 p oints in
seve~ of their last nine g ames.
t
. . laS se,?son rejuvenat e d me in
sp1nt all over, Dickerson Said . "My

V

. the conference was
first year ,n
ed and ready to
excitihng.l l'mattyre~f th~~ans and alumgo. T e oy
wh'I ,,
ni makes it all worth I e.
After dropping close games to
Jackson State 41-35 and 34-27 to
Southern University, the _Hornets
roared back from 28 points down
to knock off rival Alabama A&~ 3428 in overtime to win the Magic
City Classic behind quarterback
Darnell Kennedy.
.
.
"The win in the Magic City
Classic got our kids to b~lie~e they
could win," Dickerson said. It was
the greatest comeba~,k I have ever
been associated with. . . .
Kennedy,. entering his Junior
season, accounted for 2 ,794 yards
last year. He passed for 2,409
yards and 19 touchdowns and
rushed for 385 yards and two .
touchdowns. He led the SWAG 1n
passing and total offense for the
second consecutive season.
Kennedy, along with Jackson
State quarterback Mark
Washington, are picked as the
.
league's preseason favorites to win
the league's quarterbacking hon?rs.
Kennedy will have all-star wide
receiver Damon Hodge back as his
favorite target. The speedy pass
catcher caught 83 passes - a
school record - for 1,023 yards and
nine touchdowns. He led the SWAG
in receiving and was a first team AllSWAG selection.
"(Darnell) Kennedy and
(Damon) Hodge should continue
to give us the needed improvement in our passing game," says
Dickerson. "These are two solid
players that can be game breakers. We need them to give us the
needed leadership on the offensive side of the ball."
The task of replacing All-SWAG
tight end Johnny Huggins will fall to
Marquez Thomas. Thomas, who
was switched to tight end in the
spring, saw plenty of action last
season, grabbing 21 passes for
244 yards.
The offensive line returns intact
and should be the strength of the
offense. "The front line is very solid,
with everyone returning being led by
Marvin Taylor, William Peake and
Rodney Alix," says Dickerson. "The
continuity of the offensive line is
going to be a key for us."
In 28 years of coaching ,
Dickerson said that until last season,
he had never coached a team , or
been associated With one, that didn't
convert any field goals. The Hornets

. ed all six field goal attempts.
miss "It was the first time in my
career we didn't kick a field
I " Dickerson said. "It was
g?a ;re Our kicking has to impro_ve."
b1za The Hornets' return two of ,ts
top three rushers from last year. The
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top running back, Johnny Sm~h:
unfortunately suffered a knee 1nJury
in the spring and is probably lost for
the season. Rising sophomore Larry
Bias could be pushed by Randy
Albright, who transferred from
Kentucky, and Marlon Farell. Smith
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rushed for 440 yards on 78 carries
while Bias gained 303 yards on 82
carries last year.
On defense, Dickerson will
depend on defensive ends Terrance
Simmons and Shawn Moore and
defensive tackle Deitrich Williams
until his young linebacking crew,
headed by Chris Daniels, matures.
Daniels stepped into the starting
line-up mid-season last year and
never looked back. He will be
joined by Thomas Carter, Ill and
Wilford Bolds.
Defensive backs Eldrick Hill and
Eric Hudson will lead the secondary
for the Hornets. Hill had 26 tackles,
one interception and three pass
deflections last year.
"I'm extremely pleased with our
defense," Dickerson said. "We're
going to be bigger and stronger.
Our linebackers are going to be
young, so our defensive front is
going to have to step up until they
get some game experience.
"Our (1999) schedule is very
challenging, especially when you
factor in Tennessee State and playing Jackson State in Jackson, Miss.
... But we intend to put our best out
there every week and plan to challenge all of our opponents, says
Dickerson. We feel we had a good
spring practice, and with the addition of some of our recruits, we feel
we can be a solid team." ffl

Stings
To Remember
■ ASU adds Tennessee State to its schedule
this year. The Hornets will travel to Nashville for
the first "Big John Merritt Classic" to be played in
the new NFL Tennessee Titans stadium Adelphia
Coliseum.
■

The Magic City Classic with Alabama A&M
University will be televised on the newly formed
SWAG Communications Network.
■
The Hornets return 31 lettermen to its 1999
squad, including 10 starters on offense and 9
defensive starters.
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hanging his jersey number
from No. 81 to No. 1, Alcorn
State University senior wide
receiver, Rennard Reynolds, expects
to finish at the top of his category by
the end of the season.
"I want to be the most recognized receiver in the nation throughout, and at the end, of this season,"
Reynolds said. "I'm aiming to be the
best I can be this season, and
changing my jersey number is just
the start.
"Last season I ran a lot of deep
routes, but I want to take some
short routes this year and take it all
the way," said the 6-2, 175-pounder.
"I also dropped three passes last
year, and my goal this season is to
be perfect; I don't want any drops
this year."
Finishing last season with a disappointing 5-6 overall and 3-5 conference mark, Reynolds and the
Braves also want to have the top
offense this year.
Although head coach , Dr.
Johnny Thomas, is entering his second year at the helm of the Alcorn
football program, he remains hesitant about breathing a sigh of relief.
Returning 15 starters, as well
as 43 lettermen from last year's
team, Thomas remains concerned
despite signing his first recruiting
class for the Braves.
"Obviously, I am concerned
about all areas because you don't
know what you have until you know
what you have over a period of time
rt you know What I mean," he said. "If
I had been here for the last five years
with the same people, 1would have
had the feel for What they can do.
But at this Particular point, all areas
are particular major concerns. "
While Reynolds started his
career under the guidance of former
head co~ch Cardell Jones (currently
an offenSNe coordinator for the
Regional Football League's

C

t

Damion
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Mississippi Pride), he's looking to go
all the way with Thomas.
"As a team we're a tighter unit,"
he said. "His philosophy is great; I
believe his hard work and discipline
will take us pretty far this season."
Thomas believes this year's difficult schedule - from beginning to
end - will show everyone what this
group of players are made of.
''This is a good schedule. We
did not beat any of the teams of our
caliber with first-year coaches last
year, " he said. "This year, every team
is the team to beat this season. Who
are we to say 'who is the team to
beat'. We have to beat everyone."
Losing five starters from a
defensive unit which ranked second
in the Southwestern Athletic
Conference in total defense last
season, Thomas said he may be
forced to look to his freshmen for
some help.
"If we can get these guys to
play like Tasmanian Devils, we can
be a good unit," he said. "If not, we
will use the incoming freshmen who
have four years to go."
Reynolds is looking forward to
getting the newcomers broken in.
"We had a pretty good spring;
we had a lot of young players to
step up in some key positions,"
Reynolds said. "The secondary is
one of our most vulnerable positions
right now, but coach (Thomas)
recruited some good players for that
part of our game.
"If they can come in and play
right away that would be great," he
said. "But right now that's our only
area of concern. Everything else is
pretty solid."
The Braves ranked second in
the SWAG in total offense last year
largely due to the performance of
the offensive line. Led by two 1998
All-SWAG second team selections in
tackle Chad Slaughter (6-8, 303)
and center Gerald Bledsoe (62,330), all five starters from last
year's offensive line return to open
holes for first team All-SWAG running
back, Rodney Thomas (5-10, 225) .
The senior gained 1,286 yards
and averaged 4 .9 yards per carry
last year.
Though the quarterback position could be a wide open race with
three signal callers reporting to
camp, the Braves return their top
gun from last year in sophomore,
Damion Ford.
Ford, the 6-4, 195 SWAG
Newcomer of the Year, will be aiming
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Alcom's defensive line will return
three of four starters from last year's
unit, led by returning all-conference
senior tackler, Julius Gamer.
Gamer (6-3, 280) recorded 41
tackles last season (20 solo) including 13 for a loss of 70 yards and a
team high 7.5 quarterback sacks.
Other returning starters are
senior defensive end Guy Gordon
(6-3, 240) and junior tackle
Cleveland Carr (6-3, 270), who will
be looking to provide some leadership at this position.
"This is an area that needs to
be improved. We are not as big and
talented as we would like to be at
this position," Thomas said. "But we
do have experience, and they have
shown us improvement in speed,
strength and fundamentals.
Recruits will come in gMng us stability and support."
While Reynolds realizes it's
going to take a lot of hard work and
dedication to rise to the top of the
throne, he's convinced this Braves
squad can do it.
"You have to believe in yourself; if you believe it, only then can
you achieve it," he said. "If this
group comes out and plays to the
best of their ability and above their
capability, we can win our division
and compete in the first ever
SWAG title game, bringing in the
year 2000 just right."l'S

ALCORN STATE

BRAVES
B I FS
Rennarc::t Revnolas

"If we can
get these
guys to
play like
Tasmanian
Devils we
can be a
good unit 1 H

to improve his statist'
ed 1,264 passin
ics. He record268 attempts ~~ards on 125 of
But senio;-'1 18 touchdowns.
215) and soph Marcus Taylor (6-3,
(6-0, 215) ma o~ore Yancy Wright
"If o
• Y ave other
ideas.
am1on corn
.
off where he left off ~~ 1n and takes
question who is
. , it is no
starting quarterb~~in~ to be the .
"If he comes in
k, . Thomas said.
his accolades 0 ~~d tnes to live off of
possibility of sorn:t Year, there_is a
the starting quart Ody else being
erback.

■ !wenty one Alcorn football players
received undergraduate degrees during the
~998-99 school yea,r along vviith eight receiving Masters degrees.

■ The Braves defense has not allowed a
3 00-yard P3SSK'g game in its last 45 games.

■ At least two Braves will receive their
share ?f attention from NFL scouts this year:
off~e tackle Chad Slaughter and wide
receiver Rennard Aeynoict;_

OPPONENT'

LAST
VEAR

Grambling (at Chicago)

l..a3t0-11

OPEN
at Alabama State

Vl/oo21-14

at Arkansas-Pine Bluff

l..a3t18-27

Morehouse

V\lo,27-13

Prairie View A & M

Vl/oo45-36

at Texas Southern

Vl/oo21-14

at Southern

l..a3t28-29

OPEN
Mississippi Valley

Vl/oo22-19

AlabamaA&M

l..a3t12-21

Jackson State
(at Jackson, MS)

l..a3t26-56

St•diu■ • J•ck Spinks St•diu ■
C•P•city: ~~.500
Loc•tion• Lor■•n• nississippi
Enroll ■■ nt• 3,1~3
Ticket InforHtlon: (I.OU 177-1.Ul
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irst ye~r he_ad _coach LaTraia
Jones 1s bnng1ng a new attitude to the Delta Devils of
Mississippi Valley State University.
The former assistant coach
and defensive coordinator at the
University of Arkansas-Pine Bluff
has started to shape his program
by implementing physical changes
around the campus.
"Coca-Cola has agreed to
donate a score board, and I'm currently working to get our field redone, " he said. "We've gotten a
new weight room and are also in
the process of building a new practice field.
"I've been fortunate in the
aspect the president (Dr. Lester C.
Newman) has given me this opportunity and is allowing me to do
these things," Jones said.
Jones, a University of
Wyoming graduate, said this year's
group of players will play 60 solid
minutes of football.
"The 1999 Valley football team
will be aggressive, physical and disciplined with the attitude to play four
full quarters of football ," Jones said.
"With the tough early conference
start, we must be mentally sharp
and disciplined with our techniques
to reach our goal of winning the
conference championship.
"We're trying to change the
attitude of the football players and
trying to get the university, community and the entire Delta area more
involved with our football program."
he said. "But it's up to our players to
be willing to sacrifice and believe in
the new system. They must continue to work harder and stay focused
on the goal."
Hired in January, Jones
replaced longtime Delta Devils head
coach Larry Dorsey who led the
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"-'lelvin VVilliarr,s (BJ
team to a disappointing 1-10 overall
mark and 1-7 Southwestern Athletic
Conference finish last season
· .
Th .1s season, the Delta Devils
plan to make a significant improvement over _last year's winning percentage with more experience in
both the offensive and defensive
line positions.
"W f I
e ee very good about our
chances to be among the top in the

SWAC" J
.
we've do~nes said. "I feel like
down in the a good job of recruiting
e 0 elta and .
another 20 d
wish we had
the guys butays of_Spring drills with
very exciting /;;e Will provide some
"But
otball for our fans
work cut ~ realize we have ou~
summer o
for us coming into
camp"
Experien ·
define the
ce and capability will
quarterback position

----------------

which will be led by seniors Melvin
Williams (6-3, 200) and Rapheal
Fuller (6-1, 180).
The two combined for 1,391
yards, completing 101 of 227
attempts with 11 touchdowns.
The offensive and defensive lines,
however, are projected to be the
strength of this Year's football team.
Seniors and all-SWAC defensive linemen Lawrence Pendleton
(6 - 3 , 26 0) and Anthony Bonner (62· 280) are expected to lead the
charge while the offensive line
cor'?s will be under the guidance of
seniors Clarence Dillard (6-2, 270)
a nd H_os~a Minnieweather (6-2,
335 ); Junior Brandon Dumas (6-2 ,
285 ) a nd sophomore William
Stewart (6-0, 265).
Also, With the return of allSWAC center senior Terrance Ware
(5 - 2 , 33 o), th e offensive line should
be among th e best in the SWAC.
Others to watch include- junior
Menzel! Wells (5-11, 310); and ~phomores Danyell Wilson (6 _1, 280) and
R~do HencJerson 6-0, 310).
. young secondary, unproved
receivers and running backs, as well

as the lack of a punter on the spring
roster, poses a number of questions for Jones and his position
coaches to answer.
"Special teams is an area that
should improve with experienced
players," Jones said. "This area
must be consistent in controlling
the field position during the game.
"A lot of our best players will
be on this [special] team," he said.
Mississippi Valley fans can look for
Eric Scott (5-0, 160) to handle a majority of the team's punting and kicking
duties while newcomer Russell Griffin
(6-3, 230) will act as his relief.
Junior Corey Holmes (5-7, 185)
heads a group of inexperienced
running backs and should see most
of the action early in the season
with his combination of running and
receiving abilities.
Other players adding depth to
the back field will be senior Trent
Johnson (5-5, 175); freshman
Arnold Petty (6-1, 190) and sophomores Gary Abram (5-9, 180) and
Mario Carey (6-0, 200).
Jones will look to his defensive
team to be the most physical in the
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conference, moving more aggressively and arriving to the ball faster.
The return of 1997 AII-SWAC, senior
linebacker Samuel Dickerson (6-1,
225) will help the defense reach this
goal. Dickerson led the SWAC in
tackles (136) in 1997 and was granted a medical red-shirt after being
injured early in the 1998 season.
Valley's defensive backs, the
most talented and experienced
players on the defense, will be the
backbone of the defense.
This unit will include sophomore Kelbert Fagan (5-7, 170), and
juniors Marcus Moore (6-10, 175)
and Joseph Todd (5-8, 175) at cornerback and senior safeties
Jasmine Tramel (6-1, 194) and
Marcus Sims (6-4, 210). Seniors
Cornellius Peoples (6-0, 185),
Anthony Hunt (6-1, 205) and Cedric
Moore (5-11, 210) should also see
ample playing time.
"I am really looking forward to
coaching the 1999 Delta Devils
Football Team. We will fear no one
while we are rebuilding this program," said Jones. l'fS
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By Cas s an dra M . Taylor

wo months ago Clifton Gilliard probably thought his plate was full
enough.
Serving as the assistant men's track and field
coach, interim athletic director, as well as acting chair
of the university's Health and Human Performance
Department, what more could one man do?
Apparently, Prairie View A&M University President,
Dr. Charles A. Hines, felt Gilliard needed one
more assignment.
A native of Houston, Gilliard was recently appointed interim head football coach, replacing Gregory,
Johnson who was suspended due to alleged irregularities in the football program.
"I have mixed emotions about going back on the
football field, but I want to do everything possible to
help the students and the university," Gilliard said. "The
opportunities I've had are due to Prairie View, and this
is another opportunrty to give back.
"I came to my new position from the assistant
track coach position, and I was asked to take it over
as interim head football coach to sort of make the
transition easy for the youngsters and the other
coaches," he said. "My focus right now is to just make
sure the youngsters that are there go into the season
smooth and without the problems of the media questioning them about what happened and kind of have
some success."
Ending a nine year and 80 game losing streak
with a 14-12 victory over Langston last season, the
motto of the 1999 Panthers of Prairie View is "more
than one."
"The kids are realty pumped up; I haven't seen
that much enthusiasm on campus in a long time,"
Gilliard said. 'They're hitting the weight room and getting their summer classes finished up to make sure
the eligibilrty is there; the spirit is definitely there."
Returning 44 of 53 lettermen from last year's
squad, including 10 offensive and defensive
starters, this season's group has set their sights
on the 'Big Fish.'
"Last year you could see a lot of great things in
the team; over the past few seasons they've gotten
better and better each year," Gilliard said. "Also, last
year we played several games dose but turnovers
killed us; now that we've gotten experience in dose
contests, a year of maturity will make the difference.
'This year we're looking to improve on turnovers
and in other areas of our game - we're looking to win
the conference championship."
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Mississippi
Valley State
LAST

OPPONENT

VEAR

at Arkansas Pine Bluff

Lost21-38

at Western Illinois

DdnotRay

AlabamaA&M

Lost12-20

Jackson State

Lost?-45

Alabama State

Lost13-41

at Grambling State

Lost13-21

at Albany State University

Lost9-37

Texas Southern

Lost19-38

at Prairie View A&M

Won38-6

at Alcorn State

Lost19-22

Morris Brown

DdNotRay

Stadiu11: Magnolia Stadiu ■
Capacity:: lo □,□□□
Location: Itta Bena, Mississippi
Enroll 11ant: C, COO
Ticket Infor ■ ation: <bO1> CS~-33OO
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Coach LaTraia Jones' coachi
includes stops at Arkansas-Pine~~ career
New Mexico State (19 89 _1992 )
uff (1993-1998),
st
Mexico University (1988-1 989 ) •8We ern ~ew
School(1987-1988) and MaYfieid ~r:1te Fe High
(1983-1986).
igh School
■ At least three Delta Devils are
..
draft prospects· Sam Dick
leg1t1mate NFL
Bonner (DL) and Terrance ~son (LB), Anthony
are (OL).
■

w

Mississippi Valley added
st
of the top teams in NCAA I-AAe E:rn Illinois, one
year. Western Illinois was def ' to its schedule this
.
. .
eated by G
•
S outh ern 1n the semi-finals of th
eorg1a
offs last year.
e NCAA I-AA play-
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Offensively, the Panthers' strength will be in the
passing game. Wide receiver and conference Freshman
of the Year Deontay Wilson (5-8, 165, So.) will be the
spark in the offense.
Wilson led the team and ranked seventh in
the SWAC with 45 catches for 663 yards and
three touchdowns.
Other expected to comprise the receiving
corps are DeMarcus Peterson (5-9, 160, Sr.),
Marcus Ballard (6-3, 185, So.), Tony Barnes (510, 170, So.) and Rory
Owens (6-3, 203, Sr.).
"Experience has always been one of our
biggest weaknesses in previous years, but this time
we can head into the season with more of a veteran ball club," Gilliard said. "To return 19 starters is
definitely a plus for us."
A battle for the starting role as the top signal
callers is expected between Josh Barnes (5-9, 170,
Sr.), elder brother of Tony and Jamaal Foster (6-2,
195, So.).
"Foster and Barnes are talented indMduals,"
said Gilliard. ''There are some things that Foster is
better at and other things Barnes is better at. When
you weigh them, they come out about equal; I'm
glad they're playing for me rather than for the opposition."
During his freshman year, Foster led the team
in total offense with 1,119 total yards (362 rushing,
757 passing) with Barnes finishing
a close second garnishing 921 offensive yards (-41
rushing, 962 passing.)
The running game will be placed on the shoulders of junior Kevin Bell (5-8, 160), who finished last
season as the team's number two rusher, averaging 3 .5 yards per carry.
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Prairie View's most unproved segment offensively
will be the line.
.
Returning after a season-ending injury against state
rival Texas Southern in the season opener, Eian Preston
(6-4, 309, Sr.) will be back for the Panthers, along 'Nith senior linemen Chris Fasano (6-2 , 305), Wayne Ingram (6-2,
270) and Schedrick Houston (6-1 , 309).
Defensively, the Panthers expected to be strong,
with linemen Antonio Scott (6-0 , 275 , Sr.) and
DeMarcus Grayson (6-1, 275 , So.) leading
the way.
The linebacker regimen will consist of Courtney tv1ier
(6-1 , 215, Jr.), Andrew Tolbert (6-2 , 230, Jr.) and Steven
Garner (5-11, 225, Sr.).
As a sophomore, Miller was second in the WAC 'Mll1
a total of 92 tackles, eighth in sacks with 3 .5 per game and
fourth in tackles for losses with 20 for 84 yards.
Three starters return in the secondary led in the backfield by Anthony Carr (5-9, 177, Jr.), Quincy Fuller (6-0, 180,
Sr.) and Bobby Perry (6-3, 185, So.) Carr, a second team .AJSWAC selection ranked 16th in the conference in total tackles with 62 (34 unassisted and 28 assisted), while also tyng
for third in interceptions with fiive and one touchdown.
"We have good people returning, but we'U need to
prepare our newcomers and less experienced personnel," Gilliard said. "We expect these people to provide us
with depth."
Unsure of how his new role will play out, Gi iard said
.he's not worried about that right now.
"I'm just helping them along as best I can for row," he
said. "That will be left in the president's hand and the at!ieoc
director's hand as to the direction they want me to take
from this year on." l'I
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fter serving as an affiliate
member in 1998, Alabama
A&M is eligible this season
for the Southwestern Athletic
Conference championship and a
berth in the Heritage Bowl.
And, with 17 starters back, and
buoyed by the addition of six
Division I-A transfers, don't be surprised if the Bulldogs pull it off.
"We have a chance to have a
good football team," head coach
Ron Cooper said.
If Cooper's second A&M football team is to be good, it can't
afford the inconsistency of last year.
The Bulldogs beat Southern and
lost to Miles. They beat Grambling
and lost to Tuskegee. They beat
Alcorn State and lost to Alabama
State, blowing a 28-point third quarter lead in the Magic City Classic.
"Last year was a learning experience for our entire team, coaching
staff and university," Cooper said.
"We ought to be much better this
year. We've upgraded our talent.
We've got enough bodies. We've
just got to do a great job of coaching them."
The Division I transfers, led by
Anthony Pollock, Ardante Dawson
and Jason Boykin, a trio from
Louisville, will help bolster an already
tough defense.
The Bulldogs finished second in
the SWAC in total defense (295.1)
and third in scoring defense (22.5) a
year ago, but Cooper expects those
numbers to improve drastically.
"We're going to be the best
defense in the SWAC," Cooper predicted.
Pollock and Dawson ended the
spring as the starting ends and
along with tackles Maurice Carr,
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James Nowlin and Severn Cannon, should give the
Bulldogs one of the better defensive lines in the SWAC,
if not the nation.
"I think we're pretty salty up front. The defensive line
is the strongest and deepest part of our football team .
Carr, Nowlin, Dawson and Pollock ... they would have
started for me at Louisville," said Cooper, who served as
the Cardinals' head coach from 1995-97.
Boykin moved ahead of Eric Pierce at cornerback.
He and Brian Johnson, who started every game last
season as a redshirt freshman and is a preseason AIISWAC pick, will give A&M two outstanding cover corners. Rashad Watson and Demathius Jackson will be
the starting safeties.
Michael Pinckney, a preseason Mi-SNAC selection,
coordinates everything from his middle linebacker position.
Wrt:h Donuell Fisher, Cedanic Collins, Jamaal Ware, Rico
Caruthers and Chris White, the Bulldogs had five terrific
athletes to rotate at the outside linebacker
position.
A number of talented players return on offense, but
as a unit they failed to mesh during the spring.
"We weren't able to move the ball on a consistent
basis during the spring," said Cooper, whose team finished sixth in the league in total offense (348.4) and
eighth in scoring (20.0) last year. "We either turned it
over or had stupid penalties."
Most of the question marks are along the offensive
line, which underwent some changes during the spring.
Brandon Emerson, who started at guard last season, will start at center, but only if Steve Davis and
Chance Turner come back in shape. Cooper has
demanded that Davis and Turner, who ended the spring
as the starting guards, report for fall practice in the
neighborhood of 300 pounds. Presently, Davis is listed
at 325 and Turner at 330.
Kendrick Rogers and Kelvin Smith are projected as
the starting tackles. Rogers is a preseason AIISWAC pick.
The other parts of the offense are very talented.
Tony Bellamy, another transfer from Louisville,
ended the spring as the No. 1 quarterback, just
ahead of sophomore Cedric Jackson. Bellamy, a
redshirt junior, has no game experience, but at 6 5 and 220, is big, strong and talented with an
exceptionally strong arm.
The receiving corps was already tale nted, but
was upgraded with the addition of Kenyon
Hambrick. A 6-2, 190-pound sophomore,
Hambrick has all-star written all over him.
Even without Hambrick, the Bulldogs w eren 't
too shabby with Michael Jordan, Danny Mosby,
Torrey Day and Robert Wimberly.
Jordan, a junior from Birmingham, finished with a
team-high 22 catches and four touchdowns while
averaging more than 22 yards per catch last season.
At running back, Curtis Donnell and Kelly
Fields, who averaged 6 .8 and 6.9 yards per carry,
respectively, last season, are quality players. Marc
Turner and MeMn Gideon will play reserve roles.
The fullback position is stacked with Agbon
Odeh, Marvin Strong, Tieko Williams, Darnell
Macklin and Chris Doss. Odeh overtook Strong
and ended the spring as the starter, but this battle is far from over.
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Williams showed some flashes b efore being injured
and Macklin, who began the spring N o . 1 bef~:,re a hamstring injury hurt his chances, is bac k t o fight it out.
Doss started last year and finished with 543 yards, second-best on the team, but had an o ttseason shoUlder sur-
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"We expect to be better at each pos1 ion,
ooper
said. "We want to get better e ach game. If the offense
will execute and the defense will get better as the season goes along, we can have a g reat year. " I'S

gery.

Bulldog
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■

Middle linebacker Michael Pin ckney, cornerback
Brian Johnson and offensive t ackle Kendrick Rogers
represented Alabama A&M on the All-SWAG preseason team
■ A&M 's schedule is one of the most challenging in
school history and the month of O ctober will likely
determine the Bulldogs' season. A&M hosts Tennessee
State on Oct. 2, visits Southern o n Oct. 9, hosts
Tuskegee on Oct. 16, hosts Jackson State on Oct. 23
and plays Alabama State on Oct. 30 in Birmingham.

■ The Bulldogs were 4-2 again st SWAG teams last
season, but were 0-4 against t eams from the state of
Alabama. The Bulldogs lost to J acksonville State
Tuskegee, Miles and Alabama State.
'

ALABAMA A&M

By TY MILLER
ELCOME to the Mure. You
are about to discover the
next wave of NFL talent
from historically black colleges and
universities - the Class of 2000.
Offensively, it's a so-so year for
the skilled position players, but there
is some beef up front and one wideout with sprinter speed and soft
hands. On defense, linebacker
appears to be the deepest position,
with one or two defensive linemen
bubbling down-under.
The folowrg ist of players IS consistent with those being tracked by the
NFL's two scouting services: National
Football League Scouting and The
Blesto scoutilg service. They fall into
two categories: those INho are likely to
be drafted and those INho will get the
call as free agents. One team personnel director confides that scouting the
players from black cdleges is not done
to the degree that it's done at the bigger schools; therefore, they look at a
lot of players and pinpoint only a few
as sure prospects. The others fall into
the wait-and-see-how-they-develop
category.
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THE SURE THING
The closest thing to a sure shot
this year is Jackson State wide
receiver Sylvester Morris. Nicknamed
"Cat," Manis has been clocked as
fast as 4.2 in the 40 and that's hard
to find anywhere, let alone in a body
that is 6-3, 203. He has broken
numerous school records, including
the 17 touchdowns he scored last
season and the 1, 258 yards he
gained. Manis is considered the top
black-college prospect and will go
early on day one.
:~~a::1..-"'
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Pro teams are moving toward
quarterbacks who can elude pass
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rushers and throw on the run. They
must also have the size and toughness to absorb punishment, traits
that fit Tennessee State quarterback
Leon Murray.
Overlooked over at the University
of Pittsburgh, Murray has blossomed
at TSU, breaking records previously
held by former Tigers Joe Adams
and Joe Gilliam. Murray (6-3, 205)
threw the rock for 3,002 yards in
1998. Another solid year and his
name will be called between rounds
three and six.

on the NFL meat market. Size and
weight alone qualify them as candidates for the trenches. They include:
• Terrerce Beades, Arkansas Fre Buff,

THE WRIGHT STUFF

6-4, 291.

It's been a while since Jackson
State had a running back like
Destry Wright.
He's 5-10, 204 pounds and is
built for the rigors of the NFL. Wright
set a single-season rushing mark in
1998 with 1, 528 yards. He may not
be as good as Walter Payton, but he
may be better than Louis Tillman.
NFL teams may not realize that
until the latter rounds.

• Marvie Onge, Kentucky State, 6-5, 340
• Seneca Gray, Kentucky State, 6-3, 285

• Ike lhejeto, Kentucky State, 6-6, 255

• Damon Nivens, Southern, 6-6, 320
• Antoine McNutt, Tennessee State
6-5, 330
• Michael Thompson, Tennessee
State, 6-6, 295

A BIG BRIGHT SPOT

• Chad Saug,ter, Alcorn State, 6-8, 305

Delaware State did not win any
games last season, but it was hard to
overlook one of the Hornets' best
players. Offensive tackle, Derrick
Walker is 6-3, 300 pounds and was
the immovable object on a line that
allowed its quarterbacks to pass for
more than 2,600 yards. He's considered a late-round choice.

• Marvn Tayior, Alabama State, 6-4, 300

THE THRILL OF THE HUNT
The Minnesota Vikings pulled a
mild surprise when they selected
Hampton linebacker Antico Dalton
with a sixth-round pick in 1998. This
year his former teammate, Deon
Hunt, should be snatched up even
earlier. Hunt is 6-1, 220 and hits as
hard or harder than another MEAC
product, Pittsburgh Steelers linebacker Earl 'Toe Hrt Man" Holmes.

A CORNER ON THE MARKET
Jackson State's Rashard
Anderson can play either comerback
or safety. Last season he started at
right comer and led the team in pass
breakups and tied for the team lead
in interceptions with four. He also
made 51 tackles.
He has good size at 6-3, 195 and
has been tested in the pass-happy
SWAC. He may be a mid- to lateround selection.

THE BEST OF THE REST
• Alabama State wide receiver
Damon Hodge led the SWAC in
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\Narner Hen.don ( 3 ) , IVlo rgan
run a pro set and put up impressive
numbers in 1998 with 1,892 yards
and 17 touchdowns.

Slyvester IVlorris
receiving last season and has pro
size at 6-1, 182. A late sleeper.
• Dwan Epps is the athlete at
Texas Southern in terms of size-tospeed ratio. Scouts like his acceleration off the comer. At 6-3, 245 he's
big enough to play defensive end in
college but will likely be drafted late
to play linebacker.
• Anderson's teammate, Eric
Chandler, should get late draft consideration. The 6-6, 270-pound
defensive end was a leading tackler
for the Tigers last season and tied for
the team lead in sacks.

CE3BJ · ._Ja c k s o n St.ate

Mark Washington of Jackson
State has a Wor1d League development future or could start in the CFL.
He fired 26 touchdown passes last
season in the Tigers• West Coast
offense.

\THE FREE AGENTS
Lat~ly, N FL teams have been
bypassing black-colle
gether in the d ft
ge talent altora ands·
. the
as free agent
tgn,ng
m
are being size~ The follo w ing players
hopes that th u ~ by scouts wrth the
eyw,n be
·
when the last d
available
raft c h ·
announced:
o 1ce has been

Roy Johnso
pound Hampto n , the 6- 2 . 185
wow you With h7 q u arterback, will not
he will impress
strength but
and productivity H his leadership
· e k nows how to

: it~lir:

.
Angelo TOdd was a bright spot
in anoth er dismal season for Norfolk
State. He ran across the minds of
~FL scouts after they got a load of
his 5 -1o, 2 00-pound frame and totals
of 1• ~ 6 ~ yards and 19 touchdowns
as a Junior.

Mike J°™:sofHarnpton is a 6-2,
240-pound b!tising fulback who can
~ the rock vVhen needed but is
rel~ upon as a lead blocker, and the
last hne of protection for Johnson.

Kevin Williams is an all-purpose
player for Arkansas-Pine Bluff, and his
duties include emergency quarterback. However, the 6-1, 187-pound
veteran is best playing wide receiver.
He had 40 catches last season for 771
yards and seven touchdowns.
Joey Jamison of Texas
Southern is another all-around offensive performer w ho excels at returning kickoffs and punts. He creates
excitement with each touch or
reception. He's a pocket-rocket,
game-breaker type at 5-9, 175.

Making 38 unassisted tackles on
your team will get you noticed, and
that's what Morgan State's Warner
Herndon did last season. Along with
the 23 he helped out on, he was just
one shy of the team lead. Pretty
good for a 6-3, 200-pound cornerback who deserves free-agent consideration ....
Darryl Klugh knows what to do
as a cornerback for North Carolina
A&T. The rangy, 6-2, 190 pound
Aggie snagged six interceptions last
season and was second on the team
with 72 tackles. He also broke up 20
passes and made four tackles
behind the line of scrimmage.
Whether most of the players listed in this article get drafted is of little
consequence. What they desire
most is a chance to be invited to an
NFL camp. Sure, it would be nice to
have your name called on national
TV, but more than likely, the game of
bringing black-college players in as
free agents will continue. l'I

Worth keeping an e y e o n
Other wide receivers of note
include Alcorn State's Rennard
Reynolds, Elijah Thomas of Howard,
Tennessee State's Corey Sullivan and
Rashad Joyner of Virginia State.
There are several noteworthy offensive linemen w ho merit consideration
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Ty Miller is a sports anchor and
reporter for the Sheridan
Broadcasting Network. He also is the
host of the network's award-winning
nationally syndicated program, "Black
College Football Weekly."
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Michigan or MafSh8II or
somewhere else.
What is the p1ayers' take on the
. e? Marques 0ou9las played for
issu .
d h"I h
the Howard Bison an w I e e
was not the top pro prospect ~m
his team, scouts di5Covered him
nevertheless. The 6-2, 270-~ound
three-time AII-MEAC defensive end
had an outstanding season as a
junior and elevated his pl~Y'. as a
senior. Scouts whO had v1s1ted the
campus to watch BISOn quarterback Ted White notieed Douglas
had amassed 72 tackles, eight
sacks and three tumble recoveries.
Marques says he had been receiving some attent1011 from scouts
since his second year In college
and that NFL teams stepped up
their interest dunng the '98 season.
When the draft rolled around, he
says he was contacted by two
teams and led to believe he would
be drafted. Neither he nor Ted
White had thetr names called.
Says Douglas "Over the years ,
I played
and against some tal-

"Over the
years, I played
with and
against some
talented players, and I know
same have the
skills ta make it
ta the next
level, but it1s so
hard far us to
get in the door
that we almost
have ta sneak in
the back way.JJ

ented players, and I know some
have the skills to make it to the
next level, but it's so hard for us to
get in the door that we almost
have to sneak in the back way."
Free-agency has become the
ticket that allows most black-college players a shot in an NFL camp.
Soon after the April 17-18 draft, a
number of them were signed as
free agents. In the span of 48
hours, 15 players were signed from
MEAC schools and they included
both Douglas and White . Douglas
was signed by the Baltimore
Ravens, White by the Kansas City
Chiefs. Other players were signed
from CIAA, SIAC and SWAG
schools as well, but amazingly, not
one was included on ESPN's
Internet site listing undrafted freeagent signings dated, Tuesday,
June 8 , 1999. More than 200 players were on the list and not a single
one was from a black college. You
would think the people who spend
countless hours preparing and televising the draft would leave no
Continued on page 204

M ichael Basknight CRJ earned MVP honors in tile
B lue-Gray All-Star game, but \NaS not drafted.

By T Y IVIILLER
HAT sustained popping
sound you may have heard
in April w ere bubbles bursting across the country among the
best and brightest black-college
football stars.
It was another down year for
black-college prospects in the NFL
Draft, continuing a disturbing trend
for schools that historically have
provided a w ellsp ring of pro talent.
Only seven w ere chosen d uring t he t w o-day, seve n- round
event compared to eight in 1998,
and 13 in 1997.
The decline is glaring, considering that 17 black-college players
were drafted in 1996 and 13 in
1995. Unfortunately, there is good
reason to believe the number w ill
continue to diminish.
Brian Ransom, a sports agent

T
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whose c lients include W ashington
Redskins linebacker Marco
Coleman, Seattle Seahaw ks linebacker Darrin Smith, Cleveland
Browns defensive back Ryan
McNeil and Portland Trailblazers
forward Carlos Rogers, believes
there will be fewer black-college
players drafted in the future
because of the lack of attention
and funding the schools receive.
He cites the huge disparity
between 1-A and 1-AA institutions
when it comes to scholarships and
revenue. He points out t hat the
monies generated from one major
bowl game can provide a school
like Nebraska with more financial
backing in three hours than a
school like Tennessee State
receives in five years. The former
TSU Tiger quarterback says NCAA
revenue should be spread out proportionately to allow all smaller

schools, not just the black
colleges, to compete.
Another factor in the decline of
black-college draftees is choice of
college. Athletes seeking exposure
know they have to play at the bigger schools. There are relatively
few small-college games on televi·
sion, and it appears unless a school
is from the Big Ten, SEC or some
other major conference the exposure is lacking. Ransom 'says, "The
top college players are going to be
fou~d whe.r ever they go. What
y ou re fi n d !ng at the black-college
programs is not at the level you
used to _find. Therefore , the NFL
system is _getting the best players
at the maJor schools, and w hen it
com~s to dr_a fting, that's w here
they re coming
, from." H eadds , "It's
very rare you II see a Jerry Rice at a
black-college program today
because now he's going to be at
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says former NFL
Wade, who was a

With the c~~ch for three seasons
• "'-'Cl\:fJ Bears. "He was one of

the best I ever played with. He was an
all-time great as far as I'm concerned.
He and Sayers were a little drfferent.
Sayers was the best zig-zag runner I
had seen at the time, and he had a
super burst of speed. But Galimore had
a burst of speed as good as anyone
I've seen."
Ga]imore's burst of speed was testimony to his track skills. He ran a 9.6-second
100-yard dash and was the Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
champion at that di5tance, as a jurior,
and again when he was a senior.
But he was also 6-1 and 195 pounds
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- considered quite sizable for a college
halfback in the early and mid-'50s. He
was at his best on off-tackle plays
which were Florida A&M Coach Jak~
Gaither's trademark.
Galimore, who ran with a knee lift smilar to former San Francisco 49ers running back, Roger Craig, would hit the line
like a freight trai_n and then skip through
the secondary like a cyclone. Old-timers
swear Galimore's knees came up to his
chest when he carried the ball.
"He was a slashing-type runner," says
former Southern University Athletics
Director, Marino Casem, who played
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linebacker at Xavier (New Orleans)
against Galimore and Florida A&M.
'They ran that halfback trap. He really
ran that thing. He had a low center of
gravity. It w as almost like he was sitting
down when he ran. He could take punishment like Payton, but he didn't take
as much. He'd get out there and you
couldn't tackle him."
Galimore caused Casem great frustration. Xavier w as 0-4 against the
Rattlers when Galimore played.
"Gallopin' Gal," says Casem with a
sigh, mentally relMng those confrontations. "As many times as I tried to hit
him, lcouldn'thithim. l wasoneofthose
guys who liked to see what he was hitting. You had to zero in on him. You had
to be like a boxer. You couldn't blink or
he'd be gone."
Apparently Casem and lots of other
defenders blinked.
Galimore is still Florida A&M's career
rushing leader with 3 ,592 yards. He
holds the school record for touchdowns in a season with 16 in 1956, and
shares the record for rushing touch-

downs in a season (15 that same season) with James Rackley (1971).
Galimore came to Florida A&M on a
basketball scholarship but quickly
gained notoriety on the football field. He
became the first thousand-yard runner
in school history with 1,204 yards as a
freshman, even though the Rattlers
played only nine games.
Gaither discovered Galimore in the Pit,
the equivalent of the scout team, which
was composed of players who were
going to be redshirted, as he dominated the first team in practice.
Galimore, a four-time All-American
who averaged 9.8 yards a carry during
his college career, probably would have
had even more impressive statistics if
the Rattlers hadn't been so dominant.
Gaither only used Galimore when he
needed him. Most of the time that
meant he didn't play in the second half
because Florida A&M would have

games w ell in hand. As a re~lt, t:ie carried the ball just 110 time~ as a Junor ard
86 times as a senior. Still, he scored 26
touchdowns his final two seasons.
Galimore's most memorable college
game was the 1955 Orange Blossom
Classic against Maryland State (now
Maryland Eastern Shore). He rushed for
295 yards, a school record, and
returned a kickoff for a touchdown.
Chicago chose Galimore in the fifth
round of the 1956 NFL Draft as a future
pick, and he joined the team for the
1957 season.
He didn't produce the gaudy stats that
he generated at Florida A&M durg tis
seven-year NFL career because flJback Rick Casares was the Bears' featured runner. But Galimore was steadyand sometimes brilliant - as he averaged 4.4 yards a carry for his career.
His best professional season was 1961
when he rushed for 707 yards. 1-ie was

All-Pro in 1959, vten he SO?red four
tou::;hdowr\S 17 one game, which at the
time gave rm a share of the team
record 'MIil Hab1 t-i crd Casares.
Sayers brci<e that record ~h six
touchdown.sagarotthe 49
1n 1965.
The 1962 season had the makings of
agreatyearfor Gai(nOre. He r u ~ 22
times for 181 yards on opening day
against the 49ers, and scored on
touchdown n.ns of 37 and 77 yards.
That was the best ore-game rushing
performarce oftheseason. But
following week 17 Los Angeles, Galmore
suffered a knee rjuy against the Rams
that sidelined rm for the game and limited his playi'-g tme the rest of the year.
He only ganed 52 yards on 21 carries
after the irµy crd had surgery on both
knees the fci'.)wi-g season.
Wade cals Gatmore the unsung hero
of the Bears' 1963 championship team
because of the Slbtle impact he had on

tt:19

their offense, even though he wasn't
fully recovered from surgery.
"He was a phenomenal help," says
Wade. "In the standard formation, the
left halfback (Galimore's position) is vital
in destroying defenses. If the
linebacker can cover the halfback, the
free safety can do many other things
(like double-cover other receivers). If
the halfback can affect the free safety,
you have man-to-man coverage on
t he other receivers. He was a vital cog.
He 'd get downfield. He wouldn't hang
around the line of scrimmage. He w as
so fast getting down field. He put fear
into the free safety."
As a resut, tight end Mike Ditkaand wide
receiver Johnny Morris had big years.
"He was a great team player," says Hill,
another receiver who benefited
from the way Galimore influenced
defenses. "He was very unselfish. He
never worried about how many times he
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ran the ball. He'd be great today. He's different from Thurman Thomas and Barry
Sanders, but he'd be just as effective."
Galimore and Bears receiver John
"Bo" Farrington, a product of Prairie
View , w ere killed in a car wreck during
training camp as the team prepared for
the 1964 season. His death left a void in
the Bears' offe nse that wasn't filled until
Sayers arrived in 1965, and it was a prim ary reason Chicago didn't successfully defend its NFL championship.
"It cut down our offense tremendously," says Wade. "There was
nobody like Galimore left on our team."
During those years, the NFL preseason kicked off with an exhibition game,
pitting its champion against 8: team of
college All Stars from the previous season, with the proceeds going to charity.
Galimore, fully recovered from surgery,
was spectac ular in the 1964 game.
"We thought he was going to be that
way all year," says Wade. "He was
stronger than in '63. He had ,Put on
eight or nine pounds of muscle.
But on July 27, Galimore and
Farrington were killed returning to the ,
Bears' training camp at St. Josephs
College just outside Rensselaer, Ind.
They had gone into town t_o watch
Florida A&M's Bob Hayes run 1n a track
meet on TV
A short distance from camp, there was
a c1an9erous curve on Bunk~m Road.
Aceording to reports, the warning arrow
indicating the curve had been knocked
d
and was never replaced.
G~~re lost control of his car, a new
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compact model with a sunroof. He and
Farrington were thrown through the
roof and killed. Galimore was 29.
The Bears retired Galimore's number, 28, as a tribute to him. Florida
A&M also retired No. 50, the number
he wore as a Rattler.
Gaither heard the nevvs of Gaimore's
death wh1e driving back to Talaha.ssee,
Ra, from a vacation on the Guf of Mexico.
"I almost wrecked my car," Gaither
recalled years later, before his death.
''When I heard the news, something
pierced my heart," says Hill. "He w as
someone I loved and respected so
much. He was a special person. There
was something unique about him. He
seemed to like everyone, and everyone liked him."
Galimore was that w ay at Florida
A&M , too. He was a Big Man On
Campus, but he never got the big
head. Frequently during games, he
would tell Gaither he had run enough
and ask him to let his backup go into
the game.
"He never asked for anything special,"
says Purnell Houston, a retired school
principal who lives in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., and was a quarterback for the
Rattlers from 1950-53. "He didn't dog it
in practice. He was a proud man. He'd
do what needed to be done. He
embodied the Rattlers' creed: 'Ask no
quarter. Give no quarter. Kill a mosquito
with an axe.' He put the team and what
we could accomplish ahead of Willie
Galimore."
Galimore hasn't received the accolades he is due. His name is never mentioned during the roll call of great runners.
But when players score and spike the
ball, they are paying homage to
Galimore, the man who started the ritual.
It began in the 1955 Orange Blossom
Classic against Grambling, in a game
that would decide the national championship.
Uke most of Florida A&M's opponents, Grambling keyed on Galimore.
The Tigers bottled him up for most of
the game, but in the fourth quarter,
Galimore broke a long touchdown run.
As he crossed the goal line, he
slammed the ball to the ground, venting
an evening's frustration.
The act caught on and spread
throughout all levels of football. It led to
the wide variety of histrionics we see
from players today when they score
touchdowns.
In the final analysis, even though
Galimore's accomplishments may not
be widely heralded, he left his mark on
the game. I'S
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favoritism and downright incompetence.
tion is not the reality of it. Most of the officials who officiate
Some of the faux pas that have occurred over the
in b.lack-.college football came through the same system as
years seem to reinforce the notion that black-college offi~heir w~ite counterparts. The system of them progressing
ciating is sub par:
.
is not different. Their ability to learn technique and skills is
A Southwestern Athletic Conference crew disallowed
not different. The only time things change is when you get
a touchdown that would have given Jackson State a vieto a certain plateau."
tory over Southern in 1991 after quarterback Ricky Jordan
That plateau, Coleman theorizes, comes when officials
fumbled the center's snap but recovered the ball for an
want to move from the high school level to the college level.
apparent score. However, officials disallowed the touchHe says certain conferences aren't open to all officials since
down, ruling that Jordan was not the original ball carrier
the supervisors of officials in those conferences tend to
who commited the fumble and only that player could
select people like themselves. Therefore, most black offiadvance a fumble.
cials are systematically denied the opportunity to move up.
In 1996, a Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference official
"The same guys who came through the same system
flagged a South Carolina State cheerleader for unsportsas their white counterparts don't get the same shot," he
manlike conduct on a pass play that gave the Bulldogs
says. "He lingers at the high school level, hoping to get a
the ball at Hampton's 19-yard line with 1:20 left. South
shot at the black-college level. In the meantime, the learnCarolina State faied to score following the 15-yard penalty
ing curve has changed all of sudden. His white counterpart
and lost the game 20-14.
who was a high school official with him learned at the junLast season, a MEAC crew allowed a touchdown to ior-college level while his black counterpart stayed put.
stand even though a William & Mary play"The white counterpart
er's knee was clearly on the ground after
went to a Division Ill Conference.
he made a
The black counterpart stayed
reception against Hampton. Television
put. Each time he moves up the
replays rolled the painfully obvious play in
ladder, he's learning new methquestion over and over, and the issue
ads and new techniques. His
placed a damper on a dramatic matchup
rules knowledge is improving .
and a growing new backyard rivalry.
Look at the learning curve. See
Also last season, North C a rolina A&T
the difference. Most of these
had 12 players on the field when it scored
(black) guys have worked hard to
the winning touchdown against South
be good officials. Now they have
Carolina State.
to work twice as hard to catch up
Such glaring mistakes are part of the
to their white counterparts, who
reason three of the four black conferhad an opportunity to be
ences have hired new supervisors of offi~!J~ftl
exposed to those learning
cials during the past two years.
- ~~ ';:
opportunities."
Johnny Grier is beginning his second
Coleman says one of the
season as MEAC supervisor of officials.
,,,,.~~.;;.::::::=: i!IIII
first things he has attempted to
George Coleman and Jim Askew are in
- - do is convey to SWAC officials
their first seasons in that position with the
that he believes they are capable
Southwestern Athletic Conference and
and competent.
Southern
Intercollegiate
Athletic
"My first test was for them
Conference, respectively.
to change their own perception,"
Each brings a wealth of knowledge
he says. "If you hear something
and experience.
■Mil~liNMN••···
long enough, you begin to believe
Askew officiated for more than 30
it. That was one of the problems.
year:s in the SIAC and MEAC. Coleman
They began to believe they were
officiated for 21 seasons and has worked
inferior to their white counterin the Southland and Southwest Conferences and the NFL. parts. Hence, they sometimes behaved that way. Whether
He 1s currently a scout for the NFL.
it was by intent or not, they did. That doesn't have to be."
Grier is one of four former MEAC officials working in the
Other changes Coleman has instituted include:
NFL and has Worked the Super Bowl and conference
■ changing from a referee observer system to a technical
c~~mpionship games. The three have been charged with advisor system with advisors having worked beyond the 1rais1~g th~ ~tandard of officiating in their conferences. .
AA level. "Why would you have a B student tutor an A stu. Offic1at1ng asignificant priority," says MEAC c~mmis- dent?" he says. "I 'm saying I have B students, but know
15
Sloner ~harles Harris. "Institutions make significant invest- some A tutors out there."
ments 1n football. We have high standards for coaches and ■ going to a crew concept, under which officials will work
P.layers. It's only right and logical that the standards for offi- in teams throughout the season rather than rotating.
c1als are high also. We have to work on attitudes. Average is ■ and inviting NFL officials to the SWAC officiating clinic durnot an acceptable standard for what we want to achieve."
ing the summer.
. No one can argue that there haven't been problems
In the SIAC, Commissioner Wallace Jackson wants
With the caliber of officiating in black-college football. But Askew to emphasize common-sense officiating.
Coleman contends those problems aren 't as grave as they
"Say you run a toss sweep to the right," he says. "A
player on the backside is holding, but it's not blatant holdhav~ be.en portrayed.
I think the.officiating .s on par with other conference,s ing. The odds are he's not g~ing to be in the play anyway,
1
across th
d h t
and he's really not put at a disadvantage.
e nation," he says "The perception - an t a s
the worst paJrt about it _ is ~orse than reality. The percep"Rather than throwing the flag, you're better off talking

·~-•e'.
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to the guy. If a guy is in the neutral zone four straight plays,
rather than throwing the flag on four straight plays, tell the
captain or tell somebody to tell the man to back up. Rather
than standing there like a pitcher warming up in the bullpen,
tell the captain to tell the man to back up."
To ensure that point gets across, SIAC officials attend
camps each summer and study sessions each week.
Another point of emphasis for SIAC officials is the pace
of games. Jackson wants the ball marked ready for p lay
more quickly than in the past. He says that speeds up the
game and cuts down on the time coaches have to jockey
with officials.
"When you 're slow getting the ball in play, it makes the
game longer and gives coaches time to raise hell about
nothing," he says. "When you put the ball in play and you
have 25 seconds to get your play in, you don't have time to
stand there and raise hell. You got to get your play in."

■ Limited officials' exposure to the same team to
four times a season.
Despite the changes
and
the
addit io nal
emphasis on specific
areas, officials remain
human and are subject t o
human errors. W e w ere
reminded of that last season during the William &
Mary-Hampton contest ,
when officials made what
Harris calls "the secondworst call of all time." The
worst, he says, has yet to
be made.

YOU MIGHT HAVE GAME , BUT YOU COULD

HAVE MONEY FOR CO LLE GE , TOO.

-Charles Harris, MEAC Commissioner

Putting the ball in play quicker won't solve one of the
problems that Jackson says puts officials in an unfavorable
light. That, he says, is fans' lack of knowledge about the rules.
The MEAC has taken steps to help remedy that problem by placing a field microphone on the referee for all of its
games, not just games that are televised. Doing so allows
fans to hear an explanation on controversial plays.
Since Grier has been supervisor of officials, the MEAC
has also:
■ Added a full staff of official observers.

The four officials directly involved in the play were "rested" for the remainder of the season . Commissioner Harris'
swift and decisiv e action was deemed high-handed and
excessive by some. But it certainly sent a message that the
days of MEAC officials being perceived as Keystone Kops
are over.
"Perception becomes reality," says Harris. "In the past
we've done that to ourselves by not having accounta.tjty
and not taking it seriously." l'S

"The same guys who came
through the same system as
their white counterparts don't
get the same shot," he says.
"He lingers at the high school
level, hoping to get a
shot at the
black-college level."
-George Coleman, SWAC
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ARMY RESERVE
BE ALL YOU CAN BE .

YEAR AND WE'LL GIVE YOU UP TO $25,100 FOR COLLEGE,
GIVE US ONE WEEKEND A MONTH, T~iii~~$ ~I BILL BENEFITS WITH STANDARD ENLISTMENT PAY.
WHEN YOU COMBINE THE MO
U S A - ARM y www. goa r my. c O m
CALL 1- 8 00-

■ MEAC

■
The Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference is, to quote a familiar tune
from a '70s sit-com, "movin' on up."
Florida A&M and Hampton made the
DMsion I-AA playoffs, with FAMU beating Troy State 27-17 for the league's
first postseason win in nearly 20 years.
Bethune-Cookman earned a Heritage
Bowl berth, primarily on the strength of
a string of upsets of the league's powers. As good as the top three teams
were in '98, they'll have plenty of competition for the top spots.
Hampton, last year's champion,
has been nothing short of spectacular
under coach, Joe Taylor. The Pirates
went 9-3 with one of the top defensive unrts in the nation, led by linebacker Deon Hunt, a ferocious hitter.
Hampton's offense made tremendous strides in '98 and returns nine
starters, including four-year starter Roy
Johnson and 1,000-yard rusher
Montrell Coley. Wrth the Pirates retooling on defense, Johnson, Coley & Co.
will play a more prominent role in
Hampton's success.
Florida A&M has one of the country's top players in wide receiver
Jacquay Nunnally, who puts the lightning (93 receptions, 1,316 yards, 12
touchdowns in '98) in the Rattlers' Gulf
Coast offense. Nunnally also has a
superb running mate in Cainon Lamb,
who topped the 1,000-yard mark with
12 scores on 74 passes. Competition
will be stiff at running back and quarterback, but FAMU won't suffer with
coach Billy Joe's wizardry at plugging
players into his system.
N.C. A&T went 8-3 in '98 and
could make the leap toward the top if
coach Bill Hayes gets any production
out of a passing attack that was nextto-last in the MEAC. The Aggies have
a couple of burners in receivers
Romando North and Darious, and an
experienced quarterback in Rodney
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Woodruff. Free safety Darryl Klugh
and a slew of youngsters are ready to
step into the big-time.
S.C. State started strong but faltered to a 5-6 mark last season,
which didn't set well in Orangeburg.
So what does coach Willie Jeffries
do? He hires former Savannah State
head coach Daryl McNeil to boost an
offense that couldn't put the ball in the
end zone enough down the stretch.
Bethune-Cookman surprised a lot of
people by getting to the Heritage
Bowl, but coach Alvin Wyatt wasn't.
His Wyatt-bone offense, led by option
quarterback Pa'tell Troutman, turned
the MEAC on rts ear, including
Hampton, N.C. A&T and S.C. State on
the road, no less. The Doctor - Terry
Doctor - is nto str trilgs up at frebacker.
Life is going to be a little tougher
at Howard, where all-star quarterback
Ted White took his records to the
NFL. The Bison aren't totally out of the
hunt if Donald Clark successfully steps
into White's shoes and the running
game contributes. Howard has the
luxury of a seasoned offensive line,
but has holes to fill on defense - probalbly too many to make the Bisons a
legitimate contender.
Much isn't expected from
Delaware State, Norfolk State and
Morgan State, last season's bottomfeeders. Norfolk State has a new
head coach in former A&T boss, Mo
Forte, and a running game built
around tailback Angelo Todd (1,363
yards, 19 touchdowns), and lots of
questions on defense.
Delaware state went 0-11 , the
lowest point for a once-proud program. The defense will have to be
less forgMng, especially against the
run (288 yards per game).
Morgan State will try to start over
again, an all-too-familiar situation in
Baltimore, with Stanley Mitchell as
head coach. The Bears have several
experienced players returning to the
defense, but that won't be enough to
escape the basement.

By Donald H uff

ometimes, berg picked as the
team to beat can be a stressful and LmeM19 adventure.
On the other ham. sometmes the
rotonety can insi:te the favorite to play
even tougher. Srce µrg the MidEastern Athletic Conference five years
ago, Hampton Unversity has experienced that roller coaster ride and
erpyed every ~ aong the way.
A sight favaite to capture its third
straight MEAC title, Hampton will not
be able to relax a rroment, but senior
comerback Kieran Speg,t wouldn't
have it any other Wc!:-f.
"Every game sudderty becomes a
big game because every team is trying
to upset the deferx:rg champion,"
said Speight. "But that's fine We like
being the team to beat."
Wrth nine players retunng on
offense, includirg senor quarterback
Roy Johnson, an eXl)enerced offensive fine, and six starters returning on
defense led by two-tine All-America
Deon Hunt and Speg-it, Hampton
shoud have high expectations,
'We have many of the major players coming back from a (Division I-AA)
playoff team that lost tiYee games by
a total of 16 points_We are very excit-

S

ed about the

PQSslbities for '99, said

:Jampton head coocti Joe Taylor who
is 63-18-1 in his seven years at
Hampton.
'We've had a vision that shows us
havirg one of the top black-college
footbal programs il the nation. We
recrut the top players available
because we want to continue our
quest to be the best team
ble."
Hampton's high•PGwer=ense

should be among the best around.
The offense is led by Johnson wlho
completed 134 of 250 passes for
1,892 yards and 17 tOUChdo
wns.
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The Pirates should have no trouble
running the ball, either, with AII-MEAC
junior tailback Montrell Coley and senior fullback Mike Jones returning.
Coley is a very deceptive runner
and a good receiver. He rushed for
1,024 yards and 11 touchdowns and
caught twenty passes for 304 yards
and three touchdowns. Jones had
298 yards and 9 touchdowns last year.
Juniors Kar1ma Mayer and Norman
Clement and sophomore Denick
Mcilwain are also expected to contribute.
The offensive line, averaging 305
pounds, should provide plenty of
maneuvering space for Johnson,
Coley and Company. AII-MEAC senior
tackle Mitchell Foreman and senior
center Kelly McClendon are superb at
their respective positions. Sophomore
James McCall will start at the other
tackle spot and senior Jason Thomas
and junior Lany Vaughn are the
guards.
The receMng corps will be inexperienced, but quick and talented. Junior
Warren Broughton (28 receptions for
630 yards and six touchdowns) will be
supported by sophomores Micheal
Compton and Jason Scott, and freshman Zuriel Smith. Senior Adrian
Wideman will return at tight end.
Taylor says his offense should be
alble to move the ball on the ground or
through the air, but he is a little concerned albout his defense. And with
good reason. In two of the three losses in '98, Taylor saw his highly regarded defensive unit blitzed for 83 points.
'We gave up some big plays in
those games (a 41-34 loss to William &
Mary and a 42-34 loss to Connecticut
in a first round playoff game)," Taylor
lamented. "I thought we would have
been much better defensively than we
were last year. We definitely gave up
too many points. But we worked hard
in the spring to fill some holes and I feel
we'll be much better."
Filling the shoes of departed ends
Charles Preston and Antico Dalton will
be next to impossible, at least this season. Three players, senior Montee
Foote, sophomore Harry Curnell and
redshirt freshman Gregory Scott will
take the challenge, however. Foote is
a converted linebacker who sat out
last season with an injury and Cumell
played sparingly in '98.
''They are being asked to fill some
big shoes, but I think they have the
same potential as Preston and Dalton,"
Taylor said. 'We have depth along the
(defensive) line, but we have to remain
healthy."
Over the past several season, the

defensive line has been a definite
strength for the Pirates and Taylor is
hopeful that a trio including senior
Ronnie Jones and juniors Micheal
Forbes and Micheal Bland can hold
the line until his defensive ends come
around. The three players combined
for 15 tackles for a loss, and five quarterback sacks in '98.
The hard-hitting Hunt had a teamhigh 64 solo, 113 total tackles, two
interceptions, two fumble recoveries
and a quarterback sack last year. He
will be flanked by two relative newcomers. Outside linebacker Curtis

Blackwell, a converted strong safety,
and Stanley Aughtry, who played very
little last year, are very quick and
aggressive, but they vvill be tested
early and often.
The secondary could be the
strength of the Pirate defensive uit.
Joining Speight in the secondary are
Chris Parker, Travis Coleman, WiUie
Bennett and Vincent Levvis. All are
experienced and good open-field
tacklers, but the quintet combined fcr
only six interceptions. Taylor woud li<e
to see at least tvvice that many this
season.

some dutdl kd<s." Taylor said.
Tells Bolden and Mtchell will handle
the punting.
''The key wil be to remain healthy
and play better on defense," Taylor
said. "We have senior leadership, and
this is a mature team with a lot of
character. We have players who
have been on two championship
teams and don't want to leave a
loser. But being the reigning champion is tough because you're the main
target on everyone's hit list. We are
very young in some places, but we
have good leverage.
"I just finished readng the book, The
Art of War, ard deception was a big
key," said Tayor. 'We 'MJ have to use a
little deception at tines." l'I
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Quarterback P.oy Johnson is a graduate ~tudent majoring nmanagement. Since beeomi_ng
the starter in 1996, Johlson, who graduated 1n
May, has led the Prates to a 24-8 record and two
MEAC titles.
In the seven years Taylor haS been head
ooach at Hampton, the Pirates have won three
CIM titles, two MEAC titles and two mythical
Black-College Championships.

Antico Dalton, the only MEAC player drafted
by the NFL this P8-$t April is contending for a spot
with Minnesota, and Charles Preston signed as a
free agent with Baltimore.
Fullback Mke Jones was an Academic All-

American last year,

~ontrell
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One defirite strerglh is the special
teams. Bennett ard Pan<~ will handle
kickoff ard punt rett.m duties. Bennett
gained 540 yards on returns last season. Mayer alsO ha5 good speed and
coud see some actiOn on returns.
Placekicker kie Wyatt returns after
converting five field goals and 44 of 48
extra points. lroricafy, the one extra
point the serior wi be remembered
for is the atterTT)t that \Neflt wide right,
leaving the Fi'ates wrth ~ heartbreaking 57-56 m ~ loss to
Florida A&M two years ago.
"People remerrber that miss, but
Are has won some games for us with

C o l e y (4-J
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lorida A&M head coach Billy
Joe isn't suffering from amnesia. He just chooses to forget
about the nagging thoughts that kept
him tossing and turning during last
season's three-hour flight back from
FAMU 's 24-21 second-round playoff
loss to Western Illinois.
The only turbulence was in Joe's
head. He knew he had a better
game plan than his opponent. His
players felt they had a far better
team. And destiny (FAMU was celebrating the 20th anniversary season
of its 1978 Division I-AA national title)
was supposed to have been on the
Rattlers' side en route to another
championship run .
But then came the rain. Then the
turnovers. Then the poor tackling.
The Rattlers did everything a team
could have done to blow a first half
lead and dash their title dreams. And
those are the thoughts Joe has
spiked from his memory going into
his sixth season at FAMU.
"I don't remember or dwell on what
transpired last year and I haven't
concentrated on what should have
or could have been done," Joe said.
"Our goal was .. . and still is to win a
national championship, but it just
wasn't in the cards for us last year.
It's just a matter of time before you
know it'll be your turn to win."
This season, Florida A&M will have a
new deck of cards to play with.
Change is everywhere within the program. Joe received an incentiveladen contract extension, the offense
got a facelift and the defense has
been reborn. But the Rattlers' goal to
be the best I-AA program - not just
the best black-college team remains firmly intact.
After losing three All-Americans to
the NFL (QB Pat Bonner, K Juan Toro
and LB Olrick Johnson) FAMU will
enter the 1999 season facing the
same questions and holes to fill as it
did a year ago.
Who's at quarterback? Can FAMU
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run the ball? Ard, doeS playing
defense matter to a team that led
the nation in scorin9 (47 ·8
points/game), passing (389.9
yards/game) and total offense (521 .6
yards/game) a year ago?
A solid group of veterans should
have the answers. The Rattlers
return five offensive starters (including three receivers) and seven on
defense. FAMU's success and season will depend on how often it gets
the ball to its explosiVe receiving
corps, AKA the ··RAC (run after
catch) Boys". Preseason AllAmerican Jacquay Nunnally returns
along with Cainon Lamb to spearhead the passing attack.
The duo combined for more t han
2,600 receiving yards last season
and will again have the supporting
cast of possession wideout Cedric
Mitchell (12.8 yards per catch) and
speedster Demetris Bendross (4.3 in
40-yard dash).
That group of talent should make
the transition easier for eithe r of the
four serious cµirterback candidates
battling to repace Bonner's 4, 200
passing yards and 42 touchdowns.
"Our biggest challenge will be to
have the right mindset going in ,"
said Nunnally, named the MEAC's
top pro prospect despite being a
junior. "We know what we were able
to do last year, and we still have the
same offensive firepower coming
back. The way our offense is set up,
everything falls on the receivers. We
feel like any quarterback c a n step in
and do the job."
For the second straight season,
the starting quarterback job will be up
for grabs heading into the season. It
has been the one position that's been
FAMU's biggest strength during the
season and its most vulnerable weakness during the offseason.
Bonner and last season 's backup,
Jose Laureano, moved on to the
pros, and third stringer Mike Morand
nearly_fell off the depth chart after
reporting to spring practice over weight. This year's winner by default
could be sophomore Quinn Gray (6240~, who was also sporadic during spnng workouts.
Gray will fight With West Virginia
~r~fer JaJuan Seider and redshirt
Jm~r Jo~ Ja?kson to keep the job
full-time. Quinn is the best guy we
have coming back from last season
80 n~turally ~·s the No. 1 man right
now, Joe said. "He has one of the
~rongest arms I've ever seen ... and
1m talking on the high school college
or professional level. The on~ thing

that concerns me is that we don't
have a guy this year who's been in
the fire."
The quarterback will be protected
by an offensive line which returns
just one starter from last season.
FAMU emphasized the offensive line
as the most important position to
address in the offseason and landed
three junior college standouts that
will likely start right away.
The Rattlers will also be very young
in the offensive backfield. FAMU
recruited four tailbacks to replace that
same number of seniors lost last season. Travles Williams stood out
among the depleted field during the
spring, but he will be challenged by
local prep standout Ed Baker and
Georgia All-Star's feature back
Micheal Leslie. But Joe has yet to
convince many that he'll break away

from the pass to even need that
many running backs.
Joe also asserted that it would
take an NFL prospect to move fullback Kenny Williams out of the starting lineup. Williams' fumbling last season put the three-year starter on bad
terms with the coaching staff and
cleared the way for tailback Greg
Buchanan to lead the team in rushing.
But Williams will get another
chance this season. ''This has to be
my year because I don't have any
more left," Williams said. "We didn't
run the ball enough last season and I
just hope (the coaching staff) understands that this must be a very important part of our game plan this season - especially rf we'll be breaking in
a new quarterback."
Defense will no longer be a foreign
w ord at Bragg Stadium. Defensive

?•

..Jaquay Nunnally
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Coordinator Clifton Moore was the
scapegoat much of last year when
FAMU yielded nearly 400 total yards
per game and was labeled the "Bend
but don't Break Defense".
But time and a little luck was on
Moore's side.
The Rattlers could have one of the
top two defenses in the MEAC with
the return of quarterback sack leader
Ebbie Parson (12 sacks) and Tyronn
Johnson (42 tackles, 5 sacks) on the
defensive line. Youngstown State
transfer defensive end Jauron Dailey
is eligible after sitting out last season
and linebacker Pat Burrows is healthy
after having surgery on both knees.
Defensive lineman Ernest Certain
and safety Richard Brooks are back
after long layoffs stemming from academic suspensions and injuries.
Brooks starred in the spring Orange
and Green game and will fill the void
left by Johnny Walker at strong safety.
Cornerbacks Darnell Vickers,
Vernon Mitchell and Grover Fields are
back after gaining valuable experience learning on the job last season.
"This season, we're going to be a
real senior oriented team with a lot
of confidence under our belts," said
Johnson. "Every year we've gotten
better and after making it to the
quarterfinal round of the playoffs, we
realize we're just two steps away
from our goal." l'I
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■
FAMU's 1999 schedule will likely be ranked the toughest among NCAA I-AA teams with road games against
Big East power Miami and playoff contenders Tennessee
State and Hampton, and a home matchup with Southern.
Last year, FAMU finished 11-2 with a schedue that ranked
third toughest in the country.
■
FAMU coach Billy Joe needs just five wins to reach
200 career victories. His overall record is 195 78-4, which
includes coaching stops at Central State and Cheyney
State over a 25-year period.
■
Offensive Coordinator Jimmy Joe's decision to stay at
FAMU instead of pursuing the Morgan State head coaching job means the Rattlers' head coach and offensive and
dlefensive cxx:>rdinators will remain the same for a sixth
season.

■
FAMU captured the undisputed Black College
Football Championship last year, winning out in both the
Sheridan Broadcasting Network Poll and the American
Sportsvvire Poll. It was the 12th mythical Black-College title
for the Rattlers and the first since 1978.
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ethune-Cookman made its
return to glory last season ,
posting the school 's best
record (8-3) in 20 years, a first-ever
national ranking and a trip to the
Heritage Bowl.
Returning is one thing . Staying is
another.The Wildcats are confident
they can.
The bulk of the offensive backfield,
both sides of the ine, the linebackers
and special teams return. Even though
a remarkable season - including spoiling three homecomings, an NCAA
record 8- overtime victory and a plethora of awards for head coach Alvin Wyatt,
Sr. - ended with a thumping at the
hands of both Florida A&M and
Southern, the by-product was B-CC's
best recruiting effort since 1979.
"Being on national television
helped," said Wyatt, now in the third
season of guiding his alma mater. The
word is out that Bethune-Cookman is
on the rise."
Running an offensive scheme
dubbed the ''Wyatt-bone" (think wishbone meets "hambone" meets
option) , B-CC ranked 12th nationally
in Division I-AA in rushing last season.
Hometown product Pa'tell Troutman ,
a freshman, capitalized on a system
tailored for his unique running ability.
Troutman rushed for 1 054 yards,
including a school rec~rd 284 yards
against Norfolk State, and tied a single-season rushing touchdown mark
with 15.
In the air, however, Troutman
struggled somewhat, managing just a
4 o percent completion rate and
th row ing one interception for every
five completions. Randall Foster, who
saw considerable time last season,
performed well in the spring.
"Randall seems to understand
w~at
want at the position ," Wyatt
said. He could be a threat for Pa'tell."

B
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P a'te ll Troutman
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Complementing Troutman in the
B-CC running attack is another
sophomore and backyard product,
Jay Rogers, who became the first
freshman in MEAC history to post a
200-yard game. Rogers keys the
strongest position for B-CC on
offense, with Purdue transfer
Jeremy Thomas (another Daytona
Beach product) , Johnny Hart (see
last parenthesis) and Filmore Wester
expected to provide competition.
The biggest hole to be filled on
offense is at wide receiver, a hole
created by the graduation of James
Adderley, who left with every school
career reception record.
One possible replacement for
Adderley is Antonio Stanley, who
already earned the nickname "Mr.
Excitement" with his performance
on special teams. Stanley finished
with 1,035 all-purpose yards in 1998.
Another candidate is Erik Lash, a
medical redshirt last season. Lash,
who runs a 4.4, 40 yard dash had a
strong performance in spring drills
and Wyatt has him targeted for one
of the starting spots.
"We expect Erik to blossom and
b ecome a big-time wide receiver,"
Wyatt said. "He attacks the football
and can beat you after the catch ."
Returnees Tarion Hubbard and
Curtis Williams will add depth to the
receivers spot.
The key for B-CC's offense will be
a line that returns five starters, including
Chris Brown, Willie Cooper, Gabriel
Pinella, Jesus Sarduy and Terrence
Butter, a first team AII-MEAC selection
last year . Only center Glen Chapman
was lost to graduation. Matt Burke and
Scott Smith are expected to battle for
that position.
Defense, always a source of
pride for Wyatt, a former B-CC AllAmerican at defensive back and
long-time defensive coordinator, will
continue to carry B-CC. Last year's
team gave up a MEAC low of 284
total yards per game and ranked
13th in the nation.
The key losses are linebackers
James Souder and Antron Wright,
but inside LB Terry Doctor, who
had 78 tackles last year, returns
and is expected to carry the load .
Joining Doctor at linebacker are
Paul James and Willie Doby.
"Terry 's the heart and soul of
the defense," Wyatt said. "He's
the most experienced and, as of
right now, the best athlete we
have on that side of the ball."
The defensive line is also solid, with
the return of Rod Smith, Joe Mitchell,
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The Widcats f(l(.l'ld reN blood last
season at botl7 speca team spots.
Danny Mallis tierefited from B-CC's
explosive offense, ro,verting 30 f:X)ints
after touchdown for a spot in the school
record bod<s. Pulter Jody Spier, discovered play1"g sern-i:ro football in
Daytona Beach, a9::> rettms. Stanley,
who finished arrcrg the top 15 in the
nation and IN8S raned frst team AIIMEAC, wil sti harde p..nt returns.
Wyatt know., hs team can't live on
last year's ~ t s and that
this year's roiedJe wt present a weekly chaBenge fcr the Vvtlcats.
"/lny team ca, beat us on any
given day," w.;att socl. 'We have our
wort< cut out fcr us. l..a5t year w e strugged in Jackrolvle crd Savannah State
almost beat LS. ... I ttii< our schedule is
a strong sd18CUe. We have to be just
as ready,ju,t as pei:Hed as the teams
we're going L.pagrsl." l'I

CAT
S ratches

Bethune Cookman

■

The Wilocats fnshed last season ranked
No. 18 in the Us«\ Today/ESPN DMsion I-AA
Coaches Pol, No. 20 i1 the sports Network
Division 1-M Pol, No. 1 in the ESPN Black
College Poll, and No. 3 in the Sheridan Network
Black College Pol.

T e r ry

D o c t o r (55)

Abdul Yates, and Damion Cook. Cook is
still famous for his ill-advised dive that fell
one yard short of the goal line after a
blocked field goal return in the seventh
overtime of the Virginia State game.
The only question is the secordary.
Nick Rawls, who sat out last sea-

son, is expected to return at comerb<;1ck. Jason McCoy and transfer Joe
Giddens are battling for the free safety
0
~
~· and Carlos Lawrence and Taji
amsh ~e contending at right corner. Lonnie Estes is expected to
return at strong safety.

DATE

OPPONENT

LAST
YEAR

9-4

Sava"ra,State(at~)

W:n14-7

9-11

Morgan State

W:n25-20

9-18

l-bllad (at Chi'reb)

la;t:25-32

■ B-CC coach Alvin 1/Vyatt, Sr. received five
Coach of the Year awards after last season:
Eddie Robinson Award Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference, Sheroan Broadcasting Network,
100% Wrong ClJb of AtJanta and the Daytona
Beach Quarterback Club.

9-25

"'1orTis 8roMl (at R. L.a.x:lerdae)

[ljf,,tiRlj

10-2

at Delaware State

W:n50-8

10-9

JotTison C. Smith (HC)

[lj r,,ti RI/

10-16

South Caroina State

W:n~17

■

10-23

OPEN

10-30

North Carolina A & T

W:n34-Zl

11-6

HarTl>ton

W:1114-13

11-13

at Norfolk State

W:1159-38

11-20

Florida A & M (Orlando)

W:1114-60

Boosted by last season's success, B-CC

~~ ~ most ngrly-touted recruiting class
snce JOlning Division I-AA in 1979. Toe Wildcats
signed 2 8 student-atlietes to full scholarships,
including an unprecedented 16 high school allstars from Florida
■

B-CC ranked in the top three in nine

MEAC statistical categories including N o . 1
1n total defense, No. 1 in punt returns_. N o . 1
in pass defense efficiency and No. 1 in quarterback sacks.
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offensive attack were mixed. .
A decent passing game will
make a world of difference for North
Carolina A&T.
As a matter of fact, it's mandatory that the Aggies get m ?re
yardage _ and more sconng from the Mu~iple I offense that
coach Bill Hayes installed in '98.
The Aggies made genuine
attempts to change their offen sive personality in '98, but those
efforts were not reflected in the
final statistics.

•

Cra i g T.
Green lee

C

oach Bill Hayes begins his
12th season at the helm of
North Carolina A&T's football program, and he's hoping that
the significant number of returning
players from last year's 8-3 campaign will put the Aggies in the
MEAC championship picture in '99.
"As for the MEAC race this year, I
think Hampton will be the early
favorite, but FAMU will be right there,
said Hayes. "I think South Carolina
State and Howard will challenge, too.
Somewhere in ther, the Aggies will be
in the hunt for the title. "
"Experience will be a tremendous factor for us offensively.
Defensively, I really like our athleticism. We are still refining our defensive scheme to best utilize the talent
we have available. Fullback, defensive back and linebacker are the
three real strong areas on this team
in terms of quality depth and talent,"
said Hayes.
Hayes, who during his 11 seasons at A&T embraced the run-oriented Wing-T, opted to change
course last year by employing a
more diversified offense, which puts
more emphasis on the pass.
A&T finished among the MEAC's
top four and barely missed earning a
berth to the Heritage Bowl. Even so,
the results of switching to a new
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want to improve
our execution of
the routine plays,
while a--eating
more big-play
DPPDI 1:unities,,,

A&T led the MEAC in rushing
(230.4 yards per game) , but was a
bust in the passing department,
generating just 102.8 yards per
game and only eight TD passes to
rank near the bottom of the conference in those categories.
Hayes, however, isn't looking
back. And he has good reason to
feel that his team will show marked
improvement in throwing the ball,
now that they've had a full season
to get acclimated to the offense.
"Offensively, we want to
improve our execution of the routine
plays, while creating more big-play
opportunities, " said Hayes.
One plus for A&T is that quarterback Rodney Woodruff (766 yards,
4 TDs, 47.4 % completion rate)
appears to be comfortable with the
system after starting nine games
last fall. Woodruff has a pair of talented receivers to work with in Chris
Caldwell (15.2 yards per catch, 2
touc hdowns) and track man
Romando North, who is considered
one of the MEAC's prime kickoff
return specialists (averaged 28.5
yards per return last fall) .
Woodruff can also feel comfortable that his offensive line will give
him ample time to find receivers.
The line, spearheaded by 6-2, 310pound guard Chad Mann, allowed a
league-low 12 sacks in '98.
Mann and his line buddies, in
tum, can rely on solid performances
from fullbacks Eric Farmer and Kevin
Hubbard, who excel as lead blockers, but who are equally effective as
inside runners.
Farmer, 6-1 245 pounds, scored
6 touchdowns and averaged 5.4
yards per carry last season.
Hubbard, 5-11 , 265 pounds, didn't
get as many carries, but made the
most of his opportunities, scoring 2
touchdowns while averaging 5 .8
yards per carry.
While the offense has the makings of being more creative and
unpredictable, the defense has the
potential to dominate in grand fashion.
"On defense, our goal is to
reduce the number of big plays we
allow and create offensive chances
with fumbles and interceptions,"
said Hayes.
A&T has most of the defensive
bases covered. This group has the
experience, quickness and athleticism to create problems on a regular basis for its opponents.
Free safety Darryl Klugh (72
tackles, 6 interceptions) is arguably
the league's best at his position.

Klugh is a key reason why A&T
ranked among the MEAC's best in
pass defense, finishing with 20
interceptions while allowing just 11
TD passes.
Klugh gets plenty of help from
outside linebacker Dwaine
Carpenter (67 tackles, 4 interceptions) plus inside linebackers Ray
Massey (60 tackles, 3 interceptions,
3 sacks) and B.J. Little (55 tackles).
But for all of the Aggies' defensive accolades, it's still clear that in
order for them to beat the MEAC
contenders, they must get a better
pass rush. Last year, the Aggies
recorded 17 sacks, which placed
them seventh in the nine-team
conference. Defensive end Shawn
Paylor (45 tackles, 5 sacks) is
A&T's best at putting the heat on
quarterbacks. But he's going to
need help from his teammates in
order for the Aggies to put the bite
on the quarterback.
I feel confident that our team
will rise to the occasion," said
Hayes. "Our team has put the work
in over the summer and we will just
have to wait and see how we perform on Saturday." l'II

•

NOTES
North Carolina A & T

■

A fourth senior, running back Reggie
Shuford, signed with the Carolina Panthers
three weeks after the draft. The Panthers
called on Shuford when they became
depleted because of injuries and off-season
surgery at the running back position.

OPPONENT

LAST
VEAR

North Carolina Central

Wa,40-10

at Winston-Salem State

Wa,20-12

OPEN
at Elon
at Norfolk State
Hampton
at Morgan State
Howard (HC)
at Bethune-Cookman
Delaware State

■

The Aggies have a six-week wait before
playing their first home game of the season
(vs. Hampton on Oct. 9).

Florida A & M
South Carolina State

DidNot:Fay

Wa,34-20
Lcst:10-23
Wa,19-16
Lcst:17-6

Lest 27-34 (01)
Wa,47-15
Lcst:12-51
Wa,14-6

Stadiu ■: Aggie Stadiu ■
Capacity: 22,000
Location: Greensboro, North
.
Enrollaent: 7,533
Carolina
Ticket Infor ■ ation: <,l,i
_
334 7141
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azing arOLnd Howard
University head coach,
Steve Wilson's office, one
cannot help but notice the many
proclamations, citations, awards and
pictures of former players, now playing professionaly. or running corporations, adorning the walls. The wall
coverings are a smaD indication of
just how far the once-anemic Bison
football program has progressed in
Wilson's ten years at the helm.
However, the soft-spoken coach
insists his work has just begun.
"I can remember when there was
so little respect for Howard football it
was depressing," said Wilson, a former player at Howard who went on
to earn two Super Bowl rings during
a 10-year NFL career with Dallas and
Denver. ''When I took over here as
coach in 1988, it was very important
to me to build respect, not just locally or in the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference, but nationally as well.
"I think we've begun to do that.
top high schOOI football players are
no longer afraid to come here.
We_'ve w?n two black-college
national titles, and won them with a
tremendous caliber of student athletes. Our selling point is a degree;
we push the product of success.
We don't just start our kids we finish th em. Our recent footb~II suc~ess has elevated our program
~ght up there With the major players
In black football."
The Bison, 7-4 overall and 4-3 in
th e M5:'-C last year, have indeed
taken big steps toward national
recognition With SUch players as
qu~erbacks Jay Walker and Ted
Whit~, who broke every MEAC
passing record and guided their
team ~o championship seasons.
Victones over Widely respected programs such as Grambling Jackson
State and Southern were ~olid proof

G

AGGIE
■
Three seniors from last year's team
signed NFL free-agent contracts less than
an hour after the conclusion of '98 NFL Draft
last April. Running back Michael Basnight
signed with the Cincinnati Bengals; defensive
end Troy Pelshak went to the St. Louis Rams
(converted to outside linebacker); wide
receiver Henry Douglas was signed by the
Detroit Lions.

Donal d Huf f

Elijah Thurmon
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that Howard was here to stay.
"We had to upgrade our schedule
and beat those people to be recognized. We have done that," said
Wilson, who has a 68-44 won-lost
record at Howard. "The key is to
continue to put teams out there to
beat them. We've had two great
quarterbacks who "maxed" out
here; won every award there was to
win. Unfortunately, last year our best
game was our first game (a 34-8
win over Jackson State). We never
reached that level of play again and
went through an up and down season from that point on."
Prognosticators predict
Howard's recent run of success is
over since White, who threw for
nearly 10,000 yards and 102 touchdowns (4th in Division I-AA), graduated. But the always optimistic
Wilson went far out on a limb and
stated this year's stable of quarterbacks is the finest group of signal
callers he has ever had.
"Bobby Townsend (6-6,225) will
be a marvelous quarterback. He is
such a good athlete, we had to play
him at receiver last year to get him
on the field," Wilson said. "He may
not have as many snaps under his
belt, but we have so many other
weapons, he will not have to do Ted
White-like things for us to be successful. He will be surrounded by
good people."
Wilson is particular1y giddy about
his offensive line, which returns
intact, and a bevy of fast, strong
running backs. The Bison's leading
rusher last year, junior David
Johnson (469 yards, five touchdowns), and junior Jermaine
Hutchinson (409 yards, four touchdowns) will lead the rushing attack.
Micheal Harris returns to contribute
at fullback and freshman Vincent
Neelos brings an impressive high
school resume to the party.
"Hutchinson is the whole package; does it all. We changed his
number to 34 to honor former NFL
star Walter Payton. Johnson is our
home run hitter and we are excited
about our freshman, Neelos,"
Wilson said.
Of course, the success of any
running attack depends mainly on
the offensive line. Howard's big,
mobile, experienced offensive line
ranks among the best, rf not the best
in the conference. Three seniors,
guard Mpumi Masimini (6-5, 320),
guard Eddie Hooper (6-6, 315) and
tackle Levar Young (6-5, 300), have
been together three years. But the
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and will probably start. Obi Ariah ,
Damian Walker and Victor W alter
layed sparingly as freshmen l~st
P
n, but were very
seaso
. 1mpress1ve
during spring practiee.
The linebackers are also ~oung .
and talented. Toe triO of senior Chns
Boston, junior Rhoan Hill and sophomore Rashaad Jackso~ also had
impressive spring practices. A ll t hr~e
are fine open-field tacklers and quick
enough to drop back and d e fe nd
the pass.
.
The strength of the BISOn
defense could be the seconda ry. An
experienced crew of veteran~, .
including senior Omar Evans, Junior
Damian Moss, and sophomores
Chad Scott and Mon Perkins played
very well last season. The lea d e r of
the secondary may be sopho more
strong safety, Brian McDonald , who
has big play capabihties.
Evans and Johnson, both of
whom broke several long runs on
kickoff and punt returns in '98, will
handle the return duties.
Wrt:h so many question m arks
facing the defense, Wilson m ay be
forced to out-score people.
'Wrt:h our offensive line setting the
tone, we should be explosive
enough to keep our oppone nts'
[defenses] on the field," he said. "We
can't afford to let our defense stay
on the field too long. We can 't let
teams get 80 snaps against us. You
know if a team keeps getting t he
ball, they are going to score eventually. We can't afford any track meets
rightnow." 1'11
seniors may be upstaged by talented redshirt freshman Marcus Ogden
(6-6, 315), who had the advantage
of learning the nuances of tackle
play from his brother, Jonathan, of
the NFL Baltimore Ravens. Junior
Rashad Parks (6-7, 290) will start at
center.
''These guys can dominate. They
can run; they really block well for
both the run and pass," Wilson
boasted. "It is the best offensive line
we've ever had. Our offense starts
with them. "
When Townsend decides to
throw, he will look in the direction of
rangy 6-4 senior Elijah Thurmond
who had a team-high 55 receptions,
886 yards and nine touchdowns last
season. Thurmond has excellent
speed, soft hands and runs eyecatching patterns. Junior Jevonte
Philpot will vie for the other starting
receiver spot and seniors Leonard
Stevens and Gary Grant will split the

tight end duties.
Although the Bison finished the
season with four consecutive victories, the Buffalo Soldier defensive
unit struggled , allowing 97 points in
those wins. During the year,
Howard allowed 354 yard and 28
points per game.
"We were not athletic enough on
defense ~.o make big plays," Wilson
recalled. Our third down success
rate W8:3 terrible. We gave up too
many big plays on third and long. I
knew going into this season, we
would be much smaller, but we will
have better athletes on the field. We
will have to ·:out-quick" people."
Wilson will shuffle at least nine
defensi:'e lineman, the majority of
~hem either sophomores or juniors,
1n and out throughout games this
season to keep them fresh. The
baby of the group, freshman,
Char1es Woodall (6-3 300) can "shut
down people" according to Wilson

BISON
B~TES
■ Coach Steve Wt,on has produced eight
NR. players nlis 10-year career at Howard.
■ Howard has had three MEAC Players of the
Year during vVison's career _ defensive end,
Jose ~ite, and QJarterbacks, Jay Walker and

Ted White.
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"We have
two of
the can•
ference,s
top run•
ning
backs in
Derek
D,Neal
[698
yards
and
seven
touch•

•

Herb VVhite

owered expectations don't play very
well at S.C. State.
The Bulldogs jumped
out of the gate in '98 with
a 4-1 start, only to stagger
d own the stretch and finish the season at 5-6. The
c ulprit, an offense that
stagnated late in the season, was easy to finger.
That won't work in
Orangeburg, S.C., where
Bulldogs fans expect to
contend for the MEAC
crown every year.
"We have a real
good chance for a successful season ," head
coach Willie Jeffries
said. "Based on our
record last year, I figured most of the voters
would pick us somewhere in the middle of
the pack, but we can do
better if certain things
fall into place ."
One of the "things"
that must fall into place is
the quarterback play,
which starts with senior,
Craig James, a onetime
starter who steps back
into the No. 1 role. In an
injury-shortened '98 season, James completed 6of-13 passes for 67 yards
and two interceptions.

L
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do sl
and Chad
Eaddy
[549
yards,
four
scores] ..• ''
Kelvin Leverett, who saw action in
four games last year, will com pete to be James' understudy,
while redshirt freshman Dominick
Shaw will also compete for playing time. Regardless of who
plays, the Bulldogs' fortunes will
be tied to the guy behind center.
"Number one, we h a ve to get
g~odplay at quarterback ," Jeffries
said. We must also receive a few
breaks here and there but it
starts with the quarterback."
Another key is Daryl McNeill ,
the new offensive coordinator.
The former Savannah State
c~ach _is one of the hot young
mi nd ~ in black college football,
and his first order of business is
to ~OOSt S.C. State's offense .
During 10 of his 14 years as either
a head coach or offensive coordinator, McNeill's teams have averag~d over 400 yards and 30
points per game.
h As usual, S.C. State has its
s are of superb running backs,

which will take some of the pressure off James.
"We have two of the conference's top running backs in Derek
O'Neal (698 yards and seven
touchdowns) and Chad Eaddy
(549 yards, four scores)," Jeffries
said. "We also found us a fullback
in Quincy Walker, a transfer from
Clemson and Stanley Stephens."
The Bulldogs also return four
starters to the offensive line, including guards Steve Colimon (6-3,
310) and Patrick Heard (6-8, 350).
Tackle Lewis Kelly is solid and center, Jermaine Hannon, steps in for
the graduated Kamar Lee.
'We didn't suffer too many losses
on offense, with the major ones
being quarterback (Reggie) Curry,
wide receiver Corey Mitchell and
Kemar Lee," Jeffries said. "But we
were not quite as fortunate on
defense where we will be without a
wealth of experience."
s.c. State has some assets
on defense, however, in senior
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linebackers Justin Danner and
Derrick Dingle. The secondary is
solid with Trell James and John
Shivers. They will be joined by
safety Stephan Kelly, who missed
last season with a knee injury.
Still, losing stalwarts like cornerback Jami Oats and Daryl
Robinson will cause some concern. "We don't have nearly t he
experience in the secondary that
we had last year, but w e do hav e
a lot of talent," Jeffries said . "We
just have to hope that some of
our younger players, like Deario
Grimmage can step up, that w e
can establish some depth at linebacker and that our defensive line
will stay injury-free."
Cedric Ogelsby graduated ,
opening a pair of kicking jobs ,
but Jeffries is hoping Jay
Livingston and Frank Zeigler will
be able replacements.I'S
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By Ty l'Vliller

new support system has
been installed at Norfolk
State where Maurice 'Mo'
Forte has replaced Darnell Moore as
head coach. Forte comes in with a
new philosophy, a staff of his choosing, improved practice and weight
room facilities, and a four-year commitment from the university. The
athletic department has even hired
a football office secretary as another
measure of support.
The 51 year-old coach has his own
reservoir of support to draw upon.
He's been honing his craft since 1972
and has established a more than
respectable resume. In 1982, he took
over a North Carolina A&T team that
was coming off a 3-5 campaign. It
took him-three years to get them
turned around with a 1986 MEAC
Championship and a berth in the
NCAA playoffs.
Forte left A&Tin 1988 when he
received a higher calling from Dan
Reeves and the Denver Broncos. He
was a part of the 'mile-high' coaching
staff for seven years before moving
on to the Detroit Lions to become
runningback coach for two years.
During those NFL days he plotted
strategy for, and with Mure NFL Hallof-Fame members, John Elway and
Barry Sanders.
"Coach Forte is everything the
search committee was looking for'',
says Norfolk State president Dr. Marie
V McDemmond. tf they are looking for
a quick fix, he is not their man. When
hired in February, Forte told the administration and a press gathering: "I know
I'm here for four years, but for now,
we're going to operate on a one day
plan. We're going to approach this
thing slowty, one day at a time."
A few months later, the new hire
reiterated his game plan for success to
a group of reporters at the MidEastern Athletic Conference Kickoff

A

I

DOG

BITES
■

S.C. State has two new coordinators, Daryl Mc Neil!
(offense) and Earl Humes (defense). McNeil!, a S.C. State
graduate, moves to the Bulldogs program from Savannah
State. Humes was promoted from within the assistant
coaches' staff and will continue to work with the secondary. Another former Bulldog, former NFL standout, Edwin
Bailey, rejoined the staff and will coach the defensive line.
■

TI1e Bulldogs face a difficult climb to the MEAC title, with
road games at Hampton and Bethune-Cookman 8-:3 w ell
neutral-site encounters with Florida A&M (Jacksonville, Fla.)
and N.C. A&T (Charlotte, N.C.)
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Luncheon. ''The thing that sticks out in
my mind is that you have to be patient
and a teacher." He says his first order
of business is to put together a team
with discipline and basic football
instincts.
The 1999 Spartan defense will
need those qualities and more. In
1998, they were last in MEAC total
defense. The opposition speared
them for 234 yards rushing and 228
yards passing per game. Each time
they lined up, they were pushed back
just over six yards off the line of scrim-
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mage, and at season's end, they had
surrendered sixty-one touchdowns. In
embarrassing losses to Florida A&M,
South Carolina State, Hampton,
Howard and Bethune-Cookman, the
green and gold gave up 84, 43, 59, 54
and 59 points respectively.
Forte plans a new defensive
scheme built on aggressiveness,
tenacity and resiliency. It should be bolstered by the return of 6-0, 32Opound nose tackle Travoris Carnes. He
missed most of his junior season with
a broken foot, but the impression he

left in his last full season has landed
him a spot on the Preseason .AJIMEAC team.
Help on the defensive line \Mll
come from 6-0, 29O-pound junior
George Houston and fellow classmate, 6-2, 29O-pound Aaron Johnson.
Junior Matt Armstrong leads
the linebackers. He stands just 5-9
and w eighs 205 pounds but is
worth his mettle in effectiveness
and experience.
Speedster Jamel Hampton may
be the Spartans best cover gLJy. The
5-11, 185-pound Birmingham, Alabama
native gained valuable playing time as
a freshman. Senior Quincy Clarl< is
almost identical in size and along 'Nith
5-10, 17O-pound junior safety Leon
Grove, will be counted on to upgrade
the secondary.
Offensively, the Spartans were too
predictable. While they did spread the
ball around in the air, opposing defenses knew to expect the run. lheyalso
know they can expect more from the
ground game this year, but Forte
wants to add more balance.
No matter what happens, defenses will key on runningback Angelo
Todd. Nicknamed "100-YardTodd",
the 5-10, 195-pound 1998 SBN Black
College All-American rumbled for1,363
yards and 19 touchdowns despite
playing most of the season with a broken arm. As he heads toward tis senior season, he's fully recovered am
expecting to better last season's 5.0
yards per carry.
"Hopefully we can get him to
duplicate the season he had la.st year,
and it would be great if he COLdd do
even better," says Forte.
Todd is one of eight returning
starters on offense, and though he
may be the most effective the key
man will be quarterback Maurice
Selby. The 6-3, 193-pound seniorhaS
been the steadiest performer at that
position, and when not handing off to
number 22, he'll look for the team's
most dangerous wide receiver, 5-11,
~8~-pound senior, Delvin PeekS- As a
Junior he reeled in 39 catcheS for 539
yards. Junior tight-end Dwayne
Gr~~n looked impressive in spring
tram1ng and Forte is looking for more
ways t? get his 6-4" 26 O-pound
frame involved
in the offense.
.....
Up II Ont, 6-3, 290-P<)Uld j..ri:1
~~ ~ n Mack is the best at poviding runr:iing and P8Ssing lanes, as lNSI
as protection. Fifth Year
1/i/rS.Orl
Stewart will also play a k
role ard the
~ are e><pectjng ~econtributions from 6-5, 32O_pou,d rv,arg-a
transfer, Kenneth Lytle_

The Aeries reel for Norfolk
State's offerse haS been it's kicking
game. Theycorwerted no fiek:f goal
attempts la5t sea9'.X1 clld made only
10 of 19 possti3 extra points.
After ort-J 5 \dolies i1 the last two
season.s, the Spatrl fattlful are bank019 on their reN cooch to return from
their battles Vvitll rroe favorable
resuts. That rrg,t rot happen as
quickly as they 'hOJ::l i<e, but if the
administratioo is patient and Forte is
alowed to cany out hs plan, good
thngsaret:xxmto~. l'I

"Hopefully
we can get
him to
duplicate
the season
he had last

year and it
would be
great if
he could
do even
betterI n

s tro

Spartan
S p
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VR3t-JIASTATE
at Ror1da A&M
at Delaware State
Open

NORTH CAROl..1'IAA&T
at South CercliaSt.

Norf:,ile the rihg of coach 'Mo' Forte has given

new:!~

reason for renewed optimism, the hiring
• .
le ciector, Orby Moss, may be the most
~~~ever nNorfolk's athletic program. Moss
Urvv~e ~ ac; attietic director at Georgia State
n
pnor to COrnng to Norfolk, and he is widely
: ~ as one of the top oollege athletic directors on
of

senor

l\-1ari

Run ·

HAM='TON
atVlglna U'llon L.oat i3-17

HOW.AR)

~$1"A"l&

h,.,_,.

rvng"-'Cll.,'KAngelc) Todd was selected t o the U .S.

nes pr8Season Black-College All-America Team.
Was~
COOch Forte returns to the MEAC where he
Coach of the Year in 1986.
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"[McGirt] fitS the scheme of
things that I want,' Mitchell said. "He's
getting an opportumY to lead a team.
He doesn't have to worry about anyone looking over his shoulder, but I've
already informed hm ~t he d,?esn't
have to win games by himsetf McGirt shouldn't have to be a
one-man show. Toe Bears showed
last season that they could move the
ball, though they were frequently
unable to find the end zone.
Junior ,AJi eupepper returns at tailback, where he averaged nearly five
yards per carry during an injury-hampered 1999 sea5Ql"I.
At the recerver positions, one target is Marc Lester, 'MlO came on late
in the season to record 620 receMng
yards in seven games, 243 of those

yards coming in a school-record-setting performance against Florida A&M.
"[Lester] is going to be a big factor, but Ali Culpepper will be a big factor as well," McGirt said. 'There are a
lot of people who didn't play last year
who will be big factors in the MEAC."
The offensive line returns three
senior starters; center Kary Brown,
and tackles Clinton Bums and Sidney
Brown. How they work with guards
Keith Salters and Patrick Donaway will
determine the level of success the
Bears have on offense.
Another factor will be how well
the team avoids mental breakdowns - like penalties - which had
an almost malarial effect on wouldbe scoring drives throughout
last season.

he last thing that Morgan
State's senior quarterback,
Willie McGirt, needs or wants
to hear is from those who contend
that the history of his football team
needs to be its future. McGirt plans to
win this season.
Following two seasons of sharing
the position with others, he plans to
play well with the spotlight solely on
him, and to that end, wisely chooses
to ignore those who think differently.
"It doesn't matter, because I go
out and play hard," McGirt says. "I
know what I can do, and I do whatrr
takes to win. There are a lot of people
who are 'haters' , or people who are
down on what you have."
But the "haters" may have a
point. Every year, back to the time
when Michael Jackson's nose was
his own, the Bears have entered the
season with high hopes. There was
reason to believe the next season
would be better, with sprinkles of
talent augmented by discipline
that was missing the year before.
The only problem was that the
next seasons, piling up all the way
to the eve of the millennium, were
not better.
The Bears went 1-10 last season, it's 19th straight losing seasonDespite this, there are a few reasons to smile on the Northeast
Baltimore campus, starting with
McGirt, who threw for 1,370 yards
last season and has the ability to
hurt teams with the run as well as
the pass.

T

Last season, he played quarterback along With Donald Green, and
the 1ear before that With Otis
Covingto~ · McGirt and interim coach
Stanley Mitchell hope that having one
quarterback Will Positively affect the
results from the quarterback position-

"We need to play disciplined
ball," McGirt said. 'We hurt ourselves
with a lot of penalties and it cost us a
lot of games."
On defense, it was a similar story
in 1998. The unit was generally competent as the season began, and
should be again as Carl Carter and
Carlos Mitchell, three-year starters at
the defensive ends, return for their
senior seasons, along with tackles
Larry Tucker and Phillip Pendergrass.
At the linebacker position, junior,
Justin Patton, led the team in tackles with 62, while senior Levar
Patterson is a generally respected
player who must come back from a
neck injury that sidelined him for
much of last season.
The problem was that the
defense gave up big play after big
play. The secondary is the major part
of that concern. Mitchell said that he's
looking for a more physical and
aggressive defensive backfield. To
that end, he's moved Warner
Herndon from linebacker to comerback and made a similar move with
Micah Ramseur.
'We were slow, un-aggressive
and small [last year]," Mitchell said. "I
thought Wanner Herndon was best
suited to the secondary, and with him
as a defensive back, we have a little
more size and speed."
Heading into last season, it was
thought that the only thing keeping
MSU from a six or seven-win season
was a kicker who could at least make
a PAT. They got that in kicker/punter
K.C. Cody Vasquez, who returns for
his senior season. Unfortunately,
every other aspect of special teams
stunk it up as the Bears gave up big
plays to the opposition. This must
change rf the team is to improve.
"We gave up long returns on
kickoffs and punts," Mitchell said, ticking off the sins of the special teams
unit. "We had a lot of field goals
blocked, and what I want to do is
concentrate on that area."
After 19 consecutive years of
futility, those who follow Morgan State
football know what a tight spot looks
like. And 1999 is a tight spot, perhaps
tighter than any seen by the dismal
Bear teams that came before.
It's bad enough that the Bears
are coming off of a 1-10 season, one
that was expected to be better, not
worse, than the 3-7 effort in 1997.
The one win came in a homecoming
squeaker over Delaware State, a
team that was winless in 1998.
But more damage arrived when
then-head, coach Stump Mitchell, left

l'/)elvin Coleman (21 J
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the program for a running backs coach
job with the Seattle Seahawks, one
w eek before the national signing day
for foot ball in February.
The drama continued as the
school's administration took two
mont hs to find a coach, before settling
on first-year assistant.Stanley Mitchell,
as t he interim head coach.
While Mitchell enters with credentials gained by leading Baltimore's
Dunbar High School to several state
c hampionships, the delay in his hiring
m eant that recruiting took a hit, as well
as the effort to hire assistants. As a
result, he has a coaching staff that's
inexperienced at the college level, and
he's still looking for a backup quarterback fo r McGirt, who passed for 1,370
yards last season while sharing duties
with Donald Green.
Most significantly, however, the
Bears and Mitchell will be on the road
for eight of t heir 11 games this season,
with 10 ,000-seat Hughes Stadium set
to be renovated starting in October.
Still, Mitchell seems confident that
M organ State can improve on what it
did last year. "It won't be easy, but we
have to accept that it's part of the renovation," Mitchell says. 'We have to
expect that we can win anywhere, I
don't care how many games are on
t he road . If not, we don't need to be
playing football." llfS

BEAR
facts
■

W arner Herndon, the team 's most talented player
last season, will move to cornerback this season after
spend ing most of 1998 working
from t he linebacker position.
■

In ord e r t o find a place for t heir games with the renovation of Hughes Stadium, the Bears d id a lot of
wheeling and dealing in the offseason. They sold their
home game against Florida A&M, borrowed Division Ill
Johns Hopkins' Homewood Field for the Towson
game, and agreed to move the Howard game to
W ashington, D.C ., after a futile attempt to find a
Baltimore site .
■ Coach Stanley Mitchell, somewhat new to college
football himself, will be attac king t he MEAC with plenty
of fresh blood on his staff.
With the exception of two people, none of his assist ant s have more than one year at the college level in
the past five years.
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By Dan Ry a n

ohn McKenzie. 's faith helped
him persevere through last
year's campaign at Delaware
State University
Hey, when you're 0-11 , you got
to believe in something.
"My spiritual foundation helped
me stay on even level," the thirdyear coach confessed. "We never
got down on the players, never
strayed from the long-range goal.
We were never happy or comfortable in defeat. but we took the
approach that there are lessons to
learn from every experience."
Aside from the typical "coachspeak" that accompanies that kind
of year, McKenzie frequently talks
of turning negatives into positives.
"Despite our failure to win last
season, I was proud of the way the
kids kept their heads up all season
long," said McKenzie, "I believe we
made enough progress during the
course of the year to provide some
optimism for the 1999 season."
. Can you be that optimistic after
being competitive in only a few
games the year before? Look at
Beth une-Cookman. Look at the
University of Massachusetts - 2-9
the year before, national champions
the next.
"Big turnarounds can happen,"
McKenzie Said.
McKenzie's optimism stems
from th e fact that he expects to
return more than 40 lettermen for
th_
1s season, including 20 players
With starting experience. The
~ornet offense returns 10 starters,
including its record-setting quarterback, th e top rusher and three allconfer~nce caliber receivers.
~efen~rvely, a shake-up in the
oa~hing staff, along with the return
of nine starters should result in a
change for the bett
"W
er.
e all stuck together, and the

J

o e S h a n e D e nni s
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vast majority of my key players
have been here since I arrived,"
McKenzie said. "True, many of our
players are fourth and fifth-year
players, our rebuilding process is
still on track. "
The rebuilding is centered
around junior quarterback Rahsaan
Matthews (6-3, 210), who set
school records for completions
(191), passing yards (2,609), and
touchdown passes (15) last season.
He also set DSU single-game marks
for passing yards (426), completions (28) and attempts in a loss to
Florida A&M. A classic pocket passer, Matthews was third among
MEAC quarterbacks in passing
yards and total offense last season.
"First of all, he has a great football mind," McKenzie said. "He
studies the game and wants to
learn as much as he can. He
picked up our system quick, which
shows a great deal about his
knowledge of the game."
McKenzie is expecting junior
wideout Tommie Mims (6-2, 185),
and halfback Grayland King to have
breakout years. Mims had 38
receptions for 735 yards and nine
touchdowns in '98, both team
highs. King led the team with 404
yards rushing in nine games.
"These guys are the best kept
secrets in the MEAC," McKenzie
said. "Mims will get a lot of attention
after the numbers he put on the
board last year. King's capable of a
1,000 yard season."
The offensive line is expected
to return all five starters from last
season. Leading the way are two
seniors, tackle Lamar Jenkins (6-5,
285) and guard Derrick Walker (6-5,
300), both AII-MEAC candidates.
The other returning starters are
senior center Matt Nemeth (6-3,
295), junior guard James Graham
(6-2, 300) and sophomore tackle
Jon Hoggard (6-4, 300). "Having
five starters on the line back
excites me," McKenzie said.
So does the arrival of new
defensive coordinator, Damon
Frenchers, who promises to bring
a more aggressive approach to
the unit.
"It's a whole new mindset,"
McKenzie said. "I'm expecting big
things from the defense."
Especially so with the return
of 10 starters.
The strength of the defense
rests with the linebackers. Six
players who started at least two
games last season return to that
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Stingers
Coach John McKenzie added two assistants to the DSU coaching staff. Vincent

"Chico" Williams will coach linebackers, while
Trei Oliver is the new defensive backs coach.
Williams served as head coach at his alma
mater, Cheyney University, from 1995 to 1997.
Oliver was a four-time All-CIM selection at
defensive back and punter from 1995 to 1998.
■
Senior defensive back Dante Jone was
named to the Coca-Cola All-Academic Team,
the MEAC Commissioner's All-Academic
Team and the DSU President's All-Academic
Team.

■
Offensive guard Derrick Walker (6-3, 300)
is projected as a late- round draft choice in
next year's NFL draft by the NFL Scouting
Combine.

Delaware State

Flashaan 1\../latthevvs (1 7 )
position. Leading the way is inside
linebacker Zack Harden (6-1, 220) ,
a junior who led the team with 69
tackles and tied for the club lead
with three sacks in 1998. Veterans
David Hughes (6-2, 225, junior)
and Rod Farmer (6-2, 240, senior), along with second-year players Zachary Dunn (6-3, 230) , Ato
Polk (6-3, 220), and Patrick Gilles
(6-0, 220), are all big play guys
who will see significant time on the
field this season.
The secondary is headed by
senior strong safety, JoShaun Smith
(5-11, 180), a second team AIIMEAC selection after recording 66

LAST

OPPONENT

VEAR

at Hampton

Lost 13-41

Elon

Lost15-37

Norfolk State

Lost26-38

at Bucknell (Lewisburg, PA)

Did not Pay

Bethune-Cookman

Lost8-50

OPEN
at Hofstra (Hempstead, NY) Lost0-68

tackles in 1998. Other returning veterans include free safety Dante
Jones (6-2, 185, junior), sophomore
DaShane Dennis (6-0, 185), Richard
M'.3-~on (5 - 9 , 180, junior), and Eric
W1ll1ams (5-10_, 175, junior). The
speedy Dennis, considered the
team's top cover guy, had 44 tack·
l~s a nd a team-high two intercep·
t1ons last season.
On s~ecial teams, placekicker,
Aaro_n Quinn (6-2, 175) , will be back
for h1~ second season. The Hornets
also signed high school standout,
Jon Shadow, (McCorristin Catholic,
Trenton,
NJ) ' Who w·11
I s hare
.
1 1·k
1 ey
punting a nd Placekicking duties.f'II
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Morgan State (HC)

Lost13-15

at Florida A& M

Lost21-56

at North Carolina A & T

Lost 15-47

at South Carolina State

Lost14-31

Howard

Lost43-46
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· ne, and perspectivee from our ten years of cavaring black

1 . Circle City Classic (Indianapolis, IN)
2. Southern Heritage Classic (Memphis, TN)
3. Bayou Classic ( New Orleans, LA)
4. Florida Classic (Orlando, FL)
5. N.Y. Urban League Classic (Meadowlands, NJ)
6. Capitol City Classic (Jackson, MS)
7. Gateway Classic (St. Louis, MO)
8. Turkey Day Classic (Montgomery, AL)
9. Magic City Classic (Birmingham, AL)
10. Atlanta Football Classic (Atlanta, GA)

1. Hampton
2. Florida A&M
3. Tennessee State
4. Southern
5. Jackson State
6. Arkansas-Pine Bluff
7. Tuskegee
8. North Carolina A&T
9. Fort Valley State
10. Albany State

1.

Florida A&M
Southern (tie)
3. Alabama State
4. Bethune-Cookman
5. Morgan State
6. North Carolina A&T
7. North Carolina Central
8. Tennessee State
9. Kentucky State
10. Morris Brown

1. Southern
2. Florida A&M
3. South Carolina State
4. Hampton
5. Alcorn State
6. North Carolina A&T
7. Tennessee State
8. Alabama A&M
9. Howard
10. Norfolk State

TOP TEN RIVALRIES IN BLACK-COLLEGE FOOTBALL

-,
,,
'

1 . Grambling State vs. Southern
2. Alabama State vs. Tuskegee
3. Florida A&M vs. Bethune-Cookman
4. Jackson State vs. Alcorn State
5. Alabama A&M vs. Alabama State
6. Southern vs. Jackson State
7. Tennessee State vs. Florida A&M
8. Hampton vs. Norfolk State
9. Albany State vs. Fort Valley State
10. North Carolina A&T vs. North Carolina Central

1. Southern
2. Florida A&M
3. Tennessee State
4 _ North Carolina A&T
5. Alcorn State
6. Jackson State
7 . South Carolina State
8. Hampton
9. Tuskegee
1 o. Grambling

www.blackvoices.com

1 . William "Billy" Joe
2. Pete Richardson
3. Joe Taylor
4. Willie Jeffries
5. Hampton "Hamp" Smith
6. Rudy Abrams
7 . Steve Wilson
8. Bill Hayes
9 Bill Thomas
10. Lee Hardman

Florida A&M
Southern
Hampton
South Carolina State
Albany State
North Carolina Central
Howard
North Carolina A&T
Texas Southern
Arkansas-Pine Bluff

1. Rorida A&M/Bethune-Cookman Florida Classic, Orlando , FL
2. Southam/Grambling Bayou Classic , New Orleans, LA
3. Alabama A&M/Alabama State Magic City Classic, Bir m ingham , AL
4. Jackson State/Alcorn Capitol City Classic, Jackson , MS
5 . Tennessee State/Jackson State Southern Heritage Classic, M emphis.TN
8. Hampton/Grambling State W hitney Young Classic, M eadowlands, NJ
7. Bethune Cookman/Howard Circle City Classic , Indianapolis, IN
8. Florida A&M/Tennessee State Atlanta Classic, Atlanta, GA
9. Arkansas-Pine Bluff/Howard Gateway Classic, St. Louis, MO
10. Texas Southern/Prairie View Labor Day Classic, Houston, TX

6 6 ,245
6 0 ,986
5 6,437
5 6 ,400
5 5 ,545
5 4 ,564
5 2 ,672
51 ,174
37,440
36 ,782

he ending of a decade, perhaps more
than any other time, gives rise to reflection, reminiscng and recounting of past
years' events and activities.
As the last season of black-college
football in the decade of the '90's approaches,
reflections on the previous nine years of our
coverage of players. teams and events are
highlighted by what to many fans is the most
exciting and entertaining part of black-college
football - halftime.
Well aware of the popularity and
impact of black-college marching bands, we
did in 1990 what no other football magazine at
the time dared to do. By presenting a feature
story and a three-page insert, complete with
action photos, on marching bands, we began
to reflect the event-oriented nature of blackcollege football.
There was no doubt that black-college
marching bands were deserving of such coverage. After all, these l:a'lCJs had transformed
sterile halftime showshto "Show Time", a time
ofthegamewhensaesofpopcom and CocaCola ceased, and the battle of the bands
began.
Fans calecl Erld wrote to endorse this
unique focus on bands, but they also made it
clear that they Wcnted more. we listened to
t~rcry and createcJShowtime, a 12-page section filled with co1orfu action photos and features.

Fans today stl call for more
'Sho_
wtime" coverage, and as the next decade
rolls 1n, we are chalenged to create ways to
accommodate them.
In the "18Erlline, join us for a stroll
down memory lane as we close this decade of
Showtime with a Plllaentation of some of our
most memorable~ from "Show Time"
performances in the ,90,
Regina Jobe
s.
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hen Reggie Jackson
goes over to the correctional facility in his hometow'.1 of Brunswick, GA, to give
motivational talks , he sees a few
guys from his high school. He
looks at them w hile he delivers a
messa~~ of hope, promise and
poss1b1ht1es, kn owing that he could
have been one of them
Jackson, now an as~istant
coach at Savannah State University
where he was captain of the 1997-•
98 football team, gives these ou
m_en the same advic e he sha/es ng
~1th young athletes in high schools·
No ~atter what has happened to .
you in the past toda
strength t
t '
'( you have the
o s art getting better in
eve:Y aspect of your life· spiritually
socially
·
'
,
.
, ac a d em1cally
and
h ·ca11y
Find somethin
,
P ys1
.
and that is go;dy~u re good at
stick with it. "
or you and

W

What kept Jack
ble in those e
son o ut of trouI
school, was s:Jrt~e~rs, and in .
was old enough t · _From the time I
0
in love with sport ,,kick a _ball , I was
tried them all b ts, . he said. And he
• u his fa
·t
became football b
von es
His fascination 'thaseball and track.
desire to be co~
~~orts, plus his
cessful, kept him ~~titive and sueth
on the courts, the b
streets and
the gym.
all field, and in

NO RAZOR
NO RAZOR BUMPS!
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It was sports th
focused while atte a~ kept him
1
Academy in Bruns:_,<: ng Glynn
played football and ick, where he
competed in tra k baseball, and
school record a cd and field . His high
achievements le~ academic
and admission to ;,o a scholarship
College in 19 93 _
avannah State
Dispeling the
jock, Jackson ma:nYl:h of the super
demic standing t~ntained his acalege matriculatio roughout his colDean's list. His r n and made the
team's performaecord and his
nee during his sen-

Easy To Use.
Clean, Fresh Smell!
National
~ Medical
. ~~... Association
NMA

Platin um is recommended by the National Medical
Association as an effective shaving method for
ief of razor bumps in Black men.

speaks for itself : All-Conference
1997, 1998; 1998 Defense Player of
the Year; 100% Wrong Club Player
of the Year, All-American Don
Hanson Division Team; All-Region
Team; All-South Team (C0SIDA);
#1 Defense in the Nation; Team
MVP; Booster Club Athlete of the
Year. His personal record includes
a 95- yard interception touch
down against Morris Brown
College in Atlanta, 75 tackles, 9
sacks, and 21 tackles for loss. Not
bad for a guy whose favorite past-

gelist T.D. Jakes and enjoys deep
discussions with his spiritual brother, Lemual Ligon, who also played
football at Savannah State.
"At Savannah State, we were
members of the fellowship of
Christian Athletes. God was not a
foreign language to us. We w ere
not ashamed to talk about who
gave us the blessings, the power
to play and win ."
As the Carson Products 1997 98 Platinum Award Scholar,
Jackson received $2,000 that he

Savannah State's athletic program
- (he also volunteers with t~e.
wheelc hair basketball assoc1at1on
and in rehabilitation units at several
nursing homes) , s a id his success
is built on the foundation that his
role models laid for him. He mentions the names of a few pro ball
players, but clea rly p laces his former football coac h , D a ryl McNeil!
(now at South Carolin a State) and
his defensive coo rdinator Steven
B. Wilkes, now Sav a n nah State's
head football coach , o n a higher
pedestal. He also likes to give
credit to Booster Club Pre sident
Bobby Lockett, whom he said
"helps the team quite a bit; he's
always dependa ble."
He also gives credit to his older
brother, 0scie Jackson . Jr., whom
he says "couldn 't do it," but w as a
good motivator. "H e alw ays kept
me pumped up," J ack son said.
"He told me what to do a nd w hat
not to do."
His father, Osc ie, S r., an uncle
and some cousins a lso served as
role models. Jack so, i's mother,
Brenda, and his sister Shana are
his perpetual cheering s quad.
Courted by a professional
league while at Sav annah State,
Jackson sidelined t h e o pportunity
and remained in school. Yet, his
future goal remains a career in
professional football. In hindsight,
he feels there is one thing he
would have done diffe rently to give
him the "home court advantage."
"If I had a chance t o do it all
over again, I'd still stay in school,
but I'd get to know professional
athletes who mastered the balance between academics and athletics. I'd want to know how they
succeeded in the classroom and

"God was not a foreign language to us. We were not ashamed to talk about who
gave us the blessings, the power to play and win."
time is reading (he likes biographies, politics, business, real
estate) and whose favorite book is
Howard Cosell's, / Never Played
The Game.
Jackson is a brother who
seems so well-rounded that it
comes as no surprise that he has a
strong spiritual background. A
member of Greater Garvan Temple
and frequent guest at St. Paul
CME, both in Savannah, he attends
bible study, follows television evan-
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designated as a gift to the athletic
department for purchasing new
football equipment. Not surprising,
since this recent alumnus says that
"the best thing Savannah State did
was give me the opportunity to
play and totally express myself on
the field. "
Jackson, who continues his
community involvement as a motivational speaker and role model to
inmates, high school students and
promising young athletes entering

on the field. I would want them as
mentors to help me transition into
a professional career."
If professional football is not in
the cards, Jackson has a back-up
plan. "I'll continue to coach and
work with the newcomers. Give
them t~e benefit of my experiences, Jackson said . "I 've got to
be around the game. Motivating
other guys, taking them to h' her
heights than I have achie ed,gThat's
what it's all about for me~' 1'1.

■ By Craig T.

Greenlee
Several off-seac,o
·ng
charges could drastx:'ay ater the
CIAA pecking order n 99.
Rudy .Abrams, the nm who
molded L.Mngstone r ·,o a conference
champion, has
~ codes
and wiB take over as the l'ead man at
North Carolina Centra L
one.
hcwever, wasn't
ftdt-footed.
The Bears' atlieoc brar1 trust hired
Greg Richardson, fOITTlEJ defensive
coordnator at Vr!}' Ur
to

replace .Abram.
Johnson C. Snlth. a-e of last season's surprise teams ra.s also joined
the party Bil Da.;s stt:pped down dS
head coach and IS r'ON lt.'!)Ortedly
coaching at the ttj1 scrool level in
Charlotte, N.C. In the wake of Davis'
exit, the Gok:len &ts h:rded the
head coaching job to Tmothy
Harkness, who served as the team's
offensive coordinator last season .
At press time, Bowie State w as
still searching for a coach after
Sherman Wood resignoo 1n lat e
spring to take charge of the
Salisbury State (Md.) program.
So what does al ths mean?
It's hard to tell for now. B ut
n~vertheless, here·s one point of
view about prospects for the
upcoming season
l.Mngstone is sti the team to beat ,

even with a new COOO'), PdlardsOn
has dev~ a sterrg reputation as
a defensive guru He~ to build
Virgina Union's defense nto one of
the better units in '98. There's no reason to believe that he won't do the
same for his new team.
. The Bears do not cisg_jse their
intentions on offense. They run the
ball frequently with Cartton Jones

Defensively, All-American candidate Ronnie Washburn (6-4, 265,
tac kle) is the man. Last season,
Washburn had 50 tackles and 5 sacks
and was voted the CIAA's Defensive
MVP He'll get lots of assistance from
down lineman Artis Woods and linebacker Rodney Hunt.
This could be the year that
Winston-Salem State makes a strong
push for the top spot. Quarterback
Tory Woodbury has continued to
develo p into a top-flight performer
and massive defensive tackle,
Thomas Washington (6-4 , 305), is a
legit All-American candidate.
Wrth Abram now on board at North
Carolina Central, the Eagles are eager
to take flight. rw u-sport star and quar
terback, Warren Bell, leads the way.
Johnson C. Smith should still be
forn,idable Harkness and quarter
back o esmor1d Br own have a ~uod
working relationship, which means the
Go lden Bulls will continue to mesmerize opposing defenses. . .
Virginia Union and Virgi:11a State
both figure to have a say in the season's final outcome. Union had a
yo ung team in '99 and exceeded
expectations. Now that the Panthers
have a taste of winning, they want to
satisfy their hunger. The :rOJanS, on
the other hand, are coming off a surprising down year in which they ":'on
three of 10 games. That's not ~prcal._
The mood at V-State is that things will
be much drfferent this time aroun_
d.
Don't be surprised to see the TrOJans
finish somewhere in the to~ three. .
Fayetteville State and Elizabeth City
·11 be heard from. The Broncos
Struewi
but
had their moments last season,
need to develop consistency.. ,
Elizabeth City is rebuilding, so its yet _
rmined how much of a fac
to be d e te
·
1
tor the Vikings might be in the eague

(1,220 yards, 21 tou::hdowns) getting

titlechaSe.
1
Bowie State is likely to strugg '.3
oocause it still has a head coaching .
As a result, the Bulldogs will
:~Jpressed to reach the break-

a healthy share of totes

even point.

CIAA
PREDICTED
ORDER OF
FINISH
1 . Livingstone
2. Winston-Salem
State
3. Virginia Union
4. North Carolina
Central
5. Virginia State
6. Fayetteville State
7. Elizabeth City
State
8. Johnson C.
Smith
9. Bowie State

1'I
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By Herb White

reg Ri chardson may
have th e toughest job in
the CIAA.
The new Uvingstone football
coach has to follow Rudy Abrams,
who led the Blue Bears to league
prominence culminating in championships in 1997 and '98. Richardsoo
had a hand in some of that success,
serving as Uvingstone's defensive
coordinator from '94-96 , which is
why being named to the top job is
exciting.
Duplicating the success of the
last two seasons is just the start of
the high expectations on the
Salisbury, N.C. , campus - the Bears
are also supposed to dominate.
"It would b e some pressure,'
Richardson said . "Of course they set
high standards. I just want us to continue on that plan."
It's taken Richardson a while to
get to this point in his career. A former defensive coordinator at Virginia
Union, SUNY Buffalo and Johnson C.
?mith, this is his first head coaching
Job on any level. After applying for
several top Jobs, only to come up
short, Richardson has arrived.
"It had gotten to the point where
I wanted to see if I could be successful as~ head coach," he said. "I didn't
know rf the opportunity would come.
I always liked the challenge of being a
head coach."

G

.. There'll be some challenges at
Uv1ngstone, although Richardson haS
some tools. The Potent running
attack Abrams favored will be complemented with more Passing from
quarterback, D 'Andre Ho pper, who
threw a m~re 50 Passes (28 completions) with two touchd
t
year He's an
··
owns Ias
. :
exerting runner as well
g aining 429 Yards •
'
.
.
with four scores.
The
Jewel
,n
the
offe
.
n
.
nse 1sru n,ng backs Ray Chambers (738 total

E3 r o

d e r i c k \Nilson ( 7 3 )
,,

is banking on some newcomers stepping in and conbibuting immedately.
"We lost the whole right side of
the offensive line," he said. We return
only the left guard."
When Hopper drops back, he'll
have Theron Wigfall to look for. The
Bears' second leading receiver a
year ago, Wigfall averaged 20.8
yards per catch. He will be joined by
tight end Jamez Griffen, who moved
from defensive end for the last half of
the year. Griffen showed off pretty
good skill as a pass-catcher, averaging 25.4 yards per reception and two
scores.
Defensively, Livingstone has to
make do with a revamped group,
after loosing five starters from last
year. Needless to say, there are a
few job openings available for a unit
that allowed a mere 17.1 points per
game in '98.
"We're not loaded, but we have
good people who have never been
in a college football game,"
Richardson said.
Tackle Delaine Manley, who
racked up 22 tackles and a couple of
quarterback sacks last season,
returns, as does Artis Woods, who
had an interception, and Mike
McCullum, who tallied eight sacks
and 53 tackles as a junior. Griffen
could wind up playing at end as well,
where he had 11 tac kles, a sack and
two fumble recoveries.
The linebacking corps has an
anchor in Rodney Hunt, who totaled
56 tackles (33 solo), four sacks and a
fumble recovery.
The Bears' secondary has promise with Eddie Clayton moving up as
a starter after turning in 18 tackles, an
interception and fumble recovery last
season, and Glen Fisher, who had
nine stops and a pass breakup.
Another comerback, Tomell
Jones, snagged five interceptions to
rank at the top of the CIAA pick list.
He also broke up seven passes,
good for seventh in the league. Devie
King, a CIAA honoralble mention, had
36 tackles and three interceptions.
Although Livingstone has ruled
the CIAA the last two seasons, the
Bears have unfinished business to
attend. Losing the first two Pioneer
Bowls to the SIAC is a sore spot one Richardson is out to heal.
Beyond that, he'd like to make the
Bears perennial playoff participants.
"We won the CIAA, but we're trying to instill in our boys that we want
to be, year-in and year-out, one of
the top Division II programs, " he said.

ds)
~~rpo~h:nooGainey (1,217 allthe
ds) and Carlton Jones,
points an~ leading scarer with 140
With 1 607 second n total offense
,
yards Jones ran for 1,220
Yards
and
SCored
the ground far 21 touchdowns on
league'
, and a!Nay the
gainer. s must prOductive ground-

ak
offense more potent,
~ch:r~~~n said. "W hen folks start
ing up on us, we want to be
~gto spread them out. We're
.
to be very multiple, make a lot
going f motion. We're going to
of use o e teams defend us honest. "
make sur
"Our kids are excited because
they want us to open up,"

ba Ev~~ With all that talent at running

Richards=;!ve some rebuilding to
The -= offensive line. Four of five
do along u =
Richardson
starters have graduated, but
·
m
- - - -- - - - - -

c11v/

Livingstone Will figure out a way
to ck,
spread the Wealth
"W •
.
·
ere g0tng to throw the ball to
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By Hem WhrtP.

fter cy,ttrg tant;,J1z1nqly close to a
CIAA"""'==c,hIp In 1998,
Wn;trn
StRIP r_,;::,n c;ee
the mot 1ntr1J1top
The Rilms. y.t() tntc:n,:,,r1 4 - ? in the CIAA
and 5-5 overal t"\3Ve the expenP,t,Ce Rnd
depth to aack the
ie pentho1 1se for
the first time Lnier hf>.::irl cx)Rrh Kermit
Blount. The crfytmg that got In WSSLJ's
way last sea.so,
a 38-33 loss to
Livingstone th:lt
thP Bit 1e Ber1rs the
head-to-hearl be-trP.akAr But optimism
abounds in ·gg_ W1f'fe the seventh-year
coach C8fl arti fly_ . the pIPCes falling into
place for a m:,nn,v,chip r1..1n
'We viii be a Vf'fY competrtive team
everygruneo,ttrf::;season." Blount Mid.
'This team can oo ac:; far as rt wants to go."
And v-/rry rot?
has the horses
on offense rllY1 dPt
to mr1.ke serious
noise in the CIM. 'We return experience
on both Sides nf the ooJI," Blount says. Bt rt
it's most Imp,-ess,.,e on defense. whe re the
Rams helve 26 letter-winners returning to a
unit thclt albl.'A119.1 points an ot iting Inst
year The do1M1 sldP IS \1\/SSU gc1ve up a
woefully QerA"ous 314 yards per game last
ser1son, harctythenumbers thAt add up to
chclmpionshp r;i)er_
The main <;topper 15 defpnsive tFJckle
~mas Wastrqton, an all-GIAA performer
1n 98. WRStrqfon. ;i 6 _4 . 310-pound senior,
racked up 46 t
, indt Kiinq 11 for los...c:;es
and added &.le ""1C'kc; for qood mP.,c1sure.
Tyrone Cheekc;. n 6-3, 280-pound junior.
gNes the Rans n p,i1r of active tackles.
which sh0uri Sd(ify the 1ntenor. If Blount
can add sorne~-rush1nq. quarterbRckcnJSh1ng enrtc;_ v\fnc:;ton-&llem will c1nswer a

A

BEAR
TRACKS

LIVINGSTONE

■

For the first time in school history, Livingstone
will p lay a night game on campus. Virginia Union will
play the Bears on Sept. 18 at Alumni Stadium under
the lights.
■
The Bears will spend a lot of time on the road,
starting with first-time opponents, Tusculum (Sept.
2) and New berry (Sept. 11). Livingstone will also play
in a pair of classics - Oct. 9 against Winston-Salern
State at Statesville, N .C. and Elizabeth City State at
Wilmington, N .C.

■

The Oct. 30 game against N.C. Central will pit
Richardson against his former boss, Rudy Abran 1s,
w ho led the Bears to the school' only CIAA titles in
1997 and "98. Richardson is a Central alum ; Abra111s
graduated frorn Livingstone.
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The Rams~ ;:i solid secondary, led
by DeRon AlexnfYli:>r, 8 6 _0 , 1so-pound free
safety who is nnothPr all-CIAA candidate.
He IS the Rams· top returning tackler with
BO stops and four nterceptIons In '98 .
Another k e y ~ 15 Oeryl Wilson. who
picked off three
8110 tallied 39 tackles at COrnerbnck
. The Rams· off.
whteh averaged 24
POtnts and 336.7 Y8rds 'per game last season. revolves i'lr()(JY:I Jnior qL ,arterback
1

r::_ory \No odb ~~L C1 2 )

A~er years of
failed attempts
· to regain past
glory, Blount
has the Rams
in position to
grab the
brass ring.
by another junior, guard Brian Andrews.
Two new starters will have to step into the
lineup, but depth isn't a problem for the
Rams, who traditionally have some of the
biggest offensive linemen in the CIAA.
After years of failed attempts to
regain past glory, Blount has the Rams in
position to grab the brass ring. If \1\/SSU
plays up to expectations, things could be
looking quite good for a change.
'We must play consistent throughout
the year each game and each quarter,"
Blount said. 'We must win the games
that we are supposed to and win the
games that are questionable. This should
be a great year for us if our focus and
discipline stay in tact." l'S

blings
Al exan
Tory Woodbury, a 6-3 200-pounder
and preseason all-CIM pick.
Woodbury is a lethal weapon as a
passer and runner, especially when it
comes to making big plays at critical
moments. His completion rate wasn't
the greatest (85-of-190), but
Woodbury passed for 1,346 yards and
11 touchdowns, including an 88yarder. Wrt:h another year of experience, Blount hopes Woodbury can
lower the 12 interceptions he served
up in '98 and raise the lD total.
.
Anthony Hines is the top returning
receiver for the Rams after snaring 17
passes for 319 yards and a score last
season. At 6-0, 180 pounds, Hines
has big-play capabilities, as his 18.8
yards per-catch average attests.

126

For as long as anyone coud ~
to remember, Winston-Salem 11a5
lived to run the bail, and the RarnS
will need to run to keep opponents
off-balance. WSSU has a pairof P'O'
duc~ive backs ready to step 1nto tre
leading-man role in Terrie New\<11<
(51 carries for 327 yards and a '!Pf8
la~t season) and 2 3 o-pound ftjbad<
Bnan Edge (25 attempts 126y?i&,3 t<?uc~d~wns) . If Newkir1< can
matntatr:i 98's 6.4-yard average pe'
c~rry this season, W oodbury's pl
will be a lot simpler.
Someone Will have to open td3S
for the runners and k
q_gtEt·
back ~P~ht, and Tra~~ 0 ' 1 15 tre
Rams pillar ?n the Offensive roJ. lte
295-pound JUnior center wi be p-e:l

■ If Winston-Salem gets through its fi~ ~ree Cl~
games OK, the Rams will be in prime position to win the
league title. WSSJ goes to Virginia Union Sept. 25,
Fayetteville State Oct. 2 and LMngstone Oct. 9. The next
four league Qames _ N.C. Central, Virginia State, J .C .
Smith and Elizabeth City State_ are all at home.

■ For the secord straight season, wssu ~II take on
Grambling in the Gold Coast Classic in San Diego. Last
year, the Rams fel short to the ligers and rookie head
coach Doug Wiliams 35-28.

■ Last Year's second-place CIAA finish was the beSt
coach Kermit Blount's six years in Winston-Salem, but
wasn't ~ h to get the Rams to the postsea~n. A
P8rennial power in the '80s Winston-Salem hasn t
played a~~ since a 49-24 lossto
Jacksonville State in 1991.

;1
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Stadium: Bowman-Gray
Capacity: H,000
Location: Winston-Salem, N,C
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..Jasun Thompson C1 1 )

allowed (13 .6), total
defense (257.9 yards)
and fewest touchdowns allowed (18).
Tackle Chris
Lawrence (6-2, 275
pounds) is the centerpiece of the defensive
line, contributing 42
tackles and six sacks
last season. In the secondary, AII-CIM free
safety Tommy Dawson
(six interceptions) is
the ringleader.
Bailey is reluctant
to share his insights on
Union's prospects for
' 99. But he's thoroughly convinced that
any success Union has
will revolve around the
running game.
"The keys for us are
simple," he said.
"We've got to be able
to run the football, and
we must stop the run . If
we don't, we're going
to have problems." I'S

By C r a i g T .
Gre enlee

A youthful Virginia Union team
caused a few shock waves around
the CIM in '99 .
The Panthers won five of their
last six games to post an 8-3
overall record while finishing third
in the conference at 4-3 . Most of
the cast retu rns , so there's reason
to believe that Union will make
another strong push for the
league's top spot.
"We 've got a decent group
coming back ," Bailey said. "Last
season, we played good in spots
Now we want to build on our youth
and stick with our system.
"We want to continue making
sure that our kids get all the basics
they need to help them win ball
games," Bailey said . " I admit that
last year, I didn 't think we'd win as
m any games as we did. The kids
had a difficult ladder to climb, but
they respon ded well ."
Bailey's system is basic, with
few frills. The Panthers operate
from a pro wing set on offense
a nd the standard 4- 3 set on
defense . It's not a flashy scheme.
but nobody's complaining about
last year's results .
Union's bullish ground game
produced 2,375 yards and 26
touchdowns , while averaging 5.1
yards per carry last season. Andre
Braxton and Mackise London
might b e the league 's best tandem
at running back. Braxton, an AIICIAA pick, ran for 1,043 yards and
13 touchdowns; London contributed 539 yards and 5 scores
Jason Howen (6-3 325
pounds}, an all-confe~ence guard
1s a key reason why the Panthers
were able to run effectively. light
e nd Trevi Thornton (18 catches,
288 yards , 2 touchdowns) excels
as a blocker and pass receiver.

PANTHER
Post-Its
■

Coach Willard Bailey isn't a big fan of offering predictions about the upcoming season. "I
rate everybody about the same," Bailey said.
"Nobody's higher, nobody's lower. The way I
see it, we're all in the same boat."

■
Union is due for an acid test during the first
four weeks of the season. The Panthers open
the year with three straight road games, followed by a home opener against CIM contender Winston-Salem State.
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By Craig T. Greenlee

B

owie State will have to come up with its own
version of the two-minute offense to get
ready for the upcoming season.
The school didn't hire a new h e ad coach until the
third week of July. As a result, Henry Frazier had less
than a month to prepare for preseason drills.
the new HBIC (Head Bulldog In Charge),
Frazier takes over for Sherman Wood, who was
named head coach at Salisbury Sta te (Md.) in late
spring. Since Wood's departure, Bowie had been in a
state of limbo.
Bowie displayed plenty of potential last season (6-3
overall, 4-3 CIAA) in finishing fourth in the confererce.
The Bulldogs started slow, losing two of their first thee
games. But then the team caught fire and finished with
a rush, winning five of its last six.
The future looked bright for a while. But when
Wood took off for greener pastures, and a few months
passed before a replacement was h ired, the outlook
for '99 was not very promising.
~r ~wie, Frazier appears to be the right pick at
the nght time. He's no stranger to Bulldog ball. Frazier
p~yed quart~ck for BSU under coach Dave Dolche
1n 88 when Bowie ~ent to the DMsion II playoffs. Ard
he w~ a key contributor when BoWie won its Oliy
CIAA :tttJe under Sanders Shiver in '89.
, ~nee
Fr~er served as a Bowie assistant
( 89- 9~), pnor to hiS five-year stint as a high school
coach 1n Maryland. Before taking the Bowie assignment, Frazier was the head coach at Central H h .
Capitol Heights, Md.
19 in

f:s

tt:en,

"~~ah I'~ ba?k home, back where the Bulldogs
roam, Frazier said.

Beca~ of th~ timing of his hiring, Frazier realizes
he has no time to install a new offensive scheme So n
an effort to help create a smoother transitio i
players, he's opted to retain the multiple ofli n or that
Wood had installed.
ense
'There won't be any major chang
,,
Frazier said "I'll be the
t
es for now,
·
one O make th
d'
ts l'I
make the sacrifices. I'll adapt.
e a ~ustmen ·
"My main goal is for us to be run
.
not to say that we'll go with
-onented. That's
There's no doubt that we'll e ~ o U t h footbaD.
also want to have the capab'lity
e the run. But we
little."
I
of throwing it around a

the

The Dogs won't be shy about
nents with a bullish ground game ~Unciing oppofrom the front line return. Look fo~ . ost m~bers
Nigel Depieza (6-2 290) Robert NMike Craig (6-3, 295),
'
'
athan (6-1, 275),

AJphonSO Muray (6-3. 305) and Kevin
Watson (6-1, 270) to take care o f business in the trencheSCraig & Coo1)!flf enter t he _s eason knolNing that Ire/ have a skilled
cre-N working betn:l then1. Running
back Pay Hav.i<nS is the best of the
bunch. Ha\Nkns (641 yards, 4 IDs. 5
yards per cany) J)8Y8Cl most o f '9 8
INith a tom anteoorcn..ciate ligament in
tis right knee crd rrissed only one
game in spite of tre rµy. In three o f
Bo\Nie's last fru gcrres, he ran for at
least 135 yards.
Ha'Nkins, a da1rg back with
decent speed, ha:l off-season surgery
in March and is e~ed to be back
at fiJI strength. ~ re's ft..t;, healed,
Bo\Nie's rus/irg attd< is sure to be
formidable. JoiTg Hawkins will be fullback Kareem Perm. 'M10 excels as a
lead blocker ard ri<,n,C><Yi,:,hl&:. receiver.
Ed Page will also get some playing
time at running bock.
At quarter'oack. Bowie has a
threesome that Will battle for the
starting call.
Jimmy Whteheoo (691 yards, 7
TDs), a prohb!Ne favaite to win the
starter's job, has Ire c::trrvY'!Ac:t arm
and the most expererce. William
Mack is the most occuate passer
(422 yards, 50 perc.em completion
rate). Joe Car-rm,,.the best runner,
turned in strong nc,t,.,.,..,..,..,,....,...,,,,,,s t oward
the end of last season. In the three
games in which re payed, cannady
had the highest QJarterback efficiency
rating of the three (115.93).
Bowie might be a bit thin at wide
receiver this~ after losing its top
four pass catchers to graduatio n.
Tiquon Murry (11 catches, 100 y ards) is
ikely to emerge as the key receiver.
Murry also doui:Es as one the CIAA's
premier kickoff retun specialists (22.4
yards per return).
In all likelihood, Bo.vie probably
won't feature mld'l offensive flash and
dash. Frazier wants to use a methodical approach in 1is frst season at the
BSU controls.
want to keep the other
te~..s offense off the field," Frazier
said. So that means we'll look to
control the football, the game and,
hopefully, be able to dictate the pace
of the game."

'";le

The defense 'M face a difficult
task of repeating last season's perf ~ . The Dogs were a rowdy
and VICIOUS bunch Who dominated
Gpponents from

Bowie must find answers to several questions on defense, especially
the line. But the cupboard isn't bare.
The best of the returnees is tackle
James Henson (5-8, 270). Others to
keep an eye on indude Gerald
Washington (6-2, 250), Garland
Johnson (6-1, 270) and Adam McCain
(6-2, 245).
The linebacking corps is solid
with Joe Adams, Sonny Pritchett
■
Even though it's been a decade
and Rodney Taylor returning.
since Bowie won a CIAA title, the
Pritchett (6-2, 240) is an intriguing
Bulldogs still have present-day coachprospect. He's very mobile (4.7 in
ing connections from the school's
the 40) and will likely emerge as a
heyday in the late '8Os. Aside from
top-flight pass rusher.
Frazier, M Thomas and Butch Wilson
The secondary is anchored by
are still around to remind current playcornerback Rod Williams, who
ers of what it takes to win a champipicked off eight passes in '98.
onship. Thomas, now an administraWilliams has blossomed as a bigtive assistant, served as a defensive
play guy, who can be counted on to
line coach when Frazier played quarcome up with a drive-killing intercepterback. Wilson, the strength and contion or game-saving tackle.
ditioning coach, starred at running
"I'm not all that concerned
back at BSU. He and Frazier played in
about our defense," Frazier said.
the
same backfield when Bowie ruled
"Defense has been a strong suit at
as league champs in '89.
Bowie for the last dozen years or
so. We'll still be aggressive. I expect
■
The 98-99 school year ended on
to see six or seven helmets on the
a
somber
note for the Bulldogs. In late
ball all the time."
May, tight end John Robinson was
Frazier understands that '99
killed in an auto accident. Robinson
could be a long, laborious and possihad been tapped as the replacement
bly painful season. But regardless of
for Damon Wilson, who graduated last
what the season holds for Bowie,
spring.
the new coach expects his guys to
be ultra-competitive.
■
The Bulldogs were the least
"Not making any predictions
penalized team in the conference in
about wins and losses," Frazier
'98. In nine games, they had league
said. "But I will promise that we'll be
lows in number of penalties (59) and
disciplined and tough.
penalty yards (508).
We're not going to use
lateness (of my
hiring) as a reason
to fail. Yeah, I was late coming in, and
------------------LAST
1just hired my last
YEAR
coach on July 26.
Nevertheless,
CHEYNEY (PA.)
Won 41-0
9-4
we're a football
at Millersville (Pa.)
Did Not Play
9-11
team, and I'm still
expecting my
at Johnson C . Smith
Lost 12-14
9-18
guys to make
LIVINGSTONE
Lost 0-14
9-25
some plays. We'll
just have to adjust
_2
at
Virginia
Union
'\/\Joo 23-20
10
and adapt so we
Open
can overcome.
10-9

Bites

Bowie State

That's life." l'I

10-16

at Elizabeth City

Won 20-19

10-23

NORTI--1 CAROLINA CENTRAL

Won 21-19

10-30

FAYETTEVILLE STATE (HC)

Won 10-7

11-6

at Virginia State

Lost 20-21

a standard 4-3 set.

They ranked among the nation's lead-

St•diu■ : Rogers St•diu■
Loc•tion: Petersburg, Virgini•
Enroll ■ ent: •,Dl•

ers in pass defense (second at 106.8

yards per Qame) and points allowed
(10th at 14 PDints/Qame).
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By Craig T. Greenlee

ayetteville State is ready to serve notice that it will be
a genuine factor in the CIAA title chase this fall.
98, the Broncos, 5-5 overall, finished fifth in the league
at 4-3. In coach James Toon's mind, h is team could've fared
better.
"It wasn't a bad season," Toon said. "We played .500 ball,
but I also thought we had a better team than what we
showed at times."
Inconsistencies hurt FSU last season, so Toon opted to
hire two new coordinators to help his team reach the next
level. Jack Cameron (formerty of North Carolina A&T) is the
new defensive coordinator, and Bill Laslett (Snow College,
Texas) will call the shots for the offense.
Fayetteville's biggest need is finding a way to put points
on the board. The Broncos' offense sputtered frequently last
year. They ranked next to last among CIAA teams in scoring
(16.7 points) and total offensive yards (259.6).
The offense should get a boost with the return of placekicker, Ariel Hernandez, who missed all of last season with a
broken foot. According to Toon, Hernandez is reliable, on
field goals, from 40-45 yards out.
As a relatively young team, Fayetteville had its share of up
and down moments in '98. FSU went 1-3 against the CIAA's
top four teams, but that outcome could have been different.
The Broncos lost to second-place Winston-Salem State by a
field goal. Four weeks later, they fell to fourth-place Bowie
State at home by a 10-7 count, but rebounded the next
weekend to beat third-place Virginia Union (35-22) in a
road game.
"We're hoping to get past the .500 mark," says Toon
about the upcoming season. "If everybody we have coming
back is healthy and ready to play, we have a shot to contend. I have no doubts that we're going to be very competitive, no matter which way the ball bounces. "
Offensively, tackle Ricky Harci1 (6-3, 280) is the cornerstone
on the offensive ine. But the big question for FSU is who w1 take
charge at quarterback?
Andre Rice, a wide receiver who played quarterback in
high school, cou!d emerge as the starter, depending on t,ow
he performs d~nng the preseason. If Rice doesn't cut it, he'll
return to the wideout slot. Last fall, Rice was the team's No.
2 rec~iver with 16 catches for 205 yards and 2 touchdowns,
Rice, though, figures to face stiff competition from Chris
Stewart in Fayetteville's quarterback sweepstake Stewart,
a senior, has the physical tools to handle the pos~~n. At 6-4,
200 pounds, he has a strong arm and is equally dangerous
as a runner. Stewart has a lot of pluses in his fa
But Toon
feels that for Stewart to play up to his Potential v~r., ot to
be more consistent in his decision-making.
' es 9

132

doubts that
we're going to be
very competitive,
no matter which
way the ball
bounces.,,
"Chris StEl\'/crt. could be one of the top
quarterbacksinCIAA." Toon said. "He has a
good understanoog of the offense. Chris just
has to work on hs concentration. We' re going
to give him a legtmate shot to produce for us."
Defensively. ths team was fair to OK last
season. But donl be surprised to see
Fayetteville develop into one of the league's
better stop units. The secondary is exceptional,
with Jemel Johnson and Jarvis Davis, who
collectively had 113 tackles in '98. Johnson,
CIAA Rookie of the Year, led the conference
with nine interceptions.
FSU's safeties get plenty of help from
linebacker Jamie Bembry (85 tackles, 6 sack~,
2 fumble recovenes), who could be the best 1n
the league. "I · Jamie's good enough ~o get
some All-America consideration." Toon sa1d.
The Broncos are optimistic about t~e
.
upcoming season and feel they will finish higher
than last year, even with a tougher schedule.
"By opening day. we can probably show that
we can play with anybody," said Toon. l'I

B ronco
Buckings
~ayetteville State led the CIAA in time of possession last year at 34:23 _

I

~ The Broncos added two Division 1-AA teams to
its schedule this year. They will play Liberty and
PDWerhouse Georgia Southern in September.

I Defensive back, Jermel Johnson, CIAA _Rookie
of the Year, led DMsion II with nine interceptions last
year.
I

Th~ Broncos have three all-America candid~tes:
defe~SIVe backs Jermei Johnson and Jarvis Davis,
and linebacker James Bembry.
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By Herb White

e last ti me Johnson C. Smith
produced consecutive winning football seasons,
Desmond Brown hadn't been born
and Richard Nixon w a s president.
Brown, the Golden Bulls' junior
quarterback, b elieves Smith has
turned the corner and is poised to
follow last year's 6-4 mark with
another above- .500 record. That
hasn't happened since 1972-73
under coach Eddie McGirt.
"I think we 're going to be a little
bit better next y ear with all the talent
we've got," Brown said . We don't
have so many freshmen; people are
growing up and they've got a little
more experience under their belt.
We're going to b e a ll right."
First-year h ead c oach lim
Harkness takes over f or Bill Davis,
who was fired in February. It's
Harkness' job to b uild on the surprising '98 season, which included
three come-from-be hind wins.
Ha~ness, who moves up from
assistant head coach and offensive
coo rd inator, expects to stick to the
wide-open kind of football that
turned Brown into Smith's most
valuable player.
"Being that coach Harkness
was, the offensive coordinator, I
don t see that big a difference
be<?a~se I was coached by him the
ma.ionty of the time," Brown said. "It
seems to me it's still the same."
The Bulls are Young and several
~laye:5 were shifted to ~ew positions 1n the spring , wh·1ch compounds the lack of ex
.
But
penence.
Harkness l'k
I es his start
'ded
h
ers, provi
t ey stay healthy enough to allow
the untested players t·
t
w
"W f
.
1me o gro .
. e eel hke we accomplished
the things we want to do, which
was develop depth
d
defense " H k
on offense an
'
ar ness c,...,;d "If
continue on h
= · we can
w at We've done, we

... people are
growing up
and they,ve
got a little .
more experience under
I . their belt.
We're going
to be all
right.
feel like we wil be OK."
Brown and brother, C raig, t e am
up as a formidable pitch-and-catch
combination for the offense, w ith
Desmond the No. 2 passer in t he
CIM last ye'df (91-of-197, 1,486
yards, 13 TDs), ard Craig b oasting a
21.3 yards per catch ave rage, with
eight scores on 23 recep tions .
Tailback Jimmy Bell, w ho c ame
off the bench as a freshman t o rush
for 546 yards ard four touchdowns
on 115 carries, takes over as t he
starter. At 5-9, 225 pounds, Oewight
Bacon is a fireplug at fullback, but an

R

effective blocker who can carve out
a running lane. Even with all the
new faces last year, the Bulls led the
CIAA in fewest turnovers (12), so the
offense took care of the ball.
"Offensively, we'll do like we did
last year - whatever the defense
dictates they give us, that's what
we're going to do," Harkness said.
On defense, Smith faces a
major rebuilding season up front. A
pair of converted tight ends, Jerome
Moore and Hafid McIntyre, will start
at defensive end. "They can run and
they're aggressive people,"
Harkness said. "And they're smart
kids. " They may also wind up playing
offense, too, in some situations.
The linebacker corps is
anchored by seniors Jerrod
Manigault (6-4, 245, 25 tackles in
'98) and Colden Gamble (6-2,
240). Sophomore Abram Reed ,
who had 28 tackles in four games
last season, is expected to step up
big this year.
The defensive backfield has bigplay potential. Junior strong safety
Angel Rivera (53 tackles last year) is
one of the hardest hitters in the
CIAA and doesn't mind mixing
things up to support the run
defense. Senior cornerback Joey
May broke up 11 passes, and free

safety Adrian Calhoun led the Bulls
in interceptions with three.
"We just want to be aggressive,"
Harkness said. "Aggressiveness on
defense entails that we'll play it
straight, but yet I don't want anybody to line up and be able to find
us all the time."
Freshman Wayne Morris will
handle placekicking and punting, but
Harkness wants to split those duties
with another kicker. Rivera will also
double as a kick-returner, where he
solidified his reputation as one of the
CIM's most fearless special-teamers last season.
Davis, who had a track record of
success, raised expectations at
Smith. Harkness, who is a head
coach for the first time, is learning to
deal with those expectations. That
will take some getting used to, as
will the job of running a program.
"The big thing is my focus and
vision is on the total picture, whereas last year all I had to worry about
was the offense," he said. "Now
you're talking about making sure the
film crew is here and the cameras
are set up, so it's more of a total
picture of operating the
program .. .the main thing is handling
the total picture rather than just the
focus I had with the offense. "

hes

■ . Johnson C. Smith plays 11 consecutive ~ames
this _season, inclUding back-to-back road tnps
against DMsion I-AA opponents, Liberty on Oct.
2 and Bethune-Cookman Oct. 9 .

~ Junior_linebacker Reggie Broughton has pretty
impressive football bloodlines. His brother,
Luther, is a tight end with the NFL's Carolina .
Panthers, and his COUsin, Vernon , a Fayetteville
State alum, is in the Arena Football League.

■ The Golden &Js Wi1 move into their new on-.

campus home next season, a 4 ,500-seat stadium

that Includes an Ot;,mpic-style track, weight rooms
and field house. Total expense: $7.2 million.
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Dicke n s

here's a new coach in Rudy
Abrams , who led Livingstone
to the last two CIAA championships. There's a new quarterback
in Durant Mccathern , who takes
over for two-year starter Warren
Bell, who quit after a back injury limit e d his effectiveness.
And there's a new optimism that
the Eagles will finally soar to the top of
the league standings. Maybe not ths
year, but soon.
"I am impressed with the team's
character," said Abrams, a three-time
CIAA coach of the year. "I really fike
what I see about them as individuals to
make up a team ... good work etlic
and desire."
Central will install a split-back veer
offense this season, which McCathem,
the CIAA's third-leading receiver last
year (32 catches, 409 yards, 2 touchdowns), is adept at running. The 6foot, 180-pound junior was an option
quarterback in high school and
worked out with Central's quarterbacks the previous two seasons.
'We have found a quarterback
that we are real comfortable with,"
Abrams said. "He is an explosive player
with great potential. It's his job unbl
somebody beats him out."
That's not likely, since the only
competition will come from freshmell.
Joining M ccathern in the backfield
are a couple of productive running
backs in Myron Rowers (104 carries,
583 yards, three touchdowns in '98)
and Junior Bulla (303 yards, seven
scores). Fullback Cheo Johnson
NCCU's m ost Valuable offensive.player
last season, is a fearsome blocker and
is expected to help open alleys for
Bulla and Rowers.
Central has an experienced
offensive line that could be one of
t h_e best in the CIAA this year. Start
w ith hono rable-mentio n C IAA picks
in tac kle Albert Marsh (6 _4 310)
and g~ard W illie H ardy ( 6 _ 290),
throw in center S hawn B rooks (6-0,
270) and tackle Reggie M ideau (6 2 · 3 C? 0 ) and t h e Eagles have the
makings of a Powe rful front wall.

T

2,

C2E3 )

'Weare
going to go at
people," Abrams
said . 'We are
more ofan
attacking
offense.These
guys are used to
sitting back and
pass blocking. It
will be important
how quickly we
can make that
transition."
Wrth
McCathem calling the signals
andJelani
M anuel graduated, Central will
have to replace
half its receptions from '98.
The mantle of
top incumbent
falls to sophomore Darrell
Sanders, who
hauled down
eight passes for
an eye-catching
298 yards ard t\AJO soores last year. He'll be joined by Mike
HI, who caug,t 23
for 420 yards and 4 touc~- .
downs in 1996, hs last year in a Central uniform, and .~u~1or
Arian Gibson, wro stocx:l out in spring drills. The f<?ur will
cany the load for LS at wide receiver," Abrams said.
.
Central's defense will undergo some serious retooling
after losing five of its top seven tacklers from last season. Abrams is tr,;-g to go for a more athle~c group
that can bring press.re quickly and is versatile enough
to tackle any stuatoo
'Wrth the people ~e have, our defense is going to
be something spocial," Abrams said. ''The_ key for us ~n
defense is gettrg the right people in the n~ht places.
The defensive me is anchored by Adnan Taylor, a
6-3, 315-pound tOO<le who'll line up beside 6 -1, 290pound Choyn Bo;-l(ri. The ends are David Pratt (6-3,
220) and Anthorry Buffalo (6-3, 250), a pair of speed

Strong safety, Jamar Green, had 17 tackles, two pass
breakups and an interception last season. Eight players will
compete for playing time on the comers.
Sophomore punter Roger Burbage, who averaged
36.6 yards per punt last year, will add placekicking to his
d uties in '99. Another sophomore, Montez Patterson, an allconference selection at kick returner, averaged 27.4 yards a
try last year to lead the league.
After some down seasons, the mood at Central is
decidedly upbeat with Abrams' arrival. He knows expectations are high, and that's the way he w ants them.
"My goal is to win the conference championship ...and participate in post-season play, if possible," he said. "Every season, that is what I am going to shoot for. I'S

Eagle
■

Oct. 30 could be a pivotal day in the CIAA championship race when Abrams leads Central agai~ his former
team and alma mater, L.Mngstone. Abrams wdl face a
Central alum in new L.Mngstone head coach, Greg
Richardson. It's also Central's homecoming, which the
Eagles have lost four years in a row.
■

After a year of renovations, the Eagles' ~ome ~d wi~I
be ready for play in '99. O'Kelly-Riddick Stadium will host its
first football game since Nov. 8, 1997, when Central _takes
on Gardner-Webb Sept. 11. It's also the first home night
game for the Eagles since 1995.

N.C. CENTRAL

rushers.
Anthony Cornaly leads one of the C IMs top linebacker corps. A frst team all-conference pie~ in '9~,
Connally racked up a team-high 103 tackl~s , 1nclu_d lng
14 stops for lost yardage, All-rookie selectio n, Chns
rnnnore, will move nto a starting role, and sophor,:,ore
Shaun Robinson, Who had 23 tackles as a d efensive
rineman, moves to fnebacker.
.
ckAbrams likes Centrai's depth in the defensive ba
field, Which returns a wealth of experience at safety and
a number o f ~ ou sters at comerback.
Whcie
of them," Abra:115 ~ :·
starting with senior free safety Maurice B~ ing,
_
Eagles third-leacing tackler last year. Blanding, a sec
ord-team AJI-CIM selection in '98, tallied 5~ ta~~d~en passes defended and four intercepti?ns, inc
ing ~ return for a scare. He's also a special teams
ace, with a blocked PLnt return for a touchdown.

:we t:ave a

6u~
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By Craig T. Greenlee

or Virginia State, 1998 was
memorable for the wrong
reasons.
The usually dominant Trojans
fell from their customary position
as one of the CIAA's front-runners.
Instead of flexing muscles as a
perennial contender, V-State, sputtered, stumbled and finally went
bust with a 3-7 overall finish (2 -5 in
conference play).
This season, coach Lou Anderson is
hopeful that his Trojans will scale the
heights once more.
"Last year, I honestly thought
we'd be better than we turned out
to be," Anderson said. "In many
w9:ys, we were very young. And
being young hurt us from the
standpoint of not being able to
close games out and put them
away when we had the opportunities to do so.
. "I expect us to be better this
time around. How much better?
We'll just have to wait and see. "
V-State was better than last
season's ~ecord indicates.
Anders~n s team was always in
contention. The Trojans lost seven
games by a total of 43 points.
. 8 .~ now comes another season.
Virgi~ia state has another chance
to shine,. another chance to
redee~ itself from last year's slide.
. C?~n t be surprised to see
V1rg1nia State back on top in ,99 _
Th'.3 offense (3,774 yards, 28.3
points a game) Promises to be as

F

Antonio Havvkins (1 OJ

explosive as ever. Wrth wide
receiver Damon Thornpso~ and
quarterback Antonio Hawkins
hooking up often, defenses are
sure to have headaches.
Thompson clearly established
himself as a top performer last
year, earning CIAA Offensive MVP
honors, while making the all-league
team at receiver and as a kick
returner. Additionally, he finished
among the top five in the Harlan
Hill voting (Division ll's version of
the Heisman Trophy award) .
Thompson caught 88 passes
for 1,330 yards and 13 touchdowns, averaged 14.6 yards on
punt returns and averaged 21 .5
yards on kickoff returns. "Damon is
top quality, no doubt," Anderson
said. "When the ball is in his hands,
a lot of good things happen."
Hawkins (2,483 yards, 18
touchdowns, 50% completion rate)
figures to continue to blossom as
the league's best passer. But in
order for Hawkins to operate at his
best, the Trojans must develop
some semblance of a running
game. VSU averaged only 2.8
yards per carry in '98.
If the Trojans can produce a
decent ground attack, defenses
won't be able to tee off on the

quarterback like they did last year
when Hawkins was frequently
under siege. He threw 20 interceptions and faced heavy pass rush
pressure all year as V-State
allowed a CIAA-high 42 sacks.
On the line, the play of three-year
starters Dennis Harris (6-3, 300) and
Chaun Cook (6-2, 303) is critical. After
last season's dismal showing, both are
ready to help V-State return to the top
of the league.
The kicking game is in sound
shape with two-time, all-league
pick Isaac Johnson coming back
to handle the punting duties.
Defensively, the Trojans will
have to improve significantly to
make a bold move into the
league's upper echelon. A year
ago, Anderson's defense was tissue-paper weak , giving up a
league-high 29.8 points a game
and a total of 40 touchdowns.
"The defense must get better,"
Anderson said. "It doesn't make
sense for us to score 30 points,
then turn around and give up 30
ourselves."
Key returnees on defense
include cornerback David Drake
plus linebackers Michael Wall (65
tackles, 6 sacks) and Kevin Parker
(63 tackles).

Up front, the Trojans are anticipating sterling play from newcomers Lamar Craft (6-3, 280) and
Brandon Matthews (6 -4 , 315). With
Craft and Matthews controlling the
trenches, Anderson feels V-State
will be on its way to re-establishing
itself as a league power.
"We're hoping to get back to
where we once were," Anderson
said. "Last year was a down year,
that's for sure. But I think we can
bounce back. All I'm interested in
right now is for us to keep working
hard and maybe we can slip up on
a few people this year." l'I

"It doesn,t
make sense
for us to
score 30
points,
then turn
around and
give up 30
ourselves.,,

Trajan
Tl PS
■

Coach Anderson on VSU's newcomers: 'We can't
realistically expect our new players to live off the laurels of the top players we've had in past seasons. I'm
not saying that much about them because I don't
want them to have to face that kind of pressure yet.
Until we prove we can play the way I think we can,
I'm going to say very little."
■ Desmond Thornton, the other half of V-State's
dynamic receMng duo, will be sorely missed.
Thornton, who completed his college eligibility last fall,
proved to be the perfect complement for league
MVP Damon Thompson .
Thornton closed out his senior season with 79
catches for 825 yards and 1 TD. "Desmond was our
possession receiver, our go-to guy when we needed
a first down to keep a scoring drive alive," Anderson
said. "I could always count on him to deliver in dutch
situations."
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Vikings,who
•

By Craig T. Greenlee

finished

2-9 1 want

E

lizabeth City State got sliced
and diced on a regular basis
last season. But now It's a
new day and the Vikings, who finished 2-9, want revenge.
This is the second year of
rebuilding under coach George
Moody, who left the Vikes four years
ago to take an assistant's job at
Division I-AA Norfolk State. Moody
stayed two seasons, then returned
to Elizabeth City in '97. Since then,
he's been busy trying to mold Uz
City into a consistent winner.
The Vikings should be improved
offensively. Quarterbacks Cory
Cummings and Michael Forbes started nine games between them la5t
season. Going into the preseason, it
wasn't known if either had nailed down
the starting assignment.
. Whoever winds up as the starting quarterback can be assured that
he will have a decent ground game
with which to work.
Running backs Rayshawn
Askew (463 yards last year) and
Conan Stevenson (6.1 yards per
carry) are dependable and experienced. At fullback, Askew who
missed eight games beca'.use of a
concussion, is expected to give the
Vikes an added dimension as a
tough runner who does his best
work inside the tackles.
The Viking's offense fizzled too
many ~mes last fall, scoring a meager
11.1 points per game. That could
change for the better in '99 if Earl
Jones becomes more prominent.
Jones, who caught only six passes for 64 yards last season has
brea~away potential. He w~s the
CIAAs No. 2 Punt return specialist
last season (13.8 Yards per attempt),
and he also returned kickoffs. Look
for Moody t~ devise ways to get
Jones .more involved 1n
. th e Vik.
1 1ngs
offensive g_anne Plan.
Defensively, Liz City must get

140

revenge.
better to foster any hopes of holding Its
own against the league's top contenders.
The Broncos AII-CIAA linebacker, AMn
Wilson, is the marquee player on defense.
At 6-0, 225 pounds, Wilson isn't physically
imposing for his position, But he's savvy
and plays with a high degree of recklessness that coaches love. Wilson's zest for
contact is the chief reason why he led
CIAA in tackles last year with 115.
Up front, Terrell Hamer and Uyless
Dewberr are solid and so are comerbacks Derrick Harts and Derrick Watkins.I'S

Viking
Views

ELIZABETH CITY

1

Bizabeth City was the league's most penalized
te~ last year. Uz City was flagged a league-high
102times.
I Elizabeth City is the only CIAA team that failed
to <;anvert at least one field goal during
the 98season.

~ t ECSU's secondary allowed a
ouchdown Passes.

conference-high

-------------------------t--- - - - - -
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ros Swamp All-Stars, 51-0
e, MICHAEL HURD

Iowa's Duke Slater was the assistant coach. begun hearing rumors that they may not get
IN 1934, tile Natillll Wall l~ague Kemp, who called the game "an experi- paid and that severely dampened morale.
dellutetl wut WOlltl 1111 U-pme senes of ment," took the position after several other
Further, a crowd of 40,000 was
ultlition meetings ,airill Ille preceding coaches had declined to participate, includ- expected, but fewer then 7,000 mostly
senon'• champiol apillt I f'DIP of college ing Morgan State's Eddie Hurt and Kentucky black fans were scattered about the
aktarl at Solllier Fillll ii Chicago. The State's Henry Kean.
huge stadium.
games gave a glimpsuf ■-11 college pheGeorge Halas' Bears had lost, 28The all-stars' line was outnoms might fare II p:afss ·11 Is and local 21, in the 1937 title game to Sammy Baugh weighed by an average of 20 pounds per
charities benefited from pie niceipts.
and the Washington Redskins. In playing the player, leading to six rushing touchdowns
Medi ar==========-----========~~==~~~;;;~~:,by the Bears and a
dated on the
PRO
BEGINS
lack of pass protecgames, which gention for all-star quarerally said out or
terbacks. The allwere near-sellstars picked up just
outs, nine times
four first downs, had
drawing 90,000two punts blocked
plus fans and three
and saw their only
times attracting
serious
scoring
more tban 100,000
threat fizzle when a
viewers to Soldier
wide-open Simmons
Field. The all-stars
dropped a pass at the
managed to win
Bears' 22.
nine games.
In his game story,
So, it was
Carter wrote of the
with great anticipaall-stars: "... All their
tion, in 1938, that a
spirit and will to do
talented, confident
could not compensate
h ir
the pro. (. hown auo
h· • d
an d out-of-shape
th
rabued ll quick one from
or t e1r ma equacy
group of Negro colt SolBrumbauirh.
as a team and lack of
lege all-stars condition to match
many of them several years beyond their Negro all-stars, the Bears had little to gain. strides with one of the best teams in the
college playing days - assembled in The all-stars, however, were on a mission. business today."
Chi~ago to show what they could do As one Chicago Defender story stated, at
Kemp agreed, noting that the white
against the Chicago Bears. It would be the stake was "the prestige of Negro football ... college all-stars, which had beaten the
first and only all-star game of its kind, set because this is the first time a team made champion Redskins, 28-16, a month before,
for Sept. 23, and like the "other" all-star up of members of our race has had the had three weeks to train in excellent faciliaffair, would be played at Soldier Field and opportunity to match their strength and ties and each of the 66 players had played
benefit local charities.
skill against an aggregation like the Bears." the previous season.
The Negro all-stars chosen via a
The opportunity was wasted.
The black all-stars? The 37 playnationwide Chicago Defende~ poll were a Chicago soundly trounced the all-stars, 51 - ers practiced in a public park. At least
combination of players fro■ ~lack'colleges o. Dr, as written by the Baltimore Afro - two players (who eventually did not play)
as well as blacks who had ,iayed at white American newspaper's Art Carter, the were still on Kemp's squad at Lincoln.
schools: The roster included: Minnesota Bears "... clawed the colored all-stars into Some of the players did have pro experiend Dwight Reed· lo
.
abi·ect subm·,ss·,on ..."
ence, yet, there was not enough equip.
, wa ruining back Ossie
Simmons; Xavier quarterback Tony Doram;
It was a memorable event to for- ment and the team practiced for only two
Kentucky State quarterback Joe Kendall get, in more ways than one. Not only were weeks - and most of that with less than
and tackle 1im Roberson; Wil~erforce cen- the all-stars thoroughly defeated, but pro- a full squad.
ter Pat McPherson; and Morgan State moters of the game failed to deliver o_n
One player, end Homer Harris, who
guard Walter M b
promi·ses to pay all players $1 OD fo_r their had starred at Iowa, found out about the
os ¥• Ooram was named on
I b
h
more than 500,000 ballots, •king him the participation as well as _tor roun~-tr1p trav- game on y ecause e was in Chicago buySome players who did not suit up some- ing clothes before returning to Iowa to
top vote-getter.
1 were paid. Others received_less than attend medical school. He reported to the
R K
eho·w
ay emp, who nd played at
St II thers team on the day before the game after
0uquesne and w h d
;,,.. . as ea COKh at Lincoln half the promised amount.
d f t 1I On the friends informed him the all-star coaches
t reimburse or rave .
IMO.I ,...rsity
coa h Un
' was le squad's head were no
h I ers had had been trying to locate him. I'S
c and also played lffensive tackle. afternoon of the game, t e p ay

RAZZLE-DAZZLE

rmer coll e
o played

t Soldier '
e colle ian
the second

back fi 1
ad-up f
ld, Fr id
o th t

°

SOLID QB PLAY

HAMP'S FORMULA FOR SUCCESS

I'

I,

After being fired and re-hired by Albany State, Hampton Smith transformed t~ lbany State football program .1n to a Division 11 power. He retires after the
'99 season as the best coach in Albany State's history. By Mark Allen

F

rom the moment Hampton
(Hamp) Smith made his second tour as head football
coach of the Albany State Rams in
1982, he never expected his retirement would come so soon. After 45
years of combined coaching and
teaching, Albany State's most successful football coach has decided
the 1999 campaign will be his last.
Hamp's retirement came as a
shock to the school's administration.
"The president was surprised," said
Smith. "Everyone has not digested
my retirement yet."
The Greenville, Mississippi

144

native's decision has also stunned
the black-college football community.
Smith's success in the 90's has
been unmatched in the SIAC conference. His teams won five consecutive conference championships and
five straight Division II playoff berths
from 1993 to 1997. He claimed the
remaining four of his nine conference titles from 1984 to 1988.
In 1971, Smith began his first
stint as the Golden Ram's football
coach, inheriting a team that won
four games the previous season.
Smith's biggest victory would come
in 1972, a 21-6 win over then power-

house Florida A&M. That win set the
stage for the start of the "Hamp
Smith era." The Rams would not
beat the Rattlers again until 1986,
losing games in 1973 '74 '75 and
'76, but the victory in 1972 ga~e
Albany fans a glimpse of what the
program would become.
Unfortunately, things did not go
the way Hamp expected. After posting a combined 28-27-3 record with
only two winning seasons in six
years, former Albany State president,
Charles Hayes, decided to make a
change. Hayes released Smith as
coach after the 1976 season.
1

Hamp left Albany State and was
forced to make some decisions that
were uncomfortable, at times, during his four-year hiatus.
The biggest decision was continuing his coaching career in another
state. His Wife, Charlene Smith, had
settl~ into the Albany, Georgia area
and did not want to leave. So for two
Years (1977 and 1978), Hamp traveled
back and forth from Albany to
.
Arkansas Pine-Bluff, maintaining his
now 38-year marriage.
When asked how he managed
to maintain a long distance relationship Smith responded, "My wife has

s been supportive of my love "
alway
.
and I appreciated that.
for athletics,
p·
Smith later left Arkansa~ ,~eff
d headed to Mississippi .
Blu an h
he served as an ass1sValley, w ere
.
.
t
ach focusing pnmanly on
::a~Zbac'ks and running backs,
1979-1980.
fro~ 1980 Smith returned to
n Stat~ as the head baseb~I
Albany
) and a defensive
coach (1980-1990

assistant on the football team.
In the middle of the 1981 football
season, then Coach Willie
Williamson was relieved of his duties
and replaced by interim coach John
Wright. In 1982, Smith's dream
came true when he was named
Albany's State head football coach
for the second time.
This time around, Hamp inherited a 0-10 team , and the stakes

t

e here I came here o
I
"When ca~hing h~ppen," said Smith.
make some
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Smith won the SIAC conference's "Coach of the Year"
awards in 1984, 1986, 1993, 1994, and 1996.

I

1986, 1993, 1994, and 1996. Smith
also has the distinction of being the
only coach to take his team to the
playoffs five seasons in a row.
"When I came here, I came
here to make something happen,"
, said Smith.
Even though Hamp will no
longer coach the Golden Rams, he
will remain in Albany helping with
recruiting for the team. He also
plans to fuel his golf fetish and perhaps take a stab at politics in the
near Mure.
"I always had politics in the back
of my mind," said Smith. "I'm thinking
about running for public office, maybe
city commissioner or something."
Whatever Hamp decides to do,
it will probably involve competition,
and he will probably be on the winning side. I'S

"[Hamp] knows that if you control the line of scrimmage, it does not
matter what offense or defense you run. He plays power football."
were much higher. But Hamp put
his winning forn,ula together and
won his first of nine conference
championships in the second season after his return.
By 1988, Smith had won four
championships in seven years.
"Keeping players is the key," said
Smith. "You've got to have some
juniors and seniors, or you will
get whipped."
SIAC commiSSIQner Wallace
Jackson understands the monumental influence Coach Smith has
had on the conference as a head
football coach.
"Hamp has been a solid
~ecruiter," commented Jackson.
MoSt people do not understand
that Hamp und~rstands the game.
He knows that if you control the line
of scrimmage, it does not matter
What offense or defense you run .
He plays power football."
. Hamp's philosophy got his team
in~~ ~e second round of the
DMSJon II playoffs in 1996 It was
~en, however, that he e~perienced
his toughest loss as a coach .
Although a first-round pla off win
over North Alabama gav:the
school, and the SIAC instant national notoriety th ·
'
' eir subsequent sec~nd rou nd ' one point loss to Carson
~~~~ was more than he could

Cal~'W7 were so close," said Smith
ly. 'That was the toughest loss

we ever had. We would have gone
to the next round and been the
host, if we had won."
Smith became interested in athletics at an early age. As a little boy,
he watched the Greenville Dodgers
and the Greenville Sluggers play in
his hometown of Greenville,
Mississippi.
Some of Hamp's motivation
may have come from playing catch
as a boy, but his playing philosophy
was greatly influenced by his service in the military. Smith was a
Signal Corps specialist and a
Military Police in the Army Reserve
and was in charge of all the communications for his unit. When his
unit was called for active duty,
Smith was sent to Korea.
Smith's impact upon the Albany
State University football program will
last forever. He credits much of his
success to the school's administration.
"Former President Dr. Billy C.
Black was loyal to the football
team," said a joyful Smith. "The_current President, Portia Holmes, is
loyal to the students and athletes
and that combination has made me
very successful."
,
Winning was a part of Hamp s
mission at Albany State. He has
compiled a 152-87-4 record, and
has more wins than any football
coach in Albany State's history. '
Smith won the SIAC confere~ce s
"Coach of the Year'' awards in 1984,
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ICTURE it: Sixty thousand screaming black-college football fans, crammed into every nook and
cranny of a professional-size stadium. The
atmosphere is electric. The stadium rocks with the
sounds of two of the nation's premier marching bands.
It's black-college football at its best.
No, you're not at the annual Bayou Classic between
Grambling State and Southern at the Louisiana
Superdome in New Orleans. Instead it's a
feisty and storied classic upstart, the Capital
City Classic in Jackson, Miss. Alcorn State
vs. Jackson State. The purple and gold
against the blue and white.
Every fall, fans travel from near and far
to witness the last game of the regular season for both teams. Though the game hasn't always experienced its current pomp and
circumstance, Mississippi's premier blackcollege matchup has always been one of the
state's top sporting events of the year, certainly, for African Americans.
Game records have only been kept
since 1946, but the rivalry between Jackson State and
Alcorn can be traced back much farther. Jackson State
holds a commanding 32-19-1 lead in the series.
Over the years, the matchup has undergone a progressive transition. For many years, the game was played
on Thanksgiving Day and billed as the Turkey Day Classic.
When the game was moved to the last Saturday before
Thanksgiving to accommodate requirements for postseason participation, it became known as the "Soul Bowl."
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But since 1994, the game has become bigger and
better, and is the climax of a week of activities which kickoff with the Miss Capital Classic Pageant. Frve young
ladies from each school compete for the title.
Activities also include a coaches' luncheon, a golf
tournament, a Greek step show, the President's
Scholarship Banquet, the President's Reception, a
Legislative Black Caucus Breakfast, a huge tailgate party,
a concert and, of course, the Challenge of
the Bands.
This year's game, the Sixth annual
Capital City Classic with Jackson State hostin~, i_s ~ch'.3duled for Nov. 20 at 1 p.m. at
M1ss1ss1pp1 Veterans Memorial Stadium.
Jackson State leads the Classic series with
a 4-1 record. In 1994, Alcorn won the initial
game 52-34, under the leadership of AllAmerica quarterback Steve "Air II" McNair,
now the field general of the Tennessee
Titans. Average attendance for the Capital
City Classic is more than 58,000, and in
1994 and 1996, the stadium was filled to its
capacity of 62,500.
"The Capital City Classic is one of those games that
just keeps getting better," says Jackson State assistant
sports information director Deidre Bell. "The first game I
went to was in 1993, when it was Called the Soul Bow1.
Every year, it gets bigger and better. 1 can't wait to see
what the pr'?mot'.3rs hav~ i~ store for this year."
The Capital City Classic 1s the brainchild of its chairman
former Jackson State athletics director, Dr. Walter Reed.

It

was a project Reed jumped wholeheartedly in~o w~en he
returned to JSU after a stint at Florida A&M Unrversity.
"My desire was for the Capital City Classic to be similar to other dassics throughout the country," Reed says.
Impressed by Florida A&M's
football classic weekend , Reed
styled Jackson's Classic in similar
fashion. Wrt:h a working committee of 30 people, Reed has had
phenomenal success with the
Classic over the past five years.
The economic impact on the city
of Jackson, he says, is significant.
"Hotels take in about $3 million, and adding the restaurants
~d other activities, I estimate the
impact to be about $7 million
overall," Reed says. ''The more
actMties, the more the impact. "
Jackson Mayor
Harvey
Johnson, a Tennessee State
University graduate, serves on
the
_Capital
City
Classic
Committee, and in 1997 was the
keynote
speaker
at
the
Pre~!de~t's Scholarship Banquet.
We re so very excited to
ho~t the Capital City Classic,
~ich has grown tremendously
since its inception • Johnson
says. "The Classic is 'much more

than a football game, and includes numerous events, such
as a scholarship banquet, a golf tournament and more.
"In fact last year, the Mississippi Conference of Black
Mayors coincided with the Capital City Classic, and we
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look forward to having that conference
and similar events coincide with Mure
Classics," the mayor adds.
In addition to making a sound economic impact on his city, the mayor
says, the Classic also serves as a
reunion for alumni and friends.
"Each year, alumni from across the
country gather in Jackson to witness
what has become one of the premier
events in college football," Johnson
says.
Johnson sees the Capital City
Classic as a significant boost to the
growth he has planned for Jackson.
"Jackson is on the verge of
becoming a world-class city, and it is
events such as this that move us closer to that goal," he says.
Many Capital City fans are more
interested in the bands than the actual game. Their fun begins with the
annual pep rally held in the plaza of
One Jackson Place in downtown
Jackson. But many of them live for the
band challenge.
"Jackson State's band made my
heart beat faster" says Alice ThomasTtsdale , associate publisher of the
Jackson Advocate newspaper, of her
first exposure to the band.
"I remember sitting in the stands
when they came out on the field. I just
started crying. To see that many beautiful young people with such a sense of
pride was unbelievable. Growing up in
Wisconsin, I heard James Brown sing
'I'm Black and I'm Proud, ' but I never
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knew what he meant until I saw
Jackson State's band perform."
Unlike many classic football
games, the Capital City Classic, the
only one in the state of Mississippi, is
promoted by the two schools on a
rotating basis.
The 1998 Classic was promoted
by Alcorn officials and drew a crowd of
56,400.
Says Alcom 's president, Dr.Clinton
Bristow Jr.: "Life will always be bal~nce~ an~ successful if the triangle of
, ,ntegnty, industriousness and intelligence is employed."
Walter Reed - Chairperson & Robbie Price - Co-Chair
Look forward, then to another sucThe Capital City Classic is the brainchild of its chair- cessful Classic in '99.
man, former Jackson State athletics director
Or. Walter Reed.

M

Capital City Classic By The Numbers
Year

Winner

Score

Attendance

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

Alcorn State
Jackson State
Jackson state
Jackson State
Jackson State

52-34
28-7
27-17
54-15
56-26

62,500
55,300
62,51~
54,sao
56,400
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ALABAMA STATE UIIVERSITY

vs---

TUSIEGEE UIIVERSITY
HOMECOMIIIG FESTIVAL &
HOMECOMIIG COICERT
WEDIIESDAY, IOV. 24
August 28
Regatta Bowl - Charleston wv
W. Virginia State vs. W. Vir~inia Tech - 7:00p

September 4
Chicago Classic - Chicago, IL
Alcorn State vs. Grambling State _ 6:00p
9th Labor Day Classic - Norfolk VA
Virginia State vs. Norfolk State : 6:30p
Arkansas Classic - Little Rock AR
Arkansas-Pine Bluff vs. Missis;,_ippi Valley •
7:00p

HOMECOMIIG PARADE
DOWIITOWII MOITGOMERY
THURSDAY, IOV. ZS, 9A.M.
TURIEY DAY CLASSIC
FOOTBALL GAME
CRAMTOI BOWL
THURSDAY, IOV. ZS, 1P.M.

46th Gateway Classic - Jacksonville, FL
Bethune-Cookman vs. Savannah State . 7:00P
14th Labor Day Classic _ Houston TX
Texas Southern vs. Prairie View A&M _ 7:00P

September
6th Aggi_e-Eagle Classic • Raleigh, NC
N. Carolina Central vs • N • c aro 11na
A&T - 4•00P
•
Big John Merritt Classic _ Nashville TN
Tennessee State vs. Alabama Stat_; _ &:OOP
Labor Day Classic - Atlant
GA
Morris Brown vs. Clark Atla,
anta - 7:00p

Sep ember
Wade Wilson Classic - Ch
Cheyney vs. Virginia un·•oneyney, PA
- 1:30p
6th Urban League Classic
.
c
Howard vs. Hampton - 1 :a~pWash1ngton, D

FOR EVEIT IIFORMATIOI
CALL (334) ZZ9·4736
FOR TICIET IIFORMATIOI
CALL (334) ZZ9·4411

October 23
Gold Bowl - Richmond, VA
Virginia Union vs. Norfolk State - 1 :30p
CSRA Classic - Augusta, GA
Morris Brown vs. Morehouse - 2:00p
7th Red River Classic - Shreveport, LA
Grambling State vs. Arkansas-Pine Bluff - 3:00p
October 30
52nd Fish Bowl classic - Norfolk, VA
Norfolk State vs. Howard - 1 :30p
58th Magic City Classic - Birmingham. AL
Alabama State vs. Alabama A&M - 3:00p
November 13
10th Fountain City Classic - Columbus, GA
Fort Valley vs. Albany State - 1 :3op
November 20
5th Capitol City Classic - Jackson, MS
Jackson State vs. Alcorn - 1 :Oop
5th Carolinas Classic - Charlotte, NC
N.C. A&T vs. s.c. State - 1:0op
20th Florida Classic - Orlando, FL
Bethune-Cookman vs. Florida A&M _ B:OOp
November 2S
76th Turkey Day Classic - Montgomery, AL
Alabama State vs. Tuskegee - 1 :oop
November 27
26th Bayou Classic - New Orleans LA
Southern vs. Grambling State - 1 :oop

·!
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WEDNESDAY, OCT09ER27TH
7:30-l:30AI-AlulMI Klckll hlllll •1111 H,rbert
Ce,-,downtov.,i. Th kick-olfftlllll 111111 jointly
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The Traveler's Guide ta Black College Football Classics

W

hen the first Turkey Day Classic between
Alabama State and Tuskegee Universities kicked
off in i924, it was, indeed, the start of some-

thing big.
The classic concept, matching longtime rivals or
new foes in big city venues, has evolved into the signature
event for black-college football. Many classics attract
crowds of 50,000 to 60,000 plus, rivaling major college
bowl games and National Football League games.
Forty classics will be staged this year from New
York to San Diego and Chicago to Orlando. It's the ultimate road trip, complete with parties, concerts, parades,
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battles of the bands, pep rallies, luncheons and more parties. Not to mention the restaurants, shopping and tourist
attractions in some of the most popular cities in the
United States.
.
For ~he hard-core f~, the football game is the
main attraction. For others, 1t s the side show _ the
chance to meet and greet, and for many it's a reunion.
Whether you immerse yourself i~ the classic
events o'. explore sights in a new town, its hard to go
wrong with a black college football classic. All you need is
a game plan, and we'I_I help you get started with tips on
some of the top classics and tourist attractions. I'S
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29TH

8:00 AM. Chamber of conwnerce Scholarship Breakfast at the
Harbert Center.

Mlgle City ClatSic: Annual Golf Tournament (prt-

12 Noon •
I ed) Golfers from all over come to compete
regiltrltlon requ r . of tht most outltlndlnll courses in
In 1h11 tournament~~ Robert Trant Jont1 Golf Tran. Tfftht 11111or1 and th•""'"'·
Olfblgl• 1112 Noon.

RecePtk>n honortnt Blmingh•m'I

5:1 PUagic Cky Clasalc Pip W,
mof
~(fonnettyT•'lflll!iel. ....,_.

7:0M:00 PII. ~ r d Antngton Jr. SponlOl'lcl by the
11,vor of 20 ~'::,. Scheduled to be held at the
Rights
City of Blnnln"'-··
IMIIIUII-

._,;,':!'-•--•11u.u
be
•-w1W1yiwt.llld,....-,111crowd.

,._.. ....... ..1tta.- Su... open at tht Slltraton
9:00 """'
• ......,.,_ ...,
Hotal (downtown),

THURSDAY, OCTOBERant

,.-:-ilwbtion1o111e,... .........

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30TH
l:00 All• 111g1c Cly Cllllic Parade. Thousands ol fa• come
CQ ID obllM the bllutlful
, the•~ bands, and
tlll var1oul llllvenlty. comnwnlty, 111d llul
repllMlltltlves
•• ttiey march through the strttts of doalolll lllnnnghan.
1:00 • PII T1ilpte Party 111d llllp Sh
along with classic Grttk Stepellow c:°"'_._
will brolclcnt live.

3:00 • PM 511h AnnUII Magic CIIJCllll!c (llclrltl)ll'Clla1e). Come
IH OM of the IIIOlt nclllng CO"' . .111'1 In blacll colllge foo111111

Alabllna MIi Univerllty Bllldop lld Allblma 91111 lllllwfflly
Homa 1101111d to hud at Legion Fllld.

Sc:hedullcl
lallly following the game:
Pl'llidlnt'I
eption In the Sheralon'1 Blnningham
BaU Room I ■ & IV.

.
nouncements of Magic City Classic events
.
News for upcoming anhi·p opportunities
• · and souven Ir ad PIacement,
Look for"-"-'-L.-f
the
Heritage
u .. ~wwr Issue o
ti kets sponsors
For Information on the Magic City Classic Parad~, :gen~y at (205) 324-3333
contact Rhino

he third annual Gold Coast Classic, sponsored by
the U.S. Postal Service, is expected to draw a
crowd of 50,000. The Gold Coast Classic is presented by the San Diego African-American Sports
Association and is the only major black-college activity
on the West coast. The event has attracted fans from
across the country and is well on its way to moving into
the top tier of black-college football classics.
"We are very proud of the response to this event
from the San Diego community," said Gerri Warren, the
classic's president and CEO. "This is much more than a
football game. It's a chance for the students and parents
in San Diego to be exposed to the black college experience. This event generates scholarships for local students and our Black College/Job Fair provides enrollment information for historically black colleges and universities as well as career and employment information. "
Other key classic activities include:
11

Gospel Explosion (7 p.m.)

Celebrity Golf Tournament, Torrey Pines Golf Course (7
a.m.)
Coaches' Luncheon (11:30)
Battle of the Bands and Greek Step Show - Cox Arena,
San Diego State University (7 p.m.)
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Gold Coast Classic Parade - Euclid & Imperial Avenue (
10 a.m.)
Marketplace - Euclid and Imperial Avenue
Gold Coast Classic Gala - Doubletree Hotel, Mission
Valley (9 p.m.)
What To Do in San Diego: Nicknamed "America's Finest
City", San Diego lives up to its title. San Diego has a perfect climate, relaxing beaches and endless entertainment. Attractions such as Sea World , Balboa Park and
the San Diego Zoo continuously attract both tourists and
San Diego Natives_. Del Mar is ~ome to the fairgrounds
and racetrack, while the San Diego Old Town provides
historic structures, artisan gift shops and dining.
Downtown San Diego has an excellent nightlife with
superb restaurants, coffee houses, and the best music
in town located in the historic Gaslamp Quarter. Near the
beach is Restaurant Row where you will find The Beach
House, Charlie's Bar
and Grill and The
Chart House restaurants The San Diego
Harbor, located
across from the airport is also a popular
attraction for tourists.

OVERVIEW OF EVENTS

GOLD COAST CLASSIC
l 727 N. Eucl id Avenue
San Diego, CA 92105

TEL (61 9} 262-2244
FAX (619) 266-0533
www.goldcoastclassic.com

V

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1999
d GCC Scholarship Pageant
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11,1999
Tennis Tournament
Black College Fair
Gospel Explosion
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1999
Celebrity Golf Tournament
Coaches Luncheon
Step Show & Battle of the Bands
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1999
Parade
Marketplace at the Stadium
Gold Coast Classic Football Game
•Old Schooi- Concert

*

*
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ince the first Bayou Classic in Tulane Stadium,
this event has become a fixture in the New
Orleans community. Anchored by one of the
most heated football rivalries in the United States, this
football game has evolved into one of the largest
events in the country.
"There is something going on all the time when the
Classic hits town," said Beverly Gianna of the New
Orleans Tourist Commission. "It's not only a major event
in New Orleans, it is a major event for people from all
over the country."
.
.
This year's 26th edition of the Bayou Cl~1c w1I~ be
no exception. Grambling and Southern fans will ro~I int~
town with high expectations for their team to be v1ctonous, regardless of which teams has the best record,
players or coach.
But before the referee's whistle blows to start the
game, fans will attend to other - and to son:ie, more
important - matters such as parties, receptions, the
French Quarter and more parties. When its Bayou
Classic time its "Laissez les ban temps rouler - Let the
'
good times roll."
Key activities include:
Fr
Coaches' Luncheon - Hyatt Hotel (12 p.m.)
President Scholarship Pageant, Hyatt Hotel (8 p.m.)
Bayou Classic Battle of the Bands and Step Show,
Superdome (8 p .m.)

Bayou Classic Football game (1 p.m.)
Mid-South Gala, Hyatt Hotel

W hat to do in New Orleans: When the sun goes down,
New Orleans lights up. In the French Quarter, Bourbon
Street turns into a 10-block-long street party, posh
downtown hotel supper clubs start to swing and
uptown hideaways come to lrfe with music. Visit Fritzel's
European Bar & Cuisine (733 Bour1bon St.). There are
frequent jazz sessions and live entertainment non-stop.
Learn about zombies and ancestor worship, and how
African slaves preserved their voodoo riituals by hiding
them under Christian rites, at the New Orleans Historic
Voodoo Museum. In the grft shop, you can purchase
love potions, voodoo dolls and money powder, as well
as incense to protect you from envy.
The New Orleans Museum of Art located on Collins
Diboll Circle is one of the premier art museums in the
South. It has a well-stocked grft shop, a cafe and a
stunning view of the surrounding City Park landscape.
Other spots of interest include Congo Square, where
slaves met on Sundays for traditional song and dance,
Jackson Brewery (Jackson Square) which features
more that 125 unique shops, including the Jubilee
Market, arts, crafts, and collectibles.
Fobourage Marigny will satisfy jazz bvers· appetites with
numerous jazz dubs, induding the Snug Harbor live jazz dL.tJ.
For unique dining, its the famous Dookey Chase on
Orleans Street and The Praline Connection on
Frenchman Street. I'll
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Friday, September 17

Downtown St. LouiS Partnership VIP Business
Breakfast (8 am.)
St. Louis Rams Gateway Classic Coaches
Luncheon, ManiOtt Pavilion Hotel (11 :30 a.m.)
Alpha Phi Alpha Golf Tournament - Grand Marais
Golf Course (12:30 p.m.)
Downtown Saint Louis Partnership Pep Rally, Baer
Plaza (across from the dome) (5 p.m.)
Coca Cola Lifetime Achievement Awards Dinner,
Marriott Pavilion (6 p.m.)
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. Step Show,
America's Center, Lecture Hall (8 p.m.)
Saturday, September 18

Ameritech/Sububan Journals Classic Parade, 12th
& Market Streets to Trans World Dome (10 a.m.)
Arl<ansas Pine-Bluff Scholarship Luncheon, Marriott
Pavilion Hotel (11 a.m.- 1 p.m.)
St. Louis Petroleu'n Marketing/ President Casino on
the Admiral Street Festival , Baer Plaza (7 a.m. - 9
p.m.)
Budweiser Gateway Classic Football Game (4 p.m.)

he St. Louis Gateway Classic is "more than just a
game, it's a way of life" according to Earl Wilson
Jr., president and executive director of the St.
Louis Gateway Classic Sports Foundation.
In just six years, the Gateway Classic football game
has become a part of the fabric of the St. Louis community in more ways than one.
Many could not envision the impact that this event
would have on the city of St. Louis. But Earl Wilson Jr.
could not only envision that the Gateway Classic could
have a significant impact on the community, he was
able to get the business community, civic leaders and
citizens of St. Louis to adopt his vision.
"From the very beginning, I saw something more
than a football game. I saw something where the game
could be the catalyst to having a bonafide sports foundation that could be the vehicle that provides organized
activities for our kids," Wilson said.
Since 1994, the foundation has injected more than
1.5 million dollars into black businesses, inner-city sports
and educational programs, feeding the homeless and
providing scholarships to area students with less-than-

T
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perfect academic records.
"We plan to continue to provide 20 new scholarships
annually, totaling more than one-half million dollars within
the next four years," said Wayman Smith, Ill vice president of corporate affairs at Anheuser-Busch and a
member of the Gateway Classic board. "This is all made
possible through the revenues from ticket sales from
our main event, the Budweiser Gateway classic, as well
as support from our sponsors."
This year's game will feature Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference power, Hampton University and
Southwestern Athletic Conference contender
Arkansas-Pine Bluff. Arkansas Pine-Bluff will be looking
to avenge a 21-32 loss to Howard in last year's
Gateway Classic.
Key Classic weekend events include:

Thursday, September 16
President Casino on the Admiral - VIP Reception (7 p.m.
- 9 P-1:1·) ar:'d Comedy Show (5:45 P-m. - 7:45 p.m.)
featunng Dick Gregory.

What to do in St. Louis: St. Louis is home to
several attractions that pay tribute to AfricanAmerican history. There's the Black World History
Wax Museum of influential African-Americans with
roots in Missouri. including George Washington
Carver and Scott Joplin House, a national historic
landmark that immortalizes the man who made
ragtime famous. The Old Courthouse where the
historic □red Scott trial took place is another point
of interest, along with The Katherine Dunham
Museum which Will provide art lovers with a
glimpse into the life of one of America's worldrenowned performers and choreographers. The
Ville Neighborhood is st. Louis' most historically significant African-American community. There you
Will find Sumner High School, the first school w~st
of the Mississippi to provide secondary education
for African-Americans.
.
On Delmar Boulevard, you'll find bronze sta~s 1n
t~e sidewalks that pay tribute to leg_e ndary m _us1c1ans and performers like Miles Davis Josephine
Baker and Chuck Berry.
.
Gamblers Will have plenty of opportuniti~s to hit
the jackpot with St. Louis ' many floating casinos.
You can pick from Harrah 's Casino and Hotel,
President Casino on the Admiral , Casino ~ueen,
Players Island Casino and Alton Belle Casino . .
Suggested restaurants include Delmonico's. ~iner,
Which features southern-style cooking , Ozzie s
Restaurant and Sports Bar for burgers and b_everages, and Nezzie's Jamaican Cuisine for Ca~b~ean
~es. Spruill's Restaurant and Lounge spe<?1al1zes
in American fOOd and offers the perfect environment for COCktails. l'S

■

From left to right:
Mary Kay Bray, Miss Gateway Clas~ic 1995
Shannon Bass, Miss Gateway Classic 1997
Channon Fowler, Miss Gateway Classic 1996
Chloe Davis, Miss Gateway Classic 1999
Erica Easter, Miss Gateway Classic 1998
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FLORIDA CITRO BOWL
0RLA 0, FL
en officials at Florida A&M University and
Bethune-Cookman College decided to move
he 51st edrtion of their annual grudge match
to Orlando in 1997, they hoped the change would rejuvenate an event that was deteriorating under a soured
relationship wrth the city of Tampa, Fla.
Well, school officials got a little more than they had
hoped. With new relationships in place with Walt Disney
World Resorts, the city of Orlando, Florida Citrus Sports
and the Orange County community, FAMU and
Bethune-Cookman have successfully re-invented the
Florida Classic. And the 56,351 fans who attended the
1irst game in Orlando gave the Classic their enthusiastic
stamp of approval.
In 1998, the Florida Classic reached an even higher
mark. With 66,245 in attendance, the Florida Classic
attracted the largest crowd of any black-college football
game last year. In fact, rt was the largest crowd to view
a black-college game in the decade of the '90's.
Without a doubt, the 1999 Florida Classic will be a
serious showdown. The city of Orlando will be alive with
festive activities. And with the attractions at Walt Disney
World Resort, this is a "can 't miss" vacation opportunity.
Key Activrties include:

Thursday, November 18
Presidents' Dinner - Walt Disney World Resort,
Coronado Springs
Friday, November 19
Coaches' Luncheon - Coronado Springs Resort, Walt
Disney World
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The Florida Classic Battle of the Bands and Step Show Orlando Arena
Presidents' reception - Walt Disney W orld Resort
Concert - Disney World's Pleasure Island

Saturday, November 20
Women 's basketball game - Orlando A rena
What to do in Orlando: No doubt the k ids will most likely
want to do Disney World, particularly M agic Kingdom or
all three parks. Couples and singles m a y prefer Epcot
Center or Disney-MGM Studios. Given the territory, this
may be the time to schedule a one-week vacation. If
not, there are plenty of other attractions that lend themselves to one-day visits, like Universal Studios Florida,
Sea World and the Kennedy Space C e nter off the coast
of central Florida.
The Orlando Museum of Art, Orlando Science Center
and
Le~ Gar~ens are a few inner-city sites that
provide a nice diversion. Animal lovers can catch manatees in their natural habitat at Blue Spring State Park 40
miles north of Orlando.
'
Sixty miles north of Orlando is Ocala National Park
a gr~at pl':3-'?e for hiking, canoeing , fishing or swimmi~g.
All this act1v1ty may make you hungry, and Crickets on
South Semoran Boulevard and Buffalo 's Cafe on south
Conway Road are a wing lover's heaven feat ·
.
If b .
,
unng
mod erat e pnces.
eIng this close to the oc
uts
you in the mood for seafood, there's Ocean~~ P
International Drive, Hi~h lide Harry's on North ~e~~ran
Boulevard or Murphy s Chop House on Au
t
.
I D nve.
.
For 1Ive
· entertainment
.
gus
a
N at 1ona
try
E
·
,
,
,
ncs
Downtown Cafe & Blues on South Orange A
•
venue.•••

:larry ~-

GO TO THIS!
Packa e tarting at

$157.00

per per on/ double occupancy, 2 night at

DISNEY'S ALL STAR MUSIC RESORT
Each per on in th package al o receive :
•One I Day1 1 Park Ticket to
any Walt Di ney orld Re ort Theme Park
· One Pl a ur I ·land Pa ••
•One Florida Cla ic Football Garn Tick t

CALL (407)939-7810
and a k for th Florida Cla sic Rate!

Michael Jordan just signed with another team.
Michael Jordan knows the value of a good educ~tion. That's w hy he has
. .
. Th e C o II ege Fund · To give deserving students the chance
Joined
with

ponsored by 100 Black Men of Charlotte, the
Carolinas Classic ent~~s its fifth ye_ar at a ti~e
when classics are gaining populanty. Held tn
what's touted as a bustling metropolis, the Carolinas
Classic features a full weekend of "stuff" to do, from a
parade or Greek step show to a concert and gala.
Proceeds from the classic support the Charlotte Youth
Connection, and provides tutoring, mentoring and postsecondary educational scholarships and assistance.
What to do in Charlotte: Cited as one of the
fastest growing regions in the new South, Charlotte
represents an urban environment with a small-town
feel. Walk through Historic Fourth Ward for a glimpse
into uptown neighborhood revitalization. Another
attraction is the Afro-American Cultural Center at North
Myers St. , which offers exhibits, performances and children's programs in a beautifully renovated church .
Spirit Square Center for the Arts on E. 7th St., a bustling

S
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art hub, has seven galleries and three theaters.
McDowell Park and Nature Preserve is an 894-acre plot
on Lake Wylie off 49 South that provides year-round
caimping, fishing, picnics, nature hikes and seasonal
canoe and paddleboat rentals. Those in search of
sanctuary can find it at McMillan Greenhouse on the
campus of University of North Carolina Charlotte which
has~ collection of more than 18,000 preserved ~lant
specimens. Wing Haven Gardens and Bird Sanctuary
on Ridgewood Ave. is a peaceful place where more
than 130 species have been spotted by birdwatchers.
Food choices abound in Charlotte - from pasta and
seafood at Alexander Michael's on W. 9th st. to Carpe
Diem's grilled chicken and goat cheese (on South Tryon
St.)_ There's also the all-you-can-eat flounder, bass,
shnmp, perch or trout at The Fish Farm on Sam Newell
Rd., and soup, salad, sandwiches and locally brewed
beer at Dilworth Brewing Co. on East Blvd. ('I

,
d
•
they otherwise might not receive. Please help the
,or an e ucat1on
.
f
.
I
d t dents of tomorrow fulfill their dreams o
bright and ta ente
su
.
.
I
scientists or anything they want to be. Give to
becoming doctors, awyers,
'
.
.
.
Michael
Jordan's
team
for
better
education.
The College Fun d • A n d Join

To support The College Fund,

call 1-800-332-UNCF.

h College Fund/UNCF
T
~ . t "hie thing to waste.
A mind is a em

W

ell over 100,000 fans are expected to attend
the Coca-Cola Circle City Classic and its
weekend festivities, including a black-tie gala
event, and what is billed as the country's secondlargest African-American street parade. The parade
alone reportedly drew about 90,000 last year.
Both teams feature high-powered offenses that
should keep the audience's attention long after halftime.
There's much to be done before and after the
game beginning with the 18th Annual HBCU College
Fair on Thursday, Oct. 1, at Crispus Attucks Junior High
School that will feature representatives from 60 historically black colleges and universities.
Other key activities include:
Friday, Oct. 1
Indiana Black Expo Golf Tournament, Saddlebrook Golf
Club (9 a.m.)
Coaches Luncheon, Indiana Convention Center,
Sagamore Ballroom; Reception (11 a .m.) Luncheon
(1 :30 p .m .)
Coors Friday Nite Cabaret, Convention Center (8 p .m.)
Gala '99 "The Palace Ball", Indiana Roof Ballroom (6:30
p.m.)
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For most of the
1990's, it was the sane
in the
SIAC dlampionsli,:) roce - Albany
State. The second tttd and fourth
verses were aoo /lbfn./ State, as the
Golden Rams won sx SIAC titles in
the '90's.
Wrth the anro.rced retirement
of MJarrf State 00001, Hampton
'Hamp" Smith many
ers think
Aharry State's dorri1crce may also
come to an end.
Instead of a gold watch, the
Rams would rtke to r;,,19 Smith a conference dlampionst1) trophy for his
retrement gift. The P.arns will look to a
strong running game, led by Robert
Cummings and Marcus Horton, and a
tcx..gh defense, led by fnebacker
KEM1 Trawick and nose guard
Tremaine lhoma5, to bnng them their
seventh crown of the decade.
Though Albany State has a special motivation, INinrrg the title won't

Classic Jam '99 The Official Party for the Classic - Circle
Centre Mall (10 p.m.)
Saturday, Oct. 2
NAFEO Career Fair, Convention Center/ RCA Dome (10
a.m.-4 p .m .)
Circle City Classic Parade, Pennsylvania a nd Ohio
Streets (10:45 a.m.)
Faltfest '98, Pan America Plaza, Downtown Indianapolis
(11 a .m .-11 p .m.)
Pre-~ame W~rm up/Tailgate Party, Chester Galloway's
Classic Amencan Grill (1 p.m.-4 p .m.)
~at to do in Indianapolis: Near RCA Dome, Union
Station s c?mplex of cafes, shops and bars provides a
good walking tour of the city's sights and sounds.
Earth Wa~e and Accentricity show the town's cultural
edge, while those looking for night life - from jazz to
blues - can find solace at The Jazz Cooker sr
Noodle or Madam Walker Urban Life Cent ' ippery
A day of sigh~seeing can rustle up an :~-petiteseafood lovers will find their thrills at Midtown Grill ;n
Westfiel_
d Boulevard, and Essential Edibles w ·11
t fy
I sa is
vegetanans. l'I

be easy,

Tuskegee represented the SIAC

n1:19 Poreer Bowl la.st year, after
gorg 6-0 and dairrrig the confer-

erce d.ampionshp. Coach Rick
Corregy has brcx..ght a new attitud e,
ard better talent, to the Golden
Tgers, Ouarterback Aaron James and
rurnng back Michael Scott will lead
the Tigers offense. If the Tigers can fill
severai holes on defense, look for
them to again dlalerge for confererce crown.
Fort Valley finished 11-2 last year
ard_~ a tOUChdown away from
~ in the semi-finals of the
Clivson II playoffs. The Wildcats lost t o
Carson-Newman 38-31, and with 63
~ers returning, coach Kent
&tioottield thinks tis team has a
90od charce to return to the playoffs.

Wide receiver James Schoolfield, the
coach's son, Cleo Stinyard, Phillip
Shtflet and Jerry Jackson will lead the
Wildcats on offense, while Darryl Clark
and Jarrod Johnson are the leaders
on defense.
New coach, Steven Wilks, formerly Savannah State's defensive
coordinator, hopes to lead the Tigers
SIAC title amid rumors of a pending
move to DMsion I-AA. Wilks' defense
led DMsion II in rushing yards allowed
and total defense, but the Tigers must
find replacements for 8 of 11 defensive
starters. The Tigers return six on
offense led by quarterback James
Brooks, who passed for 1,455 yards
last year.
Kentucky State returns 18 starters
from last year's 5-6 team. The
Thorobreds finished 4-2 in the conference, and coach George Small feels
confident they can compete for the
title this year. The 'Breds will be led by
all-conference running back Alvon
Brown, who rushed for 1,363 yards in
only eight games last year. Kentucky
State has several NFL prospects but
must get solid quarterback play, and
must significantly improve its defense,
to have a shot at the title.
Miles finished last year with a 4-6
record and will be hard pressed to
improve on those results this year.
Offensively, the Bears must get ~tter
production from quarterback Dwight
Moore, who completed only 38%_ of
his passes and threw 12 interceptions
last year. The defensive secondary .
and linebacking corps must be rebuilt
if the Bears are to have a chance of
matching last year's results.
Lane returns 16 starters from last
, 4 - 6 team·, Morris Brown. returns
years
.
14 starters from its 3-8 campaign,
Clark Atlanta returns 9 starters from
last year's 3-7 team and Moreho~,
with new coach Anthony Jones, will
try to rebound from an _0-11 season. All
four, however, will fight it out~t the
bottom of the conference.
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SIAC
Pi 11::D1C I ED
ORDER OF
FINISH
1. Tuskegee
2. Albany State
3. Fort Valley
4. Savannah State
5. Kentucky State
6. Morris Brown
7. Miles
8. Lane
9. Clark Atlanta
10. Morehouse
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espite running roughshod
through the Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference and winning the mythical :'4CAA Division II Black-College
N~tional Championship last season,
Rick Comegy's Tuskegee University
football team still can't get any
respect.
A 23-9 Pioneer Bowl victory over
Central Intercollegiate Athletic
Association champion Uvingstone
last year was not enough to keep
the Golden Tigers, who went 6-0 to
capture their first SIAC title since
1~91 and their first outright crown
since 1974, from coming up second.
Albany State, which has won five
SIAC titles this decade, was picked
ahead of Tuskegee recently in the
league's annual preseason poll.
"That's OK," Comegy quipped. "A
team that can win five straight championships should be ranked No. 1."
Actually, Comegy wouldn 't have it
any other way. He's been in the
business long enough to know that
respect isn't given .. . it's earned.
"Respect doesn't come
overnight," Comegy said. "You have
to go out and earn it day by day.
Sometimes it takes a while to get.
:iopefully, the guys are looking at it
in the proper view.
"If we get all fired up and emotional
over why we weren't picked No. 1,
we won't be focused."
~nd,, Comegy won't stand for that.
We ve got to work because this
football team isn't made up of stars,"
he said. "It's been a combination of
~v~rybody. We're a team. They realize it's a team that has to pull it off."
While the Golden Tigers may
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Tuskegee celebrates a 23-9 \Nin over Uvingstone in the Pioneer Bovv1 last year.

not be the most talented team in
the SIAC, they do have p layers
who can match up w it h t he best
in the league.
Perhaps Tuskegee's m ost talented
player is running back Mic hael Scott,
who led the SIAC in rushing last season with more than 1,200 yards.
A 5-7, 170-pound "wate rbug ",
Scott rushed for 1,254 y a rds and
scor~ 14 touchdowns d e spite
m1ss_
1ng parts of two game s with a
sprained ankle. He finished first in the
~C in scoring (7.0), sec ond in rushing (104.5 yards per game) and first
,n ..all~purpose yardage (137.7 ).
Mk::hael Scott is one of the best
backs, PQUnd for pound, I've ever
~ associated INith," eomegy said.
He doesn't look bg but he's muscular. He's blessed
great speed. He
~ run a\/'-/ay from the pack.
.1ve seen bgger backs better than
~ke, but none tis size better than
Hm. To be honest with you, and I
don~ want to put too much pressure
on him,_ he moves like BanY Sanders."
fu~ead1ng the way for Scott will be
l~acks Jason Dempsey, Chad
~lhan:,s and Chris Echols. Should
d at tno not be alble to get the job
frone, Comegy Will turn to true
eshman Roderick Spivy.

\\1th

A a r o n --Jan7es ( 3 )

"We've got some real horses coming in at that spot," Comegy said.
"Spivy is a big bruiser. He's the best
blocking fullback I have ever seen."
Three starters return along the
offensive line, led by preseason AIISIAC pick Tyrone Holliday, a 6-3,
256-pound junior tackle. Holliday
moved to tackle during the spring
after starting at guard last season.
Fredrick Ellis, who also started at
guard a year ago, was moved to center during the spring, while LaFrederick
Spence is back at left tackle.
"We had a decent line last year, but
not a great line," Comegy said. "We
had a bunch of guys that were fighters. They took a licking, but kept on
ticking . Looking back at some of the
films, we got by with some guys.
"I think we've brought in some
people that will allow us to be better
than we were."
Aaron James returns to run the
show at quarterback.
A redshirt sophomore, James
threw for 1,727 yards and nine
touchdowns last season.
"Aaron James is getting better all
the time," Comegy said. "Heh~
really, really blossomed into quite a
player. To sit out a year and come
back and take the starting role and
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lead a team to a championship ... we
feel like we 've got a man at quarterback when we hit the field. "
Along with the offensive line, the
receiving corps also has some question marks.
Terran Burrell, Sean Cornelius and
Juan Draine, who accounted for 69
of the Golden Tigers' 119 catches,
are gone.
Gary Curry and Carlos Conway, a
pair of tall, rangy receivers, are the
leading candidates. Curry was the
team's fifth-leading receiver last year
with 12 catches for 139 yards and a
touchdown.
Junior college transfer Jason Lee is
expected to handle the kicking duties.
Lee kicked seven field goals and
converted 40 extra points last year
at Allan Hancock Community
College in California.
Defensively, the Golden Tigers
have some holes to fill.
Particularly, at linebacker, where
four of the top six from a year ago,
have departed.
Leading that group will be Kevin
Powell, a 6-1 , 232-pound sophomore.
An AII-SIAC preseason pick, Powell finished with 72 tackles last season.
"Powell is one of the best linebackers in the league," Comegy said.
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■ SIAC

''Spivy is a big
bruiser. He1 s
the best blocking
fullback I have
ever seen. n
"He's a man. He could go to the (NFL) league."
Chris Rainey gives the Golden Tigers another formidable linebacker to go alongside Powell, Tyrone Jones
and Antonio Knight.
The defensive line will be anchored by ends Donnell
Wade and Andre Dudley, a pair of all-star candidates.
Tackle Terrell Smith, who suffered a broken arm in
the Pioneer Bowl, also returns.
The secondary will have to be revamped.
Cornerback Ralph Gaines is the lone returning starter.
The probable starters at the end of spring practice
were Justin Cooley at free safety and Nakia Lambright
at the other comer. l'IS

TIGER
TRACKS
'",.,-·
1'

·:·:f·

■ Tuskegee placed five players - the most of any
league team - on the AII-SIAC preseason team.
Leading the way was running back Michael Scott, who
led the league in rushing with a 104.5-yards per game
average, and a whopping 6.7 yards-per-carry average.
Tyrone Holliday, a 6-3, 260-pound junior lineman,
defensive lineman Andre Dudley, linebacker Kevin
Powell and cornerback Ralph Gaines were also named
to the preseason team.

■ Wrth last year's SIAC championship, Tuskegee has
won the league title a team-high 18 times, eight more
than Fort Valley State and nine more than Albany State.
Last year's championship was the Golden Tigers' first
outright SIAC crown since 1974. Tuskegee earned a
share of the title in 1987 and 1991.
■ The Golden Tigers, who have posted back-to-back
winning seasons, will try to make it three in a row for the
first time since the 1972-74 seasons when the late
Haywood Scissum walked the sidelines. Should
Tuskegee win the SIAC title this season, it will mark the
first time since 1932-33 that the Golden Tigers have won
back-to-back conference titles.
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By Vict o ria
VVh it e h ead

icked to finish third in the
Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (SIAC)
two years in a row, the Fort Valley
State University Wildcats expect to
continue the program's tradition of
winning this season.
Last year the Wildcats ended
the regular season with an 11-2
record (most wins in a season for
the team) and advanced to the second round of the NCAA Division II
football playoffs for the first time in
school history.
"We were one touchdown away
from playing in the semi-finals or a
national championship, " head coach
Kent Schootfield says about last
season. "That is at least where we
need to be pushing for this year."
The Wildcats lost to CarsonNewman 38-31 in overtime, ending
their bid for a title in 1998.
Even though there are 63
returning players, Schoolfield says
the team is still very new and young.
Over 100 young men showed up to
begin camp August 5th, down from
last year's 130.
A lot of those returning players are short on playing time and
one crucial element from last
year's offense - quarterback
Renotto Solomon - is missing due
to graduation.
Wrt:h the first game only two
weeks from the beginning of football
camp, the Wildcats must quickly find
a replacement for Solomon, who set
a school record last year.
Brian Villaneuva and Ryan
Weiss, two junior college recruits,
appear to be the early favorites to
compete for the starting quarterback job. B . J . Wyche, grandson of
Fort Valley State University's athletic
director, Ed Wyche, also joins the
Wildcats this season and has a
chance at quarterback.

P

the Albany State Rams last year.
Other key returning players
include senior li'lebacker Willie
Mitchell, senior defensive back
Jamaal Garman and sophomore
wide receiver Anthony Snead.
''The returri'lQ players are
enthusiastic beeause of last year's
season, and the new ones came
here because of last year," said
Schoolfield. •So. we're really just
going to start thiS year where we
left off last year. The team is new
and young, but we are very optimistic about thiS season."
And after the
n the
Wildcats had last year, Schoolfield
expects the COOl)etition to be looking to get even. "Fort Valley has a
tough schedtJe cl'ld people on that
schedule aN-J¥ play us tough.
Albany, of couse, s a rival and
Tuskegee is picked to win the conference. Those wil be key games
forus,"saystheread coach . (Last
season the Gok:len Tigers from
Tuskegee upset the Wildcats 23-21.)
''The entire coaching staff is
optimistic. It's too early to start
naming a lot of names in positions,
but we will know more the week
before the game."
Putting his opinion in a word
about the 1999 season , Coach
Schoolfield, smiling from ear to
ear and looking contemplative,
said "optimistic!"

Kent Schoolfield
Another obstacle the
Wildcats must overcome this
season is the loss of their entire
backfield from '98. Some young
players will have opportunities to
step up and do something for the
team, say s Schoo lf ield.
Ft. valley will also be young on
defense w ith several positions yet to
be filled. Schoolfield says if the new
guys can do w hat the coaching staff
thinks they can, the "Blue Death"
defense w ill be as strong as ever.
He noted, however, that it is important that these positions be tied
down early in practice.
"We'll be looking at the new
guys. It's like a puzzle, trying to fit all
the pieces together. There are still
some missing pieces, and w e hope
t? have all those in place by game
time," Schoolfield says. "W e w ill be
trying to get them to complement
each other, to bond early and to get
everyone in shape."

"Sa we're
re~lly just
ga1ng ta
start this
year where
we le~ off
last year.
The team is
new and
young but
we are very
optimistic
about this
seasan. 11

While the Wildcats have key personnel losses from last year's
team , th e cupboard is far from
bare. Five Wildcats were named
~o th e· pre~eason AII - SIAC Team
including linemen Phillip Shiflet
(6-2 , 240 sophomore) and Jerry
Jackson (6-6 , 2 8 0 junior) on
offei:se and lineman Darryl Clark
and linebacker J arrod Johnson
on defense. Place kicker Jevon
Tyler was also n a med to the preseason all-conference team
Bot~ Shiflet and Jackson ·
were first team All SIAC . k .
19908. ~yler made 1-1 out ~;~8s ,n
(51 Yo ) fiel? goals in 1998 with his
longest kick bei n g for 46 yards .
He also made 34 of 39 PATs for
a total of 67 points.
Schoolfield 's son Ja
returns for his
'
mes, also
.
. sophomore season
at wide receiver. Young
Schoolfield broke a sch I
d
on a 95-yard
oo recor
punt return against
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. _Coach Schoolfield (Florida A&M, 1969) is
In his third season with the Wildcats. He has
three new coaches joining his staff this year Maurice Heard from Delaware State, Fran k
Middleton from Florida A&M, and Julius
Adams who played for 16 years w ith t he Ne w
England Patriots.

FT. Valley
LAST

OPPONENT

VEAR

at Morehouse

Woo46-7

Valdosta State

Woo20-14

Lane

Won49-19

Morris Brown

Won28-22

at Kentucky State

Woo16-11

OPEN
Miles

Won26-6

Clark Atlanta

Won36-7

Sine~ coming to Ft. Valley, Scho~lfield has
gotten his team involved in community pro grams such as Special Olympics, Adopt-ABrother and attendance at area church es.

at Tuskegee

Lost:21-23

Savannah State (HC)

Won28-10

at Benedict

Won38-7

The Wildcats open their season on the road
August 28, n Atlanta, against Morehouse
Colege. Ths Wil be the 26th meeting between

Albany State (at Columbus, GA)

Woo 17-14

FVsu and the lv1aroon Tigers.

Stadiu ■ :

Wildcat Stadiu ■

Capacity: 7,500

Location: ft.
Enroll ■ ant:
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Valley , Gao r g i a

2,&00
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Thomas and linebacker Kevin
Trawick will have to
have good senior
seasons if the Rams
are to have any success controlling the
line of scrimmage.
The secondary should be the
strength of the
Rams' defense.
New secondary
coach, Ronnie
Baker, a standout
free safety who
played on Albany's
1993 team that finished 11-1 , will look
to experienced cornerbacks
DeRoderick Nash
and Arthur
Anderson to solidify
the secondary. They
will be joined by
returning safeties
senior Eugene
Dorsey and junior
Cedrick Jackson.
On offense,
the Rams have one
of the best one-two
punches in recent
history in running
backs Robert
Cumming and
Marcus Horton.
Cumming rushed
for 1,229 yards and
10 touchdowns last
year, while Horton
rushed for 604
yards and 5 touchdowns. Although
Cumming rushed
for more total yards,
Horton averaged
6.9 yards per carry
to Cumming's 5.9.
The Rams
offense revolves
around its running
game, and Smith is
counting on continued productivity from Cumming and
Horton to carry the offense.
The quarterback position is pretty
solid this season. Smith expects sophomore Jamal Robinson to improve
from last season when he passed for
over 1,100 yards and 10 touchdowns.
These numbers are impressive coming from a dominant running team.
Robinson, however, must be at least
as effective as last year to keep
opposing defenses from stacking the

By IVlark .Allen
The 1999 Albany State Golden
Rams have no time to waste.
The Golden Rams have won 5 of
the past 9 conference championships
in the 1990's and they are challenged
to take the successful stride they
enjoyed in the '90's into the next millennium. But not everything will remain
the same for the Rams. Long time
Albany State Football Coac Hampton
"Hamp" Smith is retiring at the conclusion of the '99 season, his 23rd campaign at the helm.
"This is my last season," said a
joyful Smith. "It does not seem like
it. I am excited. I feel pretty good
about it."
If you are planning to say farewell
to Hamp before his final season
comes to a dose, be prepared to
travel. The Rams will play only three
games in Albany, opening on the road
against nemesis, Valdosta State, on
August 28th.
"If we get by Valdosta, we will be
all right," said an optimistic Smith. The
Rams then play Miles College in the
first annual Labor Day classic in
Birmingham, at Legion Field, before
their home opener against Kentucky
State on September 11th.
Although there was mention of a
nationwide search, Smith's successor
has yet to be named. It is widely
believed that long time defensive
coordinator, Mike White, will receive
strong consideration. Before being
promoted to assistant coach this
summer, White had been the team's
defensive coordinator for the last
15 years.
Dan Land, a standout, record-setting running back with the Golden
Rams from 1983-1986, has no coaching experience but has shown some
Robert Cumming (25) interestintheposition. Land enjoyed

a 10-year professional career as a cornerback with the Los Angeles Raiders
and returned to the Rams as the
ne\Nly appointed athletic director in
1998. While Smith's replacement ~as
not yet been announced, appoin~ng
Land to the athletic director position
the year before Hamp's retirement
may be more than just a coin~erl<?e.
This year's team will be a little dif~ e
ferent now that All-American defenSIV
end, Andre Slappey, is gone.. Slappey,
Who was named to the Shendan

Network Black College AII-Ame~can
team last year, is currently work!ng out
with the Carolina Panthers and IS
pected to make the team. Last
ex Slappey led the team with 33
year,
tackles and 10 sacks.
.
"
"Losing Slappey was a big blo""'.,
. Smith "He was a very productive
said
·
t·
He never missed a prac ,ce or
player.
He also never got hurt."
a g~ith will depend on his linebac~to fill the void created by Slap~y s
ers
And nose guard Tremaine
departure.
-----------177
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stacking the line of scrimmage to zero in on running backs
Cumming and Horton.
Although the offensive line received a blow of its own
when it was learned that Wayne Campbell would no longer
coach the offensive line, offensive guard John Say and
Omar Williams return to bolster an impressive offensive
attack.
"Say and Williams should do a good job for us, so
the line can be more productive," said Smith.
More is expected out of tight end Reginald
Magwood, who will probably be more involved in the
offense this season. "We are going to try to throw more
to the tight ends this season," said Smith.
The place kicking job should be in good hands with the
return of Jeff Watson, while Smith will have to depend on
newcomers to handle punting duties.
This season will have a two-fold purpose for the Rams.
First, it will mark the end of the Hamp Smith era and also set
the stage for a new era in a storied Golden Ram football
program. Look for the Rams to be very focused on sending
"Hamp" out with his tenth conference championship.
Secondly, the Rams have a bitter taste in their mouth
after Tuskegee won the conference championship last year.
The Rams are determined to regain their title and emerge
as the top team in the conference once again.
The most important game will be the first one against
Valdosta St.. The Rams have faced Valdosta St. four times
recently and they have come up short all four times. If they
beat Valdosta, expect that adrenaline, Smith's farewell, and
the potent running attack, to play key roles in the Rams
quest to return to the top spot in the SIAC. l'IS

efore steppng on the practice
field, a Savamah State football
player must have a helmet,
pads, cleats and a pen.
Apen?
Ah, that's to fil out the application.
The appication?
That's what Tgers' coach Steven
Wti<.s wm hand to hs players - a job
appication, with descriptions and minimum requirements.
"It may sourd a lttle corny, but I'll
have one of these for every player,"
says the first-year coach, o pening _a file
drawer and waving his latest creation.
Players will sigl these applications
if they agree to Wl<s' terms.
"I expect trust and comm itment
from the players," Wl<s says. "I want
them to di.splay dscpine, c haracter
and integrity, and I 'Nallt them t o be
self-motivated to get better every day.
"Basicaly, this a job and that's
how I want my players to approach it.. If
you want to apply for this job, fill out this
appication and retun it to my office."
Corporate Savannah State? Not
really. The former SSU defensive CO?rdnator is leaving tttle doubt about his
expectations. Buoyed by d iscipline _and
dedcation, the Tigers led OMsion II 1n
rushing defense (alowing 4 8.8 yards a
game) and total defense (166.3 .
yards/game) and was third in scan~
defense (13.0 points/game) and fifth in
pass efficiency (80.7 rating).
That success helped the 30-yearold Wilks get the head coaching job
when Daryl l'v1cNeil left to beCOme t:t:19
offensive coordinator at South Carolina
State, before the conclusion of this
season's spring practice.
SSU firished 7-4 a year ago (fo~rth
in the Southern Intercollegiate AthletiC
Conference) with an improvement of
four games from the 3-8 mark in 1997 •
Despite losing l'v1cNeiU, the coaching plilosophies should stay the same,
but Vvil the wining?
"Coach l'v1cNeil used to tell us,
'Ole act doesn't stop the giow,' " 58:ys
sophomore quarterback Jermaine
Brooks. "I tlink the team feels comfort-
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GOLDEN
RAMBLINGS
■
Savannah State's announcement that it will pursue
moving to NCAA DMsion I-AA, and rumors that Ft. Valley
will do likewise, has fueled talk of a move by Albany
State. If Savannah State and Ft. Valley join DMsion I-AA,
Albany State might be forced to join them in order to
keep long-standing in-state rivalries intact.

■ Albany will face Morehouse in the inaugural Classic
City Classic in Athens, GA, September 18th.

■ Coach "Hamp" Smith's Rams won six SIAC championships in the '90's and made five consecutive DMsion II
playoff appearances from 1993 through 1997.

ssu
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in this situation, yoo ~ r le~ the program
suffer, or you get the immediate
experience," WIG says.
Offensively, six starters are back from a
unit that averaged 21.2 points a game.
Cutting back on tunovers Will be a key. SSU
lost 22 fumbles and suffered 13 interceptions.
V'v11en the Tgas rd:J onto the bal, they
an be dcrgeU.S Brooks tt-rew for 1.455
ya-cs, deepte payrg v,,;tt, a sholJder ii<.JY
fcr m::a of the oo:xrd-haf of the season.
Ard the rl.l'TI1;l atla:)< eel by tat:ack Lester
Peasal a"dft.hd< ~ o..rrmngs
cartt,ed fcr 955 yads a-id 10 tou:::hdovvns,
IMie averaj"g reoof Th--e yards a carry.
. .
Brooks is also a dangerous runner, gaining
394 yards - second-best on the team.
Brooks' favoite re:eiver, Ramon ruff, fini:tro tis ei;j:jty, bJt the Tgers restocked
wth speedy ButHCa.nty CornrnL.rny transfer, DaTo1 ~
0, the he, m4ls Mthony Recki::k,
tv'aq..s St8'v'Elf"'001 a-d center Tory You,g
ere ta:x, ab-g 'Mlhg.Hd Ai .Austn, \Nho
rehrr6 alter berg
·
raj:)le last
seES:)l.

Key, reserves fg1trg to push the starters
ere q.ataba:::k Lee Pea-son and shfty rt..J'rilg
oo:i<Trermyre arty.
Jason Elkin will handle the punting and
place-kicking chores. "-I feel good about this
team," Wilks says. 'We're building for the
future, but I don't befieve you can build ~hoot having some success along the way. l'I

able with the decision to keep (the
head coaching position) in the family.
Now we can do the same things
scheme-wise that we were doing last
season."
The Tigers, however, aren't just
losing one act. They'll have to find
stand-ins for eight of the 11 starting
defensive cast members and 12
starters overall.
To make matters more drfficult,
SSU has eight fewer scholarships to
entice talent because of NCAA infractions committed five years ago. The
Tigers will have 28 scholarships this
season, 30 in the years 2000 and
2001, before getting back to the
DMsion II limit of 36 in 2002.
Wilks remains optimistic because
he knows first-hand what can be done
with limited means. He was McNeill's
defensive coordinator at Johnson C.
Smith, three years earlier when the
Charlotte, N.C., school improved from
two wins to seven, although the football program had just 12 scholarships.
And as a highly regarded defensive back at Appalachian State, Wilks
learned from Sparky Woods and Jerry
Moore that coaching and hard work
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can make the difference.
"A coach is someone, who can
take a player to another level he can
not go by himself," Wilks says. 'There
are a lot of coaches out there who are
ball-cap-and-whistle coaches. They'll
come out there and fuss and rave, but
I want my staff to be like professors in
the classroom. We're going to teach
during the week and then coach on
Saturdays."
On the blackboard for his defensive pupils to study is the 4-4 alignment. Relying on comerbacks to play
man-to-man coverage, Wilks teaches
his other players to force the action
aggressively. The rule, he says, is not
to react to the opponent, but conversely have the opponent try to
counter the defense.
It's a strategy that got results last
season when the Tigers posted two
shutouts and held five of their 11 opponents to a touchdown or less. Only
four teams scored more than 16
points in a game.
But do enough players remember
the curriculum? Returning sophomore
comerback, Roosevelt Williams, might
be one of the best defensive backs in

the conference. Safety Greg Sullivan is
back with tackle Donald Joyce, but
that's it for returning defensive starters.
Gone are All-America linebacker
Reggie Jackson, the conference's
Defensive Player of the Year, and highly regarded comerback Shanarda
Jones.
So Wilks looks to the reserves.
Tackle Albert Mitchell (6-3, 300) and
ends Lamar Leverette (6-2, 265) and
Chris Middleton (6-1, 250) inherit positions on the line.
Sophomore Derrick Macklin is
expected to start at linebacker, junior
college transfers Will patch up the rest
of the defense.
Jermaine Bradford (Middle Georgia
College), Robert Porter (San Monica
Community College) and Zakee
Richardson (West Los Angeles
Community College) have been
brought in to strengthen the linebacking, and Kenyata DaVis (Middle
Georgia) and "Tyrone Morris (West Los
Angeles) provide depth in the secondary.
"(Filling in with junior college transfers) isn't always the best solution
because you're always rebuilding. But

TI G E R
TIDBITS
■ Savannah State is considering a n:1ove to DMsion ~
and has aspirations of playing in the Mid-eastern Athle
Conference.
■ SSU's ne.,.; football coach Steven Wilks played
defensive back fa- the Charlotte Rage of the Arena
Foc-bal Leag_.ie in 1993.

. . . I-AA teams this seaThe Tigers l,A,ii play two DMSIOn
1'"'--'
---~
and
ChattanooQa. SSU gave
son - Bethune-VUUN I k:11 1
' 14-7
Bethune a tough game last season before IOS1ng
·
■

~~--

·in DMsion II
■
Roosev elt WilliamS was 10th
'-"-'I-" IUI 111.J1e
d average.
in kickoff returns la.st season with a 28.8-yar
with 20 or more
Wlffiarns was the best among players .
ard team
retuns. SSU finished third nationally with a 26 -Y
average for kickoff returns.
• larly stingy in
■ SSU's top-rated defense was partiC~
Those
thrd quarter play, allowing only sev~ points.
.
points came in the season finale against Tuskegee
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■ SIAC

•

The linebacking corps will be led by junior Lakunta
Farmer (5-11, 215) and senior Dejuan Clark (5-11, 215).
Farmer led the 'Breds in tackles (90) including a career-high
14 tackles and four quarterback sacks against Clark Atlanta
last year. Clark followed with 32 tackles and four quarterback sacks.
Senior Chris Pointer, who also returns punts and kicks,
will lead the defensive backfield. Pointer, who had 2 interceptions and 22 tackles, will be joined by junior Demetrius
Gay who also had 2 interceptions to go with his 20 tackles
last year.
Winning the SIAC will be a challenge for KSU. However,
Small believes his team is talented enough to compete with
the top SIAC teams. And, if the 'Breds can eliminate those
low points from last season's roller coaster ride, they just
might find themselves representil'!) the SIAC in the Pioneer
Bowl in Atlanta on December 18. I'S

By Craig Wright

f you ask Kentucky State
Thorobred football coaches and
fans to give you their assessment
of the '98 season, they'll probably take
you to an amusement park setting
and describe how they are still a bit
queasy from the roller coaster ride.
They will also tell you it was a ride that
they don't care to repeat.
Kentucky State tickled its fans
with a season-opening road victory
at Miles, a team it hadn't beaten in
three previous attempts. The 'Breds
then proceeded to lose five of their
next seven games on the way to a
5-6 overall record and a 4-2
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference finish.
C_oach George Small, who has
compiled a 24-21 record in his four
years at KSU, plans for this season's
ride to be a lot smoother with a more
pleasant ending.
The Thorobreds return 18 starters
from last year and are picked to finish
fourth by SIAC coaches.
Small is very excited about KSU's
?ffensive prospects this year. The
Breds will feature its talented sophomore running back, Alvan Brown (6 -o,
~OO)._ Brown rushed for 1,363 yards in
Just eight games last year and is a pre~ason All-America and AJI-SIAC selection. Brown ~d a phenomenal performance against Morris Brown last
year when he rushed for a career-high
349 yards. Brown scored 10 touchdowns, while averaging 170 yards a
game and 5.~ yards per carry.
Brown will _have a big, strong and
talented offensNe line to help him
repeat last year's success. The line will
be anchored by a Pair of 6-5 325pound tackles in seniors Sen~ Gray
and Marvie Dingle. Gray played both
t~ckle and guard last year and combines excellent technique with str
leadership skills.
ong

I

'

Dingle started ten games for the
Breds last ~ear and is a preseason AIISIAC sel~tion. He is a powerful run
blocker with great balance. Dingle and

9

EIAECJ

CRUMBS
Gray have the abity to play at the professional level and will
receive plenty of attention from NFL scouts.
While the runnng game appears to be in good hands,
Small has more questions than he would like at the quarterback position. Sophomore Jimmy Edmonds (6-4, 200)
played in six games last year, completing 8 of 17 passes
for 98 yards and one touchdown. He is competing with
John Harris (6-0, 180), a redshirt freshman who showed a
lot of poise in spring drills. Both Edmonds' and Harris'
biggest challenge will be to master the Thorobreds' prostyle offense.
KSU's receiver corps should be solid with the re~um <:>f
four players who have game experience, led by senior Bnan
Gipson (6-2, 185). Gipson played in eight games last
year and was KSU's second leading receiver with 288
yards. Junior Phil Smith played, primarily, at running back
last year but was switched to flanker for the '99 campaign. He played in every game last year catching 19
pa.soos for 168 yards.
Senior Xamon Glasper (6-3, 190) is KSU's deep ~h~eat.
He averaged almost 20 yards per catch after miSSJng
the first seven games last year with an injured hand. .
Senior Anthony Arnett an AII-SIAC selection in 1996, will
return after missing fiv~ games with an ankle injury. .
The biggest problem for opposing defe':se~ might
be senior tight end Ike lhejeto (6-6, 255). lheJeto 1s an
outstanding run blocker who can run (4.9-second 40yard dash time) and make clutch catches. He caught 11
P8SSes for 106 yards and two touchdowns l~t ye':31"·
lhejeto is a preseason AII-SIAC selection and 1s proJected
as a middle-round draft choice in next year's NFL draft.
The defense, which fell short of expect8:ti?ns last
year, has been rebuilt and Small hopes that it 1s ready to
retu~ the level of play that garnered a number one
ranking in Division II in 1995.
Ti
McGriff
The 'Breds are COLnting on newcomers ony
(6-5, 285) and Chis Avery (6 _1, 270) to pro~. immediate
~ rusrt-g t'€p from their defensiVe line posmons.
'
The return of Dwayne Woods, wh? led the
Breds with 15 tackles for a loss, including seven
~uarterback sacks, last year should help KSU
improve its defensive results.

■

Defensive coordinator Wesley McGriff was named
DMsion II Assistant Coach of the Year by the American
Football Coaches Association last year.

■
Drafted by the Green Bay Packers in the third round of
the '98 NFL draft, Thorobred defensive end Cletidus Hunt
was the first player chosen from a historically black college.
He was also the highest selection from the SIAC since 1996.

■

As many as five KSU players: Ike lhejeto, Marvie Dingle,
Chris Pointer, Seneca Gray and Henry Robbins could wind
up in NFL camps next year according to NFL scouting combine projections.

KENTUCKY STATE
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0 ur kids play
hard, but they're
not mentally tough
and that comes
with experience. 11
11

•

By Reggie Benson

T

hree years into his rebuilding
project at Miles College, Cecil
Leonard had taken the tiny
school in Fairfield, Ala., all the way to
the top. At least that's what Golden
Bears' fans thought.
Prior to Leonard's arrival in 1994,
Miles had managed just two wins over
its last 50 games.
Leonard won that many his first
season. He doubled that total the second year.
Then, in 1996, the Golden Bears
posted their first winning season since
1967, going 6-4.
Leonard, one of the most highly
successful high school coaches in the
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state of Alabama, had worked his
magic once again.
"I think we were a little ahead of
schedule," Leonard said.
But while Leonard has not only lifted a ~ool and a community, he says
there IS plenty of work to be done.
Back-to-back 4-6 seasons has left
Leonard hungry for yet another run at
a winning season.
"I'm excited," Leonard said. 'We
won't be a bad football team. I've got
football fever."
Leonard has had the fever all summer bng.
He spent hours upon hours
watching film from last year's dismal
season.
"That got me pumped up,"

Le o nard said. "I saw
thin gs we could do to
make us better. "
One thing that could
make the Golden Bears
better is improved play
from t he quarterback
position, where junior
Dwight Moore returns.
The 6-2, 205pounder completed
only 3 8 percent of his
p asses (67 of 178) for
1,075 yards and four
touchdowns, while
thro wing 12 interceptions.
"Dwight looked good
at times and bad at
times," Leonard said.
"He's had a year as a
starter and we'll see
what we can do."
Xa vier Douthard also
played some at quarterback, but Leonard
prefers to keep him at
rece iver.
Douthard was 19 of
4 7 for 165 yards and a
touchdown, while
th rowing four intercep.
tions. As a receiver, he had 19 catches
for 372 yards and a team-h· h fi
touchdowns.
'9 our

Douthard and Derek Hall who led
the team with 2 5 catches for' 316
yards and three touchdowns .
the Golden Bears two of th • gives ,
.
e 1eague s
most exciti ng players Leo
d
"I xpect
'
nar ~ e
great things out of those
two young men," Leonard said
. Aaron Glover and Jamal Finkley
will try to take some of th
off of Moore.
e pressure
Gbver was the team's leading
rusher ~t season with 434 yards on
99 cames and scored four touch?Cwns, Rnkley, who started at fullback
1n the Golden Bears• option o ffiense,
rushed for 288 Yards and scored a

touchdown. The other running back figures to be James
Thomas, a 5-10 j..n'.)r speedster.
"We've never really had a g reat back," Leonard
said. "We've got some kids that are capable of doing
some things."
Butonlyiftheoffensive line takes shape.
Four starters are back, led by right tackle John Dennis,
a 6-3, 310-pound µior. Earnest Young, a transfer from East
Mississppi Jurior Colege, is expected to make an immediate inpact, Leonard said.
'We've got to do a better job of pass blocking,"
Leonard said. 'We had too many b usted assignments last

year."
Roderick Jones is back to handle the placekicking
duties after making 4 of 12 field goals and 12 of 17 extra
points last season. tv1ichael Martin will be the punter. Martin
averaged just 32 yards per punt last year, among the worst
intheSIAC.
Defensively, the secondary and the linebacker corps
must be rebult, but the Golden Bears should be solid in the

EIEAR
T R A C K s
■
Alumni Stadium underwent a major renovation during
the offseason as Miles College officials forked more than $1
million into the school's facility. The expansion included a
field house, new bleachers, a press box, luxury suites and a
concession stand. Wrth the improvements, the stadium
capacity will double firom 2 ,000 to 4 ,000 seats.

■

The Golden Bears were picked to finish sixth in the
SIAC preseason poll. Miles, who was picked ahead of
Manis Brown, Clark Atlanta, Lane College and Morehouse
College, garnered 36 points. Leonard even found being
picked sixth pleasing. "I'm elated," he said. "I've been at the
bottom for so long."

■
The schedule is difficult. The Golden Bears play three of
the top five schools picked in the preseason poll on the
road. Miles visits Fort Valley, Kentucky State and Savannah
State. The Golden Bears hosts Albany State and Tuskegee,
who have combined to win the last six SIAC championships.

trenches.
Nigel Younger, who finished with 38 tackles and a
team-high six interceptions, is the lone returning starter
in the backfield. The other probable starters will be
Andrew Pettis at the other comer and Feshaiye Holland
and Lewis Taylor at the safety spots.
Henry Pope, the team's second-leading tackler a
year ago, with 79, is the only linebacker that has any
starting experience.
If the Golden Bears are to be good defensively, the
inemen have to lead the way.
Ends Marcus Harrell and Reginald Jiles and tackles
Larry Jomson and CaMn Bar1ow give Leonard four very
capable players,
"
''v\lhen we first got here that was a big pro~leri:,
Leonard said of his team's lack of quality defensive hn_e men. '1tis year we've got some kids capable of playing
and alo'Ning us to have decent depth."
Quality depth, or the lack t hereof, Leonard . .
says, is what has kept the G o lden Bears from ns1ng
even higher.
Despite that, Leonard keeps pressing on.
.
"INhat has hurt us more than anything else is not
having that experienced player t o get us over the
hump," said Leonard who inherited a program t~at
had failed to Win a ~ e in three of the five pr~vious
seasons before Leonard came aboard. "Our kids play
~d, but they're not mentally tough and that comes
With experience." l'S

MILES COLLEGE
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rrour motto is:

'Don't talk about it,
be about it'. 11

■

By Cecil Wright

~e Lane College football t eam is looking forward to the day when it will no
longer claim the only crown they have
managed to win in recent history - the infamous homecoming crown.
Including its own, Lane will play in four
homecoming games this year, which places
them in a tie with Johnson C . Smith for the
most homecoming appearances .
Losing the homecoming crown was too
big a feat for Lane to accomplish this year, and
maybe next year, too. But the Dragons are
confident they can compete for a Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference title.
Second-year head coach, Len Anderson
hopes that the new-found confidence will
translate into a winning season.
A six or more-win season won't come
easy for Lane, which finished with a 4 -6
record last year. The Dragons will fac e a
tougher schedule this year, especially with the
addition of Division I-AA SWAG members
Arkansas-Pine Bluff and Texas Southern.
Anderson knows the return of 17 starters
from last year's team will put them in position
to improve on 1998 results. He also knows the
Dragons must figure out a way to reduce the
34.6 points per game they allowed last year.
The defensive unit, led by sophomore
linebacker, Reggie Herron (6-2 , 230), is out to
prove they are better than last year's statistics
indicate. Other key starters returning include
sophomore safety Ea/1 Moore (6 - 2, 198),
defensive back Joshua Haywood (6-0 , 200)
junior Vincent Blakley (6-2, 192), junior defen sive end Derrick Plantar (6-7, 290) and senior
end Gene David (6-5, 275).
Lane coaches believe one key to success is improving the team's strength and
physical conditioning.
"Our goal this year is to strengthen our
defensive unit and get more productMty out
of our offense, " said offensive coordinator
Terry Beauford. "After a strong off-season
conditioning and strengthening program, we
should be effective in these areas."

T
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With nine starters returning, the Dragons e xpect
its offense to operate in high gear this season. Key
players to watch on offense are senior running bac ks
Jason Brookins (6-2, 225), who rushed for 849 yards
and caught 21 passes last year, and Unton Colem an
(6-0, 190). Coleman is a threat to score whenever he
has the ball. He haS 4.23 speed in the 40 yard dash
and he led the team in receptions last year w ith 2 8.
Keveous Clark (6-1. 200) will return for his final campaign at quarterback. Clark passed for 1,320 yards
last season, completing 51% of his attempts. He is
touted as the best athlete on the team and the
Dragons hope he wiD be even more effective this y ear
after working a ftJ season in the new system.
Senior Bisjana Hocker (6-6 320) and juniors Juan
Nelson (6-4, 325) and Mario Riggs (6-7, 340) will
anchor the offensrve line. Juniors Eric Brent and Kieth
Lane will be Clar1<'s primary targets at wide receive r.
If the Dragons can add talent and a winning attitude
to their confidence, they could contend for the conference title.
"Our motto is: 'Don 't talk about it, be about it ',"
said Beauford. "The hardest thing about coaching is
getting the kids to believe in your program. Once you
accomplish that, you are ahead of the game. t his
spring, we accomplished that task and we will not
play second fiddle to anyone."
And if the Dragons are not playing second _fiddle
to anyone, it could also mean they're not w eanng the
homecoming crown anymore. I'S

Dragon

fire

■ Lane plays only three games at home this y ear,
while they play six on the road and one game at a
neutral site.

■ Rrst team all-conference player, How ard B~:ii!t
who posted 68 tackles and 9 quart~rback sac n Ba
year, signed a free agent contract w ith the G ree
Y
Packers.
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By Craig Wright

C

lark Atlanta fans would like to
believe that the '99 version
of Panther football will produce more wins than last year's
three-win effort.
Head coach, Bmer Mixon, would
like to believe that in his third season at
the helm, the Panthers will be in the
fight for a conference title, and maybe
even a DMsion II playoff spot
Mixon and GAU fans would like to
believe, but they really don't have
many reasons to believe.
What they have is a team that,
according to Mixon, does not have a
nucleus. The Panthers lost 29 lettermen, including 15 starters, from last
year's team.
GAU took its biggest hit on
defense, where only two veterans
returned from '98. The Panthers
allowed 27 points per game last year
and if improvements aren't made in
that area, GAU will find itself out of
games early and often.
Mixon will depend on defensive
back Antonio Richardson and linebacker Vernell Harris to lead a unit that
will consist mostly of junior college
transfers and freshmen.
Richardson (5-10, 185) played in
five games last year and recorded
10 tackles and 1 fumble recovery.
Harris (6-2 , 225) was fourth on the
team with 49 tackles, including 3
tackles for a loss.
On offense, The Panthers must
figure out ways to score more than
the 15.7 points per game it managed
last year.
A running game m ight help. GAU
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averaged orfy 2.6 yards per rush and 92.9 yards per
game la.st year. JLrior running back Charles Turner (5-9,
180), secord on the team in rushing with 317 yards, will be
called on to lead the rushing attack. Turner averaged 3.9
yards per rush la.st year and scored one touchdown.
He wil be jor,ed by senior fullback Tellis W eathersby
(6-2, 260), who ave,clQEld 4 .0 yards per cany last year, but
had ort-J 12 carries.
Mixon was cou,tng on junior tailback Benjamin Boyd
to compete with Tuner for playing time, but Boyd became
an academic cas.aty during the offseason.
A passing atta:k might also help improve the
Panthers' point prod.ction this year. But there's not much
good news on that front, either.
Mixon received another blow in the offseason when
talented wide receNer, Juan Gaston, was declared ineligible due to a low gade-point average.
The Panthers also have concerns at the quarterback
position. The top cancidates appear to be two redshirt
frestmen, Michael\Nhit:e (6- 2 , 190) and Ayavis Womble (62, 195). 'Nhit:e appeared in three games last year but had
only 13 pa&5 attOO'l)ts.
The brightest spot for the Panthers may be punter
Jonathan Thomas. The senior from Atlanta averaged 41.3
yards per pu,t la.5t year and his punts typically have a 4 .6 secord hang time. If the offense sputters, Thomas will be
called upon frequently to bail them out.
The Panthers have a lot of holes to fill if they are to
compete for the SIAC title. Wrth only 5 starters returning
on offense and 2 on defense, and a tough SIAC schedule,
CAU wil be hard gessed to equal the three wins they
recorded in '98. I'll

Panther

pri nts
I

Coach Bmer Mxon is 7-14 entering his third season

as CAU head coach.
~ The Panthers haven't competed for the SIAC crown
when CAU was co-SIAC champs.

SIT'K)e 1991

I .Mixon feels the Panthers keys to success ~n. '9_9 are:
avOiding injuries; a consistent kicking game; soh_d ifying

the quarterback position and reducing team mistakes.
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f news that Morris Brown was
going to kickoff the new century
playing DMsion I-AA football was
big news to Wolverine coach, Joe
Crosby, he isn't showing it just yet. A
day after the word came down from
the NCAA that it could leave DMsion
11, Crosby calmly voiced his pleasure
without as much as cracking a smile.
Why? Because no matter how glamorous the prospects of possibly playing in the Southwestern Athletic
Conference against Jackson State or
Southern appears, in 1999, Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
foes, like nearby nemesis Clark
Atlanta and perennial power
Tuskegee, still loom on the horizon.
"I'm looking forward to moving up.
[But] we still have to play where we
are playing," Crosby said. "We're in
the SIAC right now. [Moving to
Division I-AA] doesn't have anything
to do with this year. "
And Crosby, who is 12-21 in three
years at Morris Brown, knows that
the Wolverines cannot look ahead, or
they'll get left behind this fall - as they
did in 1998.
The Wolverines entered last season
with high expectations, but they were
dashed away by a rash of injuries,
futility within the 20-yard-line and a
kicking game, or lack thereof, that
never was worth mentioning.
The latter still has Crosby shaking
his head. "Our kicking game was our
Achilles heel," Crosby said. "We
couldn't kick a field goal or an extra
point. That was the drfference in the
season. We'd get inside the 30, and
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teams knew we'd have to go for it
on fourth down. They'd stop us
and momentum would go the
0 therway."
Atleastfourof~rris Brown's
eight losSeS last fal can.be attributed to kinks in the kicking game.
Most notably, the
n opener
against Clark Atlanta when, on the
game's final play,
· Brown was
forced to go on fouth-and-10 from
the 20, gained just five yards and
lost 14-13. It was the Wolverines
fourth straight loss to the Panthers.
"I get reminded of that every day,"
said Crosby.
Place-kicker Ere Jackson, a
sophomore from Decatur, Ga., was
supposed to come n and play right
away as a freshman. but pulled his
groin before the season started.
"I'm sure he'll be ready to bounce
back," Crosby said.
Jackson might not need to be
the fall guy this year If the
Wolverines take better advantage
of scoring opport\..nties. The
Wolverines' inability to kick late in
games was augmented by their
inability to score touchdowns in the
earty part of the game. For Morris
Brown, the red zone represented
the dead zone - the place where
drives come to die.
But, with a new offensive coordinator in Shawn Gregory, its fortunes may change. Gregory, a former standout quarterback at
Jackson State, shoLid have a lot to
work with at his old position this
year. Quarterback depth is thick like
oatmeal, and the position is as wide
open as a pasture.
&}phomore Kelvin Wright, who
took all 94 snaps in the spring
Qame, is the starter going into the
season, but he wi1 have three other
sophomores breathing heavily
down his neck. Stanley Hardy was
the starter before an injury sidelined
him late last year. In stepped
Kewan Dewberry, a 6-foot, 180pound native of Oklahoma City,
Okla, who led Morris Brown to two
of its three wins, completing 66 of
104 Pa5Ses for 919 yards and

seven touehdowns.
Dewberry fractured his ribs in

spring practice, and an injury also
kept Jonathan Smith from battling
forthePDSition. '1hey're all young,"
Cr~y said. "It's INhoever wants
the job most. lt'U emerge."
Whoever lines up behind center
Continued on page 203
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A winning program
campetes 1 graduates1 and gives players a c hance. 11

,

For those who have not been
paying attention to the Morehouse
football program lately, there has been
a bit of intrigue as to who will guide the
team from year to year. Over the past
5 years, there has been a new coach
at the helm at the start of each season. Former Morehouse assistant
coach Anthony Jones takes over as
head coach of a 0-11 team in '98 ard
contends his mission is to tum the program around.
"This is a great opportunity for
me," said Jones. 'We are young ard
we are going to grow and compete."
Jones, a tight end with the N~s
Washington Redskins from 1984-1988,
has tried to jump start his mission by
assembling a coaching staff that
includes former Detroit Uons runring
back, Derrick Moore, who will be gL.iding the special teams. Moore played i7
the backfield With retired superstar and
future Hall of Fame running back, Barry
Sanders. The staff also includes defensive line Coach, Michael Pitts, who
played professionally with the
Philadelphia Eagles.
The new coaches bring instant
recognition and credibility to the
?Gach~ng staff, but those early meetings win have to include discussionS
about ~w Morehouse will stop
opposng offenses this season. In
1998, Morehouse was outscored by
an average of 20 points per game. At
season's end, their opponents almost
tripled their point production - 353-130.
Jones will look to a trio of returning starters to improve the Tiger's
defensive woes.
Senior AII-SlAc first team tinebad<er.
P.andy Roberts, wiU return and provde
the leadership that the Tigers' ya.rg
defe_nse so 00$perate1y needs. Jurior
outside finebackers Sean Caldwel arK:J
Frank Williams Will join Roberts who led
the team with 114 tackles.
'
77gers also expect to get help
from Junior defensive lineman Robert
Gill, a transfer from the University of
Nebraska. There w as not a lot of pub-

1:79_

Morehouse
LAST
VEAR
Lost?-46

licity surrounding the signing of Gill, but Jones believes
he can make an immediate impact. If he plays up to
the level suggested by his background, opposing
teams may find it difficult to run his way.
Cornerbacks Glen Spencer and Casey Brewton
will return to anchor the secondary. Spencer, a 1998
and 1999 NCAA DMsion II track All-American, has this
season to show professional scouts what he has to
offer.
Offensively, seven starters return from last season,
including sophomore quarterback Chivart Daughtry,
who started in nine games as a freshman. Daughtry,
how ever, will have to fight off redshirt freshman. Carny
Smith, before he can claim the starting job.
Morehouse has a lot of youth on its team, which
may be a good thing for the program, since Jones
and his staff will have a chance to teach players from
the earliest point to the time they become seniors.
'We [Morehouse] have not been able to take
freshmen to their senior season and teach them," said
Jones. "The year I have 20 seniors on my program is
the year I will compete for a championship."
The head coaching position at Morelhouse has
changed so much in the past few years that players
had to wonder in what direction the program was
going. Jones insists he needs more of a mental
commitment from his players to win .
''There is a difference in getting beat and beating
ourselves," said a wishful Jones. "A winning program
competes, graduates, and gives players a chance."
Jones feels he and his assistant coaches will be
able to spark interest and loyalty in the Maroon
liger football program. He also believes that, with
time to integrate their system with the returning
starters, who have at least two to three years of eligibility remaining, they have a chance to turn the
"House" back in to a "Home" again. I'S

'

Lost15-28

MILES

Lost0-36

Abany State(Athens, GA)

Lost 35-40
Lost13-27

at Alcorn State

Tuskegee(Columbus, GA)
BENEDICT (HC)

Morris Brown(Augusta)
KENTUCKY STATE
Cl.ARK A11-ANTA

Lost20-27

,HOUSE
CALLS

[Xlf\lot:Aay
Loot:12-47
Loot:11-16
Loot:10-31

■

The Tigers return fourteen starters, including seven
on both offense and defense.

■

Cornerback Glen Spencer's 4.3 (40 yard dash)

speed should garner interest from NFL scouts.
. . 8 T Harvey Stadium
Stadium- ·
Capacity: 9,00 □
Georgia
Location: Atlan t a,
9
Enrollment: 3, □□
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By Guerin Ernig

hrowing h is confidence
behind a pair of All-America
hopefuls on defense, a stable of budding superstars at linebacker, and a newly-chiseled offensive line, third-year Langston coach
Ted Alexander (3-15 in his first two
seasons, including 2-8 in '98) can at
last believe in the here and now.
"I'm so excited, you wouldn't
believe, " he says, a bout to bust free
from his swiveling LU office chair. "I
can't wait. I hate just talking about it."
For the first t ime , Alexander can
feel the current o f his own recruits
building momentu m through the
program. Also, h is troops are anxious to report back to campus after
the most demanding, and most
successful, spring t hat anyone at LU
can recall.
Of course, swe at is one thing;
without the talent t o see all the
effort through, a coach can only be
so effective. And Alexander is fortunate to have a couple of real pillars
with God-given ability.
One of only eight seniors on the
Lions roster, senior All-America candidate Joe Johnson (6-0, 217)
returns to man any of the three linebacking positions on defense. A
team-leading 90 tackles, 4.6 speed
in the 40 and a sideline-to-sideline
ability to make plays only begin to
tell of his impact.
"If you measure a kid by the size
of his heart, Joe is one of the best,"
Alexander says.
Feeding off Johnson's relentless energy and work ethic will be a
pair of gifted newcomers from the
Tulsa area - Joey Crawford and
Jeremy Armstead .
Each possesses marvelous athletic skills (Crawford was an all-state
running_ba?k in high school), and each
could grve incumbent linebacker Shea
Lee, a run for his PGsition.
'

T

Alexander haS a pretty mean
complement to .
n on his
defensive line in jlnOr end Jerry
0gwezi (6-2, 260), th~ Lions' second All-America candidate .
A key for Alexander will be finding a replacement for Noel Scarlet,
who skipped his S8f'll0r year and
became a Minnesota Vikings
draftee. The lea(W)Q candidate is
junior Warren Broome (6-2, 235).
The secondary was a weak link
in Langston's sorely tested defense
a year ago. Alexander hopes to
plug the hole with the help of junior
college transfer Keith Turner (6-0,
195), and freshmen Dominique
Jackson ofTulsa and Tony Smiley
from Kansas City. Academic AllAmerica Daron Franklin (6-1, 170)
returns as the defensive backfield's
lone holdover.
It's rare that a football coach
begins a conversation, about his
offense, with the
n , but then it's
rare for a 6ne to average 6-4 and 300
pounds, as the Lions' could this fall.
'Tois past spmg was an eyeopener for me," Alexander grins. "Our
offensive linemen were coming off
the ball and knocki'lg people down."
Returning guard Robert Tolbert
(6-2, 290) might very well be the
baby of a bunch that includes
Mickey Granger (6-5, 295) , Arif
Monroe (6-4, 305) and freshman
Mark Liggins (6-7, 350) .
Expected to benefit from the
added beef on the offensive line are
tailbacks Buster Green (5-6, 165),
who ran for 400 yards and five
scores last year, and Alan Brown (56, 170). And if LU's line can 't provid e
enough of an escort, first-year fullback Darius Griffin (6-1, 260) w ill
provide help.
The Lions are in solid shape at
wide receiver, with senior Ted
Roberts (47 receptions for 610 yards
last year) leading the way. He'll have
help from possession receiver Eric
Hams, plus juniors Jamar Lockhart
and Ja<,a, Andrews.

l.argston s comfortable at tight

"Cur offensive
linemen were
coming off
the ball and
knacking pea•
Pie dawn."

end as well, with Deon H~I (6-3, 240)
and Jason Harding (6-1 , 240) returning.
Which b rings us to quarterback.
The incumbent would appear to
be '98 part-time starter Theodore
Johnson (22-for-7O for 171 yards
and four interceptions last season).
But redshirt freshman Gerald
Campbell (6-5, 200) has serious
tools and is coming off an impressive spring.
More settled is the kicker's position , where fourth-year Lion, Kevin

McKee, ret urns. Alexand er m ust,
however, find a replacem ent for
punter Kyle Johnson and his 46yard average.
The Lio ns ' sc he d ule is less
daunting - th ree w innable
g ames a nd an open d at e in
Sept ember - t han in y ears p ast,
so if th e charged-up Alexander
finds his quarterback by October,
the re'll b e a lot of " I told ya so 's"
in t he f ootball office at Langston
c ome December. I'S

LANGSTON
OPPONENT

VEAR

TEXAS LUTHERAN

Won 43-17

at Sul Ross State

Won 30-14

at Benedict College

Did Not Play

OPEN
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA

Lost 13-29

PANHANDLE STATE (HC)

Lost 14-28

at Northwestern Oklahoma Lost 6-44
at Lincoln University

Did Not Play

at SW Assemblies of God

Did Not Play

PERU STATE

Did Not Play

Stadiu11:

Capacity:
Location:

ill,[.

Enroll11ent:
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4,500
Langston,
3,700
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If the Tigers
duplicate last
year's success, fans
won't hesitate to proclaim that
the glory
days of TSU
football have
returned.

By Donald H u n t

T

here aren't many teams in
DMsion I-AA that have as much
talent as Tennessee State.
The Tigers had six players named
preseason first team AII-OVC, led by
last year's ave Offensive Player of the
Year, quarterback Leon Murray. The
Tigers are picked to win the Ohio Valley
Conference championship, and
they're also a preseason top 25 team.
These accolades shouldn't
come as a surprise to anyone. A
year ago, Tennessee State (9-3
overall, 6-1 OVC) won its first conference title and advanced to the
Division I-AA playoffs for the first
time since 1986, where they lost in
first round to Appalachian State.
Last year's success has the "Big
Blue" faithful anxiously awaiting the '99
season. tf the Tigers duplicate last
year's success, fans won't hesitate to
proclaim that the glory days of lSU
football have returned. If they exceed
last year's results, fans might also think
that Tennessee State head coach, L
c. Cole, last year's ave Coach of the
Year, is beginning to look a little like legendary "Big" John Merritt.
Though the Tigers return 17
starters (9 offense, 8 defense) from
last year's team, duplicating last year's
results won't be easy.
'We have a lot of great players
coming back," said Cole. 'We're looking forward to having a good season.
We had plenty of success last year.
Wewereablemwinourcomerence
and go to the playoffs. But I think a lot
of people are going to be ready for us.
It's not going to be easy. We'll have to
work for it."
Fortunately for Cole, he will have a
host of talented players to help him
achieve success this year.
Nine starters are back from an
offensive squad that led the ave and
ranked among the top 10 teams in
DMsion I-AA in passing (303.3 yards
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B r e n t Sterling (55)
PElrgarne), scomg (39.1 points per
98rne) ard total offense (4 67.2 yards
per game) last season.
'We certairty, put a lot of points on
the SCOreboard," Cole said. ·we were
pretty e><posjve ttvnughoUt the seaoon. We were able to score even in

the tt-ree garres we lost."
Murray is the Tigers' big play guy
on offense. He complet ed 183 of 353
P8Ss attempts for a league record
3,oo2 yards and 22 touchdOWl1S last
year.He ranks seventh in OVC history
n career P8Ssng yards after only two
Y8ars of action.

In a critical game with Murray State
last year, he passed for an averecord 491 yards and 4 touchdowns
and caught the game-winning, 26yard touchdown pass in T e n ~
State's 46-44 come-from-behind VlCtory. lne performance earned Murray
I-AA National Offensive Player of the
Week honQrs from t h e ~
Network, and the victory d1~~ the
school's first league champtonship. ..
"I've always tried to mak_
e plaY'.5,
Murray said. "I like to do the little things
t put my team over the top. We
~ e d the Murray State game to get
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us into the playoffs. I was just fortunate
to have a big game."
Muray, a transfer from the Uriversity
of Rttsbugh, is berg touted as a
Heisman Trophy cancidate. That's how
wel he's played for Temessee State.
",As for being a Heisman Trophy
candidate, that's a great honor for me,"
said Murray. Hopefully, we can have a
good year which will bring some extra
publicity for the team and the school."
Murray will get plenty of help from
senior wide receiver Corey Sullivan
(6-3, 195). Sullivan had 46 receptions
for 923 yards and six touchdowns
last season. Sullivan will be joined by
junior Avian Black (6-0, 180) who
caught 28 passes for 487 yards and
three touchdowns.
"Avian is one of our most versatile
players," Cole said. "He and Corey give
us a nice receiving corps. Avian can
also return kicks. He's capable of making something happen in the open fiek::I.
He's going to be a key player for us."
The offensive line will be anchored
by a pair of seniors, offensive guard
Bennie Anderson and offensive tackle
Michael Thompson, both starters from
last year.
Tennessee State returns eight
starters on a defense that led the conference in pass efficiency and scoring
defense. The offense got the headlines, but Cole believes TSU's defense
was a big part of the team's success
last year.
" ... Our defense played extremely
well," said Cole. '1hey were able to
shut people down in crucial situations.
We played great on third down."
The Tigers do have questions to
answer on defense, however. Cole
must find replacements for two of
the conference's best defensive
backs, Janick Hillary and Darnell
Hinton. Jamie Watkins, a transfer
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from Vanderbilt, and Ed Sanders are
expected to fill those spots. The Tigers
will depend heavily on the only returning
defensive back, LJgarius Jennings to
bring stability to the defensive backfield.'
LaBrent Stoo-g, the Tgers k3ac:rg ta:::kler (81 tackles) last year; retuns at rebacker.
"l..aBrent Stoo-g made a bt of pays from tis
hebackrg position," sad Cole. "I-le ras a
good nose for the ool."
But Coles is coocemed because he
may have to fnd a inebackerto replace AlAmerica canddate Lamar Carter.
Carter, a two-time AII-OVC selection
is, again, bothered by a foot that he broke
two years ago. The injury has kept Carter
from practicing, just as it did last year.
Cole knows that the Tigers' success
last year has brought a great deal of visibility to the football program. He also
knows of the expectations that come with
success and visibility.
'We opened a bt of eyes last year,"
Cole said. "Our fans are pretty excited
about Tennessee State football. We had
some big crowds last season. We play a
lot of big games this year. The key to any
success is winning. The more you win, the
better things get for everybody.
'We play some good teams ike
Jackson State, Florida A&M, .Alabama State
and AlabamaA&M," Cole said. 'We have a
great non-conferenoe schedue. AA these
teams are tOLJgh. Then, we've got ou- confererlce schedue. We've got to come
ready to play every game. We're going to
need some big plays." l'J

BIG BLUE
NOTES
■

Tennessee State awaits the results of an
NCAA investigation into alleged infractions when it
meets with the NCAA committee on infractions in late
September in Arizona.

■

The Tigers will open play in their new home stadium, Adelphia Coliseum, on September 5th in the inaugural John Merritt Classic. The classic is named for legendary TSU coach, John Merritt, who compiled a 17233-7 record while at Tennessee State from 1963 -83.

■

Starting center, Ike Boone, had knee surgery
and is not expected back until the second or third game
of the season.
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hey were the butt of a lot of
jokes in college football. For
several years, all you heard
about was how Cheyney couldn't
win a football game.
If they weren't talking about
Cheyney's losing streak, the fans
were cracking jokes about Prairie
View A&M's losing efforts. Of
course, both teams ended their
losing streaks last year.
Cheyney, ending their past Mile
efforts in brilliant fashion, crushing
Mansfield, 40-13, to end a 52-game
winless streak.
Cheyney's second-year head
coach John Parker has a lot of
experience in bringing losing streaks
to a screeching halt. Parker is the
first coach in the history of college
football to break the nation's longest
Division II losing streak at two different schools. He broke a 27 -game
losing streak at the University of
Minnesota-Morris in 1996. That was
also his first season at the school.
Parker, however, really enjoyed
snapping the Wolves losing streak.
"It was a long time coming," said
Parker, whose team finished with a
1-10 record last year. "I felt good for
all the students, alumni, administrators and fans who have followed
Cheyney for years. I got so many
phone calls from everywhere. We
were on ESPN, CNN and all the
major television networks. I had
newspaper reporters from around
the country requesting interviews. It
was great exposure for the school.
But we can't be happy with winning
one game. We have to continue to
build a competitive program."
The Wolves could make some
noise in the Pennsylvania State
Athletic Conference. They return 28
lettermen including 15 starters.
Offensively, Cheyney is led by
junior quarterback Ameer Hayes. He

T
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"'\Ne know
what it
takes to be
successful.
'\Ne just have
to go out
there and
play some
good football. If we
can do that,
we 1 11 be all
right. 11

•

By Robert Anderson

f the 1998 season was a harbinger
of things to come for the Benedict
ligers' football team, then the future
looks bright for coach Tony Felder's
warriors. Or does it?
The answer begins with an interrogative. Did the Tigers slip up on
some teams? Or was it that Benedict,
a newcomer to the football wars, had
reached parity with its foes after just
four years - and its second in intercollegiate competition?
Coach Felder, beginning his second year, admits it might have been
some of both.
''There may have been some
teams that did not take us serious," he
said. "But on the other hand, our kids
believe they can play with anyone. This
was the intangible that made us competitive. Our philosophy is_we do~'t
lose ball games, time expires while
we're behind."
The Tigers proved their faith in that
idea in their final game of the season,
when it appeared they were doomed
after Wingate University's Tracey
Bowen bolted 53 yards for a touchdown to break a 27-27 deadlock with
1:38 to play.
For Benedict fans, the situation
looked bleak since so many games
were lost in the dosing minutes. But
this time Felder's troops made sure
the dock wasn't going to be a factor,
at least not against them.
On a drive that began on their 14yard line, the Tigers, with textbook precision, marched 86 yards in 1~ plays to
snatch victory from defeat, with seven
seconds to spare.
According to Felder, this was the
defining moment for his team. "We'd
been in situations like this so many
times during the season only to
come up empty," he said. "But this
time we found the wherewithal to
win. In that game they developed
mental toughness, the one ingredient needed when faced with adversity, and the one thing I felt was
missing on the team. We grew up in
that game."

I

completed 174-of-333 passes
(52.3 percent) for 2,054 yards and
12 touchdowns, while starting only
seven games. He finished fourth in
the PSAC in total offense (193.4
yards a game).
Hayes will utilize the pass catching talents of wide receiver Fred
Smith, who caught 32 passes for
387 yards and one TD.
The offensive line will be
anchored by Henry Goldey, Luis
Gutierrez and Rashad Holloway.
Defensively, Cheyney's best
player is Keith Jackson, who
received first-team AII-PSAC honors
last year. Jackson, a 6-6, 305 pound
junior, can play tackle and end on
the defensive line. Last year, he
posted 51 tackles and two sacks.
Unebacker Rasson Walker is
another key player to watch on
defense. Walker led the team and
finished ninth in the conference with
91 tackles.
The Wolves have several other
players capable of making an
impact including defensive linemen
Sabree Anderson and Jamar Banks,
linebackers Maurice Bibbs and
Rashun Mallory, and defensive
backs Darron Daniels and Glen Erby.
"We should have a pretty good
year," Jackson said. "We know what
it takes to be successful. We just
have to go out there and play some
good football. If we can do that,
we' II be all right." I'll

...J
Quinton

n,ison ( 3 7 ' )
a
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/ls a result of the Tigers' strong finish, winning three of their last four
games, Felder approaches the 1999
season with great expectations. He is
also encouraged by the return of 42 lettermen, including eight starters on
offense and eight starters on defense.
Although the Tigers' bsses were
minimal, the loss of quarterback Ramon
Robinson and wide receiver Nathaniel
Freeman leaves two big holes to fill. For
the past two years, this duo had
accounted for most of the offensive
production.
Felder feels, however, that despite
the bss of Robinson and Freeman, the
Tigers are in good shape offensively. 'We
will certainly miss them," he said.
However, we feel that Williams (Royton)
has the ability to get the job done at
quarterback. Our only concern is keeping him healthy.
"/ls for the wide receiver spot,
Bernard Keitt played well late in the season a year ago. He looked good in the
spring game, and we feel he has the
potential to become our big play guy."
Keitt was the second leading receiver behind Freeman, with 19 receptions
for 394 yards and four touchdowns.
tf there is an area for concern, it's in
the defensive secondary where
Benedict gave up 17 touchdowns and
153 yards per game through the air.
"Our deep secondary is certainly an L-~~~~!:3~~~~~~~~~!:!...__J:=::;;;;.,....iiiiiiiiiiii!I!!~~~
area where we have to get better," said
Felder, who guided the tigers to their best
season since the program was resurrected
in 1995. "Our big task this year is finding
some people who can get the job done.
Hopefully, some of the talent coming in will
help plug the gaps back there."
LAST
Defensively, the line appears to be
OPPONENT
VEAR
solid with everyone returning except
Edwards. The linebacking corps returns
FAYETTE\/lll£ STATE
Lost13-18
intact. The defense, led by tackles Kelvin
at Tuskegee
Lost0-6
Griffin and Jason Hemphill, along with
linebackers Damian Davis and Fred
at South Garoi'la State
DidNotAay
Barnum, finished the season ranked in
LANGSTON
DidNotAay
the NAIA in rushing yards allowed, with a
119 yard per game average.
at North Caroi'la Central
DidNotAay
Offensively, the Tigers' major problem
Open
seems to be depth. The quarterback position appears to be solid with Williams, a 6-1
Open
speedster from Anahuac, Texas. He led
at l'v1orehouse
the team in rushing with 530 yards and
DidNotAay
completed 60 of 142 passes for 323 yards.
L..ANE(HC)
Won33-13
Quinton Jamison will key the running
at Eizabeth aty
attack. Jamison rushed for 396 yards and
Won47-9
two touchdowns after missing four games
FORT VALLEY STATE
Lost7-38
because of a shoulder injury. Timothy
Lippett, who compiled 320 yards and six
KENTUCKY STATE
DidNotAay
touchdowns in limited action last season,
will add depth at running back.
Felder believes, if his team remains
healthy, good things can happen. l'I

Benedict

2 0 2 - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The
Wolverines•
inability ta
kick late in

gameawas
augmented by
their inability

ta score

touchdowns
in the
rly
part af the

game.Far

Marris
Brawn, the
red zone represented ttle
dead zone •
the place

where drives
came ta die.

Continued from page 191

will have a more experienced offensive line protecting him. Injuries forced
Crosby's hand with the offensive line
last season, but that could pay dMdends now. Dante English is a senior
and the only returning starter from the
offensive line, but players who gained
critical experience were Shon Staples,
Robert Evans, Anthony Morris and
Sabian Pitts. On average, the five
fonn a 6-4, 310 pound front.
Sophomore tailback, Bobby Wilson
,is expected to carry the load after a
promising spring and a first season in
which he was the team's second
leading rusher gaining 200 yards on
67 carries.
With less to worry about up front
and behind, the quarterback can
focus on finding a receMng target,
which shouldn't be too difficult. Look
no further than 6-3, 195 pound junior
Hilton Alexander. Alexander was
dependable on possession downs
but a cornerbacks nightmare in the
open field. He was the second leading receiver with 37 catches and
seven touchdowns. And with 739

receMng yards, he averaged about
20 yards per catch. "He gets better
and better each year," Crosby said.
Aside from Alexander and sure-handed junior Ka'Von Westberry, the
receMng corps will, as most everything at Morris Brown, be green.
/ls many as 13 redshirt freshman
and sophomores emerged as potential starters for the Wolverines this
spring. Many were forced to gain
experience before their time, but now
are primed to let youth be served.
One area where the Wolverines
have ample experience is on
defense, where senior defensive
ends Tony Alexander (6-4, 260
pounds) and Virgil Perkins (6-2, 230)
shore up the defensive front.
Defensive back Joe Williams, who led
the team with seven interceptions last
season, spearheads the secondary.
'We have a good nucleus," Crosby
said. 'We're not happy with how the
season went last year."
And they don't want to stumble their
way into DMsion I-AA. 'We're not out
to prove anything," Crosby said. "But
we do want to finish strong." l'I

WOLVERINE

FACTS
I Fourteen starters trom last year's team return
including AII-SIAC candidates Hilton Atexander,EJo~ h
Williams, Tony Alexander, Virgil Perkins, Dante ng is ,
Shon Staples and Reshid Lemoine.
I Morris Brown adds Southwestern Atl:let!c . i
Conference and NCAA I-AA member, M1ss1ss1pp e
Valley, and Division I-AA Bethune-Cookman ~olleg
from the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference to it: the
0
SChedule this year, in preparation for itS move
NCAA I-AA next year.

I Three of Moms Brown 's losses l~t year w:;eb~\
thr~ points or less, with three additional loss
points or less.
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Continued from page 69

stone unturned. They did. This did
not surprise Winslow Douglas.
Marques Douglas' father says
one team called on draft day to
imply that the younger Douglas
would be taken in the fourth or fifth
round. Subsequently, that team
took a player no one had heard of,
yet he was from a bigger school.
The elder Douglas believes there is
a prejudice against black schools.
He says: "It is the mind set of the
people who are promoting the
draft that bigger is better. It has
Continued from page 69

been said that players at schools
like Howard, Southern, Florida A&M
and Hampton get second-rate
training or not as good training
when it comes to football.
Winslow Douglas says the
black colleges are not inferior and
while it may not be the same at
every school, his son had coaches
with NFL experience. He adds,
"They were good coaches and
good men, and I would rate them
against anybody."
The same can be said for a lot of
players they produce. I'S

Universitv ol
Arkansas • Pine Bluff
V

Black-College Players Selected
in the ., 999 NFL Draft
Round

~~~3:detensnre

4th
Round

~=

Fort Valley State

6th

Min.nesota (#6)
Antico Dalton DE/LB
Hampton

7th

Gr~n Spy (#6, #7)
Chns Akinfk Saf§.tY.
Ari<ansas-.-ine Bluff

3rd

Round
Round

Tadde

£tll~. Defensive End

Donald Driver, Wide Receiver
AIcom State
Minnesota (#30)
NLangoel Scar1ett, Defensive Tackle
ston
Jacksonville (#40)
~ ~ ~ i t e, Defensive Tackle

I

HalDPIOn UniversitJ
saturdav, September 18, 1999, 4 p.m.
Trans world Dome, St. Louis, MO

for Hotels, call the St. Louis Convention
& Visitors Commission at (800) 916-0094
For tickets, call the Gateway Classic
office at (314) 621-1994 or call
17ag'~S1En,,
at (314) 421-4400
/
Ticket Prices:
•

$13 (Terrace Level),
S22 (All Concourse Levels)
and $30 (Club Seats)

•. .

Hlfti

Featurtnu the MissOUr1
• Lottery- . .•.me or the ds

